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INTRODUCTION 
Louis Jacobs is the most important religious thinker to 

have emerged from the British Jewish community. Born on 17th 
July 1920, he was educated in Manchester Yeshiva and 
Gateshead Kollel where he was regarded as an ilui; an 
outstanding genius of the rabbinic world. His decision to enrol 
as a student at London University provided him with an 
additional perspective and it was the combination of 
intellectual brilliance, Talmudic logic and scientific 
methodology which was to inform and define his lifelong 
scholarship. 

He married Shulamit Lisagorska in 1944, had his first 
son, Ivor, a year later and following month took up his first 
rabbinic position as the assistant to Rabbi Eli Munk at Golders 
Green Beth HaMidrash; a largely German congregation 
generally known as 'Munk's'. Two years' later he took up his 
own pulpit, at the Central Synagogue in his home town of 
Manchester, where his task was to preach in English, except for 
the Shabbats before Pesach and Yom Kippur when he was to 
deliver a sermon in Yiddish. He also delivered a nightly 
Talmud shiur in Yiddish to the older members of the 
congregation. 

The turning point in his career came early in 1954 when 
Louis and Shula, now with three children (Naomi had been 
born in 1947 and David in 1952) accepted the post of rabbi at 
the New West End Synagogue. The New West End was on the 
progressive wing of the United Synagogue, adhering to an 
Anglo-Jewish tradition which included a mixed choir and no 
public prayers for the restoration of sacrifices. His appointment 
caused some consternation amongst his former teachers and 
traditional colleagues; Rabbi Eli Munk writing that he was 'very 
stunned' and that others were 'flabbergasted' by his decision to 
take the job. But it was at the New West End that Rabbi Dr 
Louis Jacobs was able to fully draw together the twin strands of 
his rabbinic and secular scholarship and to embark on an 

3 
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intellectual career which was characterised by popular and 
scholarly acclaim and no small amount of communal 
controversy. 

In 1959 Louis Jacobs resigned his post at the New West 
End to take up an academic position at Jews' College, the pre
eminent rabbinic training establishment in London. It was 
assumed that he would eventually succeed the principal of the 
College upon his retirement but when the post fell vacant his 
application was rejected, because of views he had expressed in 
his book We Have Reason to Believe. The book had not caused 
much of a stir when it was published in 1957. It argued, 
amongst other things, that the findings of biblical criticism 
meant that the traditional view that Moses had received the 
Torah on Mount Sinai, could no longer be upheld. This did not 
mean, as Louis Jacobs, argued consistently throughout his 
career, that he denied the doctrine of Torah min Hashamayim; 
Torah from Heaven. It meant that the process of divine 
revelation had to be re-evaluated, not the fact of it. 

With his post at Jews' College terminated, Louis Jacobs 
applied to return to his old pulpit at the New West End. The 
synagogue approved his application but the Chief Rabbi 
blocked it. It was at this point that the row, which had been 
simmering since the Jews' College disappointment, erupted in 
full. The bulk of the New West End membership resigned and 
in 1964 a new, breakaway congregation, the New London 
Synagogue, was formed. 

The 'Jacobs' Affair', as it came to be known, was the most 
divisive event in the history of British Jewry. But although it 
frustrated Louis Jacobs' desire for a British orthodoxy confident 
in what he saw as a moderate, intellectually-driven, 
traditionalism it by no means inhibited his scholarly output. 

Louis Jacobs regarded his intellectual endeavours as 
indicative of a 'quest-driven faith'. As his biographer, Rabbi Dr. 
Elliot Cosgrove writes, 'it is the notion of a "quest," ... that 
would formally and informally inform his writing throughout 



his life' .1 It is because his writings formed part of his quest that 
he studied and wrote on such a wide range of topics; no one 
subject was adequate to contain his thirst for knowledge. And 
although Louis }acobs is known as one of the foremost scholars 
of his age, his interests were not confined to Jewish thought. He 
was as comfortable quoting Chesterton, Shakespeare or even 
the latest movie as he was citing Talmud or any of the 
thousands of works that comprise the body of rabbinic 
literature. He wrote over thirty books, and hundreds of articles 
and reviews. 

This book is intended to present a representative sample 
of Louis }acobs's writings. They are not always his best known 
pieces; instead we have tried to portray the breadth of his 
writings and the manner of his thought. We have only been 
able to reproduce a tiny fraction of his output, but we hope that 
it will stimulate you to read further. A full archive of his 
writings, together with many videos, is available at 
www.louisjacobs.org and a full bibliography of his works is 
appended to this volume. 

A note on transliteration and spelling 

Louis }acobs's works were produced by many different 
publishers and in many publications. Each had their own house 
style for transliteration. Some articles were published with 
American readers in mind. Wherever possible we have retained 
the style and spelling of the original publication, hence many 
Hebrew, Aramaic or even English words will appear differently 
throughout this book, depending on the publication the article 
was taken from. 

1 Elliot J. Cosgrove; "Teyku: The Insoluble Contradictions in the Life and 

Thought of Louis Jacobs", PhD Thesis, University of Chicago 2008 
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SYNTHESIS OF TRADITIONAL 
AND CRITICAL VIEWS 

WE HAVE REASON TO BELIEVE, (1957) PP. 76-81 

This passage is taken from We Have Reason to 
Believe, the first book in which Rabbi Jacobs 
discusses Jewish theology. The jacket to the third, 
revised edition states that the book 'provides an 
approach which can contribute to the working out of 
a synthesis between the old knowledge and the new 
learning.' 

The passage comes from Chapter 9, SYNTHESIS 
OF TRADITIONAL AND CRITICAL VIEWS. Earlier in 
the chapter Rabbi Jacobs had discussed two ways of 
regarding the challenge of Biblical Crticism and its 
implications for Jewish observance. One way accepts 
Biblical Criticism 'more or less in toto to the 
detriment not alone of the doctrine of 'Torah from 
Heaven' but also to the practical observances of 
Judaism. Another school feels obliged to reject 
entirely, and to combat positively in the name of 
Orthodoxy, any untraditional views. And there is the 
third view according to which a synthesis between 
the traditional and critical theories is possible .... ' 

The third way is not 'between' modernism and 
fundamentalism but beyond and distinct from both, so that 
those who tread this way may take Scripture with the utmost 
seriousness as the record of revelation while avoiding the 
pitfalls of fundamentalism. As Herberg puts it: 'In this view, a 
shift in the very meaning of the term "revelation" is involved. 
Revelation is not the communication of infallible information, 
as the fundamentalists claim, nor is it the outpouring of 
"inspired" sages and poets, as the modernists conceive it. 
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Revelation is the self-disclosure of God in his dealings with the 
world. Scripture is thus not itself revelation but a humanly 
mediated record of revelation. It is a story composed of many 
strands and fragments, each arising in its own time, place and 
circumstances, yet it is essentially one, for it is throughout the 
story of the encounter of God and man in the history of Israel. 
Scripture as revelation is not a compendium of recondite 
information or metaphysical propositions; it is quite literally 
Heilsgeschichte, redemptive history'. 

It goes without saying that these or similar views which 
see no incompatibility between the idea of Scripture as the 
Word of God and the use of critical methods in its investigation, 
can only be entertained if the doctrine of 'verbal' inspiration is 
rejected. It is true that in the vast range of Jewish teaching on 
revelation there are numerous passages in which 'verbal' 
inspiration is accepted or, at least, hinted at. But this is not the 
whole story. It can be demonstrated that long before the rise of 
modern criticism some of the Jewish teachers had a conception 
of revelation which leaves room for the idea of human co
operation with the divine. It will be helpful if a few of the 
passages containing these ideas are quoted. 

(1) The Talmud1 tells of an oven, the ritual purity of 
which is debated by R. Eliezer (2nd Cent, C.E.) and the sages. R. 
Eliezer said to the Sages: If the ruling is as I hold let this carob
tree prove it. Thereupon the carob-tree was torn out of its place 
but the Sages retorted: No proof can be brought from a carob
tree. R. Eliezer then said: If the ruling accords with me, let the 
stream of water prove it. Whereupon the stream flowed 
backwards but the Sages said: No proof can be brought from a 
stream of water. Again R. Eliezer urged: Let the walls of the 
House of Learning prove it. Whereupon the walls of the House 
of Learning began to totter but the Sages remained 
unconvinced. Finally, R. Eliezer said: If I am right let it be 
proved from Heaven, and a Heavenly voice cried out: Why do 

1 B.M. 59b. 



you dispute with R. Eliezer, seeing that in all matters the law is 
in accord with his ruling? But R. Joshua said: 'It is not in 
Heaven'2 - the Torah states 'After the majority must one 
incline'3 and this means that the law must be decided by a 
majority of human judges and no appeal to a heavenly voice is 
valid. The story concludes that when R. Nathan met Elijah, the 
Prophet, he asked him: What did the Holy One blessed be He 
do in that hour? And the answer was that He laughed with joy, 
saying, 'My sons have defeated Me, My sons have defeated 
Me'! 

(2) They were disputing in the Heavenly Academy: If the 
bright spot preceded the white hair,4 he is unclean; if the 
reverse he is clean. If in doubt- the Holy One, blessed be He, 
ruled, clean, the entire Heavenly Academy ruled, He is unclean. 
They asked: Who shall decide it? Rabbah bar Nahmani, for he is 
a great authority on these matters. Rabbah died and as he died 
he exclaimed, 'Clean, clean!'5 

(3) R. Isaac said: The same watchword (communication) 
is revealed to many prophets, yet no two prophets prophecy in 
the identical phraseology, if they are true prophets.6 An 
anticipation of the recognition by modem scholars that the 
prophetic inspiration is mediated through the personality of the 
prophet; Amos speaking in the language of a herdsman, Isaiah 
in the language of a prince. 

(4) Isaiah and Ezekiel both saw the King, say the Rabbis,7 
but Isaiah as a city-dweller, familiar with the sight of the king 
and his court, hence his description is brief, Ezekiel as a rustic 
who is filled with wonder at the unfamiliar sight, hence his 
description is lengthy. 

2 Deut. xxx. 12. 
3 Ex. xxiii. 2. 
4 See Lev. xiii. 1-3. 
SB.M. 86a. 
6Sanh. 89a. 
7Hag.13b. 
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(5) Rab Judah said in the name of Rab, when Moses 
ascended on high he found the Holy One, blessed be He, 
engaged in fixing crowns to the letters of the Torah. Moses 
asked after the meaning of these crowns and God told him that 
there will arise a man, at the end of many generations, Akiba 
ben Joseph by name, who will expound upon each tittle heaps 
and heaps of laws. 'Lord of the Universe', said Moses, 'permit 
me to see him'. God replied: 'Turn thee round'. Moses went and 
sat behind eight rows of Akiba's disciples. Not being able to 
follow their discussions he was ill at ease, but when they came 
to a certain subject and the disciples said to the master: 'Whence 
do you know it?' and the latter replied: 'It is a law given to 
Moses on Sinai,' he was comforted. Thereupon he returned to 
the Holy One, blessed be He, and said: 'Lord of the Universe, 
Thou hast such a man and Thou givest the Torah by me!'S He 
replied, 'Be silent, for so it has come to My mind'. In other 
words the Torah that Akiba was teaching was so different from 
the Torah given to Moses- because the social, economic, 
political and religious conditions were so different in Akiba' s 
day-that, at first, Moses could not recognise his Torah in the 
Torah taught by Akiba. But he was reassured when he realised 
that Akiba's Torah was implicit in his Torah, was, indeed, an 
attempt to make his Torah relevant to the spiritual needs of 
Jews in the age of Akiba. 

(6) R. Ishmael b. Elisha (1st-2nd Cent, C.E.) disagreed 
with those of his contemporaries who derived rules and 
teachings from a pleonastic word or syllable, e.g. the use of the 
infinite absolute form of the verb. For instance, the verse 
concerning idolators in which it is said that they 'will surely be 
cut off'- hikkareth tikkareth9-is interpreted by Akiba to 
convey the thought that they will be cut off in both this world 
and the next. To this Ishmael replied that no teachings can be 

BMen.29b. 
9 Num. xv. 31. 



derived from such expressions for this is how Hebrew was 
spoken and 'the Torah speaks in the language of men' PO 

It is well known that Maimonides used this principle to 
explain the Biblical anthropomorphisms.11 

(7) When a Rabbinic precept is carried out, e.g. the 
kindling of the Hannukah lights, the blessing to be recited runs: 
'Who hast sanctified us with His commandments and hast 
commanded us to ... '12 In other words, not only did the Rabbis 
recognise a human element in the Bible, they perceived the 
divine in post-Biblical developments of Judaism. 

(8) Azariah Figo (1579-1647) gives this interpretation to 
the rabbinic distinction between Moses and other prophets, that 
he saw God through a polished glass while they saw Him 
through a dim glass. Moses saw God Himself, as if through a 
window pane; the other prophets saw only His image as 
reflected in a mirror, i.e. through their own personalities,13 as 
we would say. Figo's view goes further than the Rabbinic views 
mentioned above (3 and 4). The Rabbis speak of the prophets 
seeing God and expressing what they had seen through their 
personalities; Figo speaks of the prophets seeing God through 
their own personalities! 

(9) Isaac of Vorka (a famous Hasidic Rabbi) said: It is told 
in the Midrash: The Ministering angels once said to God: 'You 
have permitted Moses to write whatever he wants to, so there is 
nothing to prevent him from saying to Israel: I have given you 
the Torah'. God replied: This he would not do, but if he did he 
would still be keeping faith with me'. The Rabbi interpreted this 
with a parable. A merchant wanted to go on a journey. He took 

10 Sifre Num. 15. 31; Yer. Yeb. viii, 8d; Yer. Ned. i. 36c; B.M. 31b and 
freq. seeJ.E. Vol. VI, p. 649. 
n Guide, Part I, Chapter xxvi. Cf. Bahya: 'Duties of the Heart,' Sha' ar 
Ha-Yihud, Chapter 10. 
12 See Sabb. 23a. 
13 Binnah Le-'Ittim, P. 11, Ser. 44, quoted by Israel Bettan, Studies in 
Jewish Preaching, Cincinatti, 1939, p. 255-256. 

11 
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an assistant and let him work in his shop. He himself spent 
most of his time in the adjoining room from where he could 
hear what was going on next door. During the first few weeks 
he sometimes heard his assistant tell a customer 'The master 
cannot let this go for so low a price'. The merchant did not go 
on his journey. During the next few weeks he occasionally 
heard the voice next door say: 'We cannot let it go for so low a 
price'. He still postponed his journey. But in the next few weeks 
he heard the assistant say: 'I cannot let it go for so low a price'. 
It was then that he started on his joumey.t4 

(10) The rival schools of Hillel and Shammai debated, we 
are told, for a number of years, whose ruling should be 
accepted. Eventually a Heavenly voice proclaimed: 'The words 
of both are the words of the living God, but the rule is in 
accordance with the school of Hillel'15-another example of 
Rabbinic recognition of the divine in post-Biblical 
developments. 

Allowing for the legendary nature of some of the above 
passages, it must be obvious that many Jewish teachers 
conceived of revelation in more dynamic terms than the 
doctrine of 'verbal' inspiration would imply. For them, 
revelation is an encounter between the divine and the human, 
so that there is a human as well as a divine factor in revelation, 
God revealing His Will not alone to men but through men. No 
doubt our new attitude to the Biblical record, in which, as the 
result of historical, literary and archaeological investigations, 
the Bible is seen against the background of the times in which 
its various books were written, ascribes more to the human 
element than the ancients would have done, but this is a 
difference in degree, not in kind. The new knowledge need not 
in any way affect our reverence for the Bible and our loyalty to 
its teachings. God's Power is not lessened because He preferred 
to co-operate with His creatures in producing the Book of 

14 Buber: Tales of the Hasidim, The Later Masters, N.Y., 1948, p. 295-6. 
15 Erub. 13b. 



Books. Applying his words to our problem, we can fittingly 
quote the penetrating observation of the ancient Talmudic sage, 
that in every passage in the Bible where the greatness of God is 
mentioned, there you find also His humility.16 

This chapter might suitably be concluded with the 
splendid illustration of the point of view we have been trying to 
sketch, given by Emil Brunner. Brunner asks us to think of a 
gramophone record. The voice we hear on the record is the 
voice we want to hear, it is the actual voice of the artist who 
delights us, but we hear it through the inevitable distortions of 
the record. We hear the authentic voice of God speaking to us 
through the pages of the Bible- we know that it is the voice of 
God because of the uniqueness of its message and the response 
it awakens in our higher nature-and its truth is in no way 
affected in that we can only hear that voice through the 
medium of human beings who, hearing it for the first time, 
endeavoured to record it for us. 

16Meg. 31a. 
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TORAH AND MITZVAH 
A JEWISH THEOLOGY (1973) 

In this chapter from Rabbi ]acobs' book A 
Jewish Theology (note the indefinite article) he 
argues that, rather than looking for reasons for the 
mitzvoth, someone who does not subscribe to a 
fundamentalist viewpoint should seek to understand 
their sanction. How, in other words can we be sure 
that we are commanded? 

In the book Rabbi ]acobs sketches out five 
possible solutions to this problem, of which he 
endorses only one. For reasons of space this is the 
only one we have included here. We trust you will be 
sufficiently motivated by what you read here to 
purchase the book, and read the entire chapter! 

The passages in small print contain more 
technical details and fuller biographical notes. In his 
preface to the book Rabbi ]acobs advises that the 
reader can skip these passages 'without detriment to 
the argument.' 

Pages 211-215 

THE two key words in the traditional scheme of Jewish 
practice are Torah and mitzvah (plural mitzvot) The Torah is 
the sum-total of Jewish teaching. Its study is enjoined as a 
sublime religious obligation. The mitzvot ("precepts", 
"commandments") are the practical injunctions of the Torah; 
alms-giving, honouring parents, sabbath observance, the 
marriage laws, ethical conduct, and, indeed, the whole range of 
Jewish practice. A typical Rabbinic saying regarding the 
significance of the mitzvot and the relatively greater 
significance of the study of the Torah is:l "These are the things 
whose fruit a man enjoys in this world while the capital is 
stored up for him in the World to Come; honouring parents, 

tPeahi:I 
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deeds of lovingkindness, making peace between a man and his 

fellow; but the study of the Torah is equal to them all." 

The mitzvot are divided by the Rabbis into two groups: 
positive precepts (mitzvot aseh), things one must do, and 
negative precepts (mitzvot Jo taaseh), things one must refrain 
from doing. Another Rabbinic grouping is of precepts between 
man and God (ben adam la-Makom) and precepts between man 
and his neighbour (ben adam Ja-havero). 

In the traditional scheme the mitzvot are eternally 
binding upon the Jew because God has so commanded. In the 
previous chapter we have examined the difficulties in accepting 
the idea of a direct divine command of the detailed mitzvot and 
have argued for a different approach for the modern Jew. In this 
chapter we must try to spell out in greater detail what is really 
involved in practice if the different view of revelation is 
accepted. 

During the middle ages, Jewish thinkers devoted a good 
deal of thought to discovering, or attempting to discover, the 
"reasons for the mitzvo(' ( taame ha-mitzvot). The situation 
with which they were faced was this. They knew that Judaism 
taught many things which seemed most reasonable, appealing 
to every rational man: "Thou shalt not steal'; "Thou shalt not 
kill"; "Thou shalt not commit adultery"; "Love thy neighbour"; 
"Honour Thy father and thy mother"; "To do justly, to love 
mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God". They also knew that 
Judaism contains a number of rules and regulations by which 
the Jew is expected to live, which, on the face of it, seemed 
anything but reasonable. The dietary laws are an obvious 
example. But these thinkers were convinced that God does not 
impose arbitrary rules on His worshippers and therefore they 
tried to suggest what God's reasons may have been in 
commanding the mitzvot. Thus, they argued, the dietary laws 
have hygienic value or they help the Jewish people to survive 
or they provide a discipline through which holiness may be 
attained or they are a reaction to idolatrous practices. 



The Jewish mystics went further. As we have seen earlier, 
they suggested that man's deeds on earth have an influence in 
the heavenly realms. Each of the details of the mitzvot 
corresponds with some sublime mystery in the "upper worlds". 
The performance of the mitzvot has a cosmic effect, awakening 
the divine grace and enabling it to flow through all creation. A 
favourite illustration of some of the latter-day Kabbalists is that 
of a blue-print drawn up by a skilled architect. A mere line on 
the print represents a corridor; a point might signify a door; a 
small square might be the sign for a large room in the finished 
building. Similarly, the Torah is God's blue-print for the 
cosmos. Although we cannot grasp these wondrous matters, it 
was argued, it is nonetheless true that if the Jew keeps the 
dietary laws, for instance, he protects himself and the whole 
universe from spiritual contamination. If the Jew wears tzitzit 
("fringes", Num. 15: 37-41) he prepared in the special way the 
Torah ordains he brings down from Heaven certain divine 
illuminations the world requires for its continued existence. 

I. Heinemann: Taame Ha-Mitzvot gives three reasons why the 
Jewish rationalistic thinker in the middle ages felt obliged to search for 
"reasons for the mitzvo(': (1) As a defence of Judaism against Gentile 
ridicule. (2) As a means of understanding the purpose of the mitzvot 
with a resulting greater enthusiasm for their observance. (3) In the 
belief that God is no tyrant imposing arbitrary rules on His creature 
simply in order to test their obedience. While the mystics saw 
meaning, in terms of the supemal mysteries, of even the details of the 
mitzvot, Maimonides (Guide, Ill, 26) states that some of the details are 
arbitrary and that the search for reasons should be confined to the 
general purpose of the commandments. Cf. for the rationalist point of 
view: Lean Roth: The Guide for the Perplexed: Moses Maimonides, pp. 
72-80, and for the mystical point of view: Scholem: Major Trends, pp. 
28-30. For the Hasidic view of the function of the mitzvot, based on the 
Kabbalah see R. Schneor Zalman of Liady: Tanya, Iggeret Ha-Kodesh, 
7, pp. 221-223 and for the view, based on the Kabbalah, too, of their 
opponents (basically the two views here are identical) see R. Hayim of 
Volozhyn: Nefesh Ha-Hayim, Shaar I, Chapters 2-6. See R. Hayim' s 
interpretation (Chapter 4, note) of Avot 2:1: "Know what is above 
thee" (da mah Je-maalah mimmekha) as: "Know that what is above-
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(i.e. what happens above) is from thee" (i.e. the result of your deeds on 
earth). 

Whether rationalist or mystic, however, the Jewish 
thinker in the middle ages was concerned only to answer the 
question: "Why did God?" (There were not lacking thinkers 
who declared that even this question bordered on the 
blasphemous. God so commanded because He willed it so and 
it is not for man even to attempt to fathom the divine will.) 

In modern times the question the Jew asks is very 
different. For him the question is not: " Why did God tell us to 
keep certain mitzvot?" but: "Did God tell us to keep certain 
mitzvot?" That this very different kind of question is put by the 
modern Jew can be attributed to a number of factors. Not the 
least of these is the abandonment of the older doctrine which 
has it that every word and every letter of the Pentateuch was 
dictated by God to Moses, together with the interpretations 
found in Rabbinic literature. There is no need to repeat at length 
the arguments which have compelled modems to depart from 
this conception. Suffice it to say that as a result of the devoted 
researches of a host of distinguished scholars and thinkers over 
the past hundred and fifty years a new picture has emerged, as 
we have noted in the previous chapter, concerning the nature of 
the Biblical record and the Rabbinic interpretation of it. 
According to this picture the Bible is still for the believing Jew 
the source of his faith and his religion. It is still seen by him as 
the world-transforming "word" or "thing" of God. But it is now 
seen that the Bible is not, as the mediaeval Jew thought it was, a 
book dictated by God but a collection of books which grew 
gradually over the centuries and that it contains a human as 
well as a divine element. 

This applies to the Pentateuch as well as to the rest of the 
Bible. It is impossible to follow the argument that the scientific 
study of the sacred texts is valid and commendable but must 
stop short of the Pentateuch. Either the new methods are sound 
or they are not. If they are not sound, if they must be rejected in 
the name of dogma, faith or tradition, then they cannot be 



applied to the book of Isaiah or, for that matter, to the Zohar. If 
they are sound and if elementary honesty demands their use 
then they must be applied to the Pentateuch. There is no middle 
way. Scholars all over the world have come to this conclusion. 
Christians have been compelled to apply these methods even to 
the Gospels, Muslims even to the Koran, and, by the same 
token, Jews even to the Pentateuch. The result has been that 
thinking men have tried valiantly to reinterpret a faith based on 
the idea of revelation so that it is in accord with the new facts. 

As good an illustration as any of what the new picture 
means is Brunner's illustration of a gramophone record. We 
cannot now hear Caruso sing but we can do the next best thing. 
We buy a Caruso record and when we play it we hear the 
master's voice. But, of course, it is far from perfect. It is a 
reproduction. There is inevitable distortion. Similarly the new 
view of revelation is of a meeting or series of meetings with 
God Himself. Revelation is an event. It has been translated into 
words by the human beings who experienced it and their words 
are found in the record we know as the Bible. From out of its 
pages we, too, can hear the voice of God speaking to us, but it is 
the voice of God speaking through the distortions of the fallible 
human record. Unless we ourselves are prophets how else 
could we hear God's voice? There is nothing in this view 
basically opposed to the Jewish idea, though it does involve, of 
course, a thorough reinterpretation of what revelation means. 
We Jews have been taught to worship God, not any of His 
creatures, not even the Torah. The Torah is to be studied and 
the mitzvotpractised because they lead to God. 

On this view it is better to speak of the sanction for the 
mitzvotrather than the reasons for the mitzvot. It is precisely 
here that we differ from the mediaeval Jew. He had one cogent 
answer to the question why he should keep the mitzvot. I have 
to keep the mitzvot, he would have replied, because God has 
ordered me to so to do. If I am especially intrepid I may go on 
to try to discover why God did so. But the pressing question the 
modem Jew asks is, what is the authority for my observance of 
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those mitzvotfor which no reason can easily be discerned? He 
cannot fall back on the simple answer given by the mediaeval 
Jew. Once it is recognised that there is a human element in the 
Torah it must be seen that there is no simple method by means 
of which this can be distinguished, as it were, from the divine 
element. One cannot take a pencil and mark this verse in the 
Pentateuch human, this divine. In a sense it is all human (in that 
the record was produced by human beings and can be studied 
and examined by the methods by which other works of human 
genius are studied). In another sense it is all divine (in that it is 
a unique record of God's encounter with man). What, then, are 
our criteria to be? Granted that there is not too much difficulty 
in seeing that, for all the recognition of the human element, God 
really did command us to love our neighbour, how can we be 
sure that He also commanded us to observe the dietary laws or 
keep the traditional Sabbath? On the whole, in the modern 
world, there are five attitudes towards our problem. I propose 
to call these: (i) Fundamentalism, (2) Classical Reform, (3) The 
Attitude of the Historical School, (4) Folk-ways, (5) The 
Theological Attitude. We must examine each of these in turn 
and try to show why the fifth-the attitude we have sketched in 
this and in the previous chapter-is the most satisfactory. 

Pages 224-230 

The Theological Approach 

A sound theological approach will not fail to build on the 
findings of the Historical School. It will acknowledge that there 
is a history of Jewish observances and that these did not drop 
down ready made from Heaven. It will recognise, for instance, 
that the dietary laws were not dictated in all their details by 
God to Moses but evolved gradually, frequently in response to 
outside stimuli. It will see the whole area of Jewish observances 
as growing naturally out of Israel's experience. But it will see 
the hand of God in all this, will see the "tree of life" that is the 
Torah as yielding no less nourishing fruit because it began its 



existence as an acorn. We believe in the God who speaks to us 
out of Israel's experience; Israel, the covenant people, dedicated 
to God's service and the fulfilment of His purpose. We believe 
in the God who, as Frankel said, reveals Himself not alone to 
the prophets but through Kelal Yisrael, the Community of 
Israel, as it works out and applies the teachings of the prophets. 
Yes, it is true, in a sense that the whole of the Torah is minhag, 
custom, growing through the experiences of human beings and 
interpreted by them in response to particular conditions in 
human history. But we go on from there to say that since this 
happened, since this is how God revealed Himself then the 
minhag of Israel is Torah. 

Either one sees power in the idea of submission to God's 
will or one does not see it. If one does, and very many sensitive 
religious people do, then there can be no greater value than the 
idea of a mitzvah as an opportunity of doing God's will. The 
Sabbath, for example, whatever its origins, is still the institution 
by means of which the Jew acknowledges God as his Creator 
and Creator of the whole world. Louis Ginzberg is right when 
he says that it is quite possible for a scholarly Jew to have 
exactly the same opinion as a German Protestant Professor as to 
how the Sabbath came into Jewish life, but come it did and he 
can find it to be binding on him because it can bring him nearer 
to God as it brought his ancestors. Search the Bible from 
beginning to end and you will find there no command for Jews 
to build synagogues. And yet Jews do build synagogues and 
pray in them in their conviction that this is the will of God, 
since this is how Jews have expressed their religious strivings. 
We need a vocabulary of worship and this is provided by the 
mitzvot. That is their sanction. 

These are the five attitudes. We have adopted the fifth 
because it seems the best way of understanding the meaning of 
Judaism for the modern Jew. We reject the first attitude because 
we cannot believe that Judaism wishes us to be obscurantist. 
We reject the second attitude because we see Judaism as 
something more even than ethics. We cannot accept the third 
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attitude as it stands because we see Judaism as more than 
history. We do not adopt the fourth attitude because we see 
Judaism as more than sociology. But we believe that the fifth 
attitude that Judaism is a religion and a religious approach 
must see the mitzvot as ways to God. The sanction for the 
mitzvotis that they succeed in bringing men to God. Because 
they do this they are commanded by God. 

While the approach to the mitzvot sketched here seems 
adequate in general terms it cannot be denied that numerous 
problems arise when it comes to practical details. The problem 
of discovering a viable philosophy of the Halakhah- the legal 
side of Judaism-is acute. To consider in anything like a 
comprehensive fashion the whole range of Halakhah is really 
beyond the scope of a work on theology. It would require an 
investigation into Jewish law in all its ramifications. But some 
few suggested guidelines may perhaps be here attempted. 

This approach we have adopted proceeds on the 
justifiable assumption that certain spiritual goods or values 
have become enshrined in Halakhic institutions, irrespective of 
their origins, and it is these which give the Halakhah its validity 
today. In this way the concept of mitzvah as divine command, 
giving Halakhah its spiritual power, can still be preserved even 
in a non-fundamentalist approach. But it surely follows that 
where the Halakhah, as it has developed, either does not 
promote such goods or is opposed to them, its claim on our 
allegiance is considerably weakened. It may then have to be 
relinquished entirely in loyalty to the good as taught by 
Judaism itself. The best way of seeing how this might work out 
in practice is to examine some of the instances where the 
Halakhah seem to promote no values or to be opposed to 
Jewish values. From this point of view Jewish observances can 
be divided into three categories: (a) the significant, (b) the 
meaningless, (c) the harmful. 



(a) The Significant 

Under this heading some observances such as the dietary 
laws and the Sabbath, tallit, tefillin and mezuzah, Yom Kippur 
and the other festivals. By significant in this context we do not 
understand a utilitarian approach to Jewish observance, that the 
dietary laws are hygienic and the like, but that the religious 
ideals of holiness and life's spiritual enrichment are enhanced 
by the observances. One can argue quite consistently that even 
if the dietary laws evolved out of primitive taboos and even if 
the Sabbath came originally from Babylon (and the world was 
not created in six days with God resting on the seventh) these 
institutions have become, through the historical experiences of 
the Jewish people, powerful vehicles for promoting holiness in 
daily living. The Jew who disciplines his appetites in obedience 
to a system developed in the service of holiness and who keeps 
the Sabbath as an affirmation that God is Creator, is loyal to a 
basic principle of Judaism, the sanctification of human life 
through action. Nor is it inconsistent for a Jew who argues in 
this way to be totally observant, to keep the Sabbath and the 
dietary laws as found in the Shulhan Arukh in all their details 
(be-khol peratehem ve-dikdukehem), but the likelihood is that 
he will be less scrupulous than the fundamentalist since, on his 
view, the fear of transgressing a direct divine command does 
not affect his choice of what and what not to keep. 

Such a Jew may, for instance, decide that switching on electric 
lights on the Sabbath is not an offence against the prohibition of 
making "fire". His argument is that even from the point of view of the 
traditional Halakhah there is room for permissiveness here (on the 
grounds that no de-oraita infringement is involved and that some 
authorities would favour a relaxation of the de-rabbanan prohibition 
for the sake of oneg shabbat, see the sources quoted in Proceedings of 
the Rabbinical Assembly of America, Vol. XIV, 1951, pp. 135-137) and 
the fear of a risk of infringement (safek) which plays such a large role 
in the fundamentalist approach (perhaps rightly so, granted the 
fundamentalist premise) is considerably weakened, if not entirely 
neutralised, for the non-fundamentalist. Moreover, the motive for such 
a lenient interpretation is not pure expediency but to make the Sabbath 
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less a day of gloom and discomfort and more a day of light and joy. 
This latter consideration will carry no weight at all with the 
fundamentalist, for whom the Halakhah expresses the direct voice of 
God. For the non-fundamentalist (horrid term, but what other is 
there?), however, operating within the categories of the religiously 
significant, a lenient interpretation of the Halakhah in order to enhance 
the Sabbath values is perfectly legitimate. Similarly the non
fundamentalist may decide to permit himself kasher food in a non
kosher restaurant since the traditional Halakhic objection to this is 
slight (the objection is to the kelim and the question of noten taam 
lifegam is involved, see Shulhan Arukh, Yoreh Deah, 103) and he will 
refuse to see the greater freedom of movement and social intercourse 
this provides him with as anything like a concession to base appetites 
in disloyalty to his religion. 

(b) The Meaningless 

What of the prohibition of shaving with a razor and of 
shaatnez (a mixture of wool and flax)? On the fundamentalist 
view these are very far from meaningless. God commanded 
them and that is sufficient. But from the non-fundamentalist 
viewpoint it is more difficult to find meaning in these 
observances than in the Sabbath and the dietary laws, partly 
because these laws of shaving and shaatnez have never 
occupied so prominent a place in Jewish practice. To a far lesser 
extent can they be said to belong to the vocabulary of Jewish 
worship. It would, however, be precarious to argue that no 
meaning at all can be found in these laws. They can be 
interpreted, without distortion, as expressions of the priestly 
people idea, the people of God's covenant distinguishing 
themselves in matters of dress. If, as seems possible, these laws 
were ancient protests against idolatrous practices,2 a 
comparison would be with a regiment wearing with pride a 
uniform worn by the soldiers of that regiment in a great heroic 
battle of old. 

2 See Maimonides, Guide Ill, 37 and Yad, Aku. 12: 7; Martin Noth: 
Leviticus, p. 143; Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, s. v. Hair. p. 359. 



Fundamentalism can be an attitude adopted towards the 
Talmud as well as to the Bible. The traditional Halakhah 
sometimes demands that laws of Rabbinic origin be obeyed 
even when the reason for which they were ordained no longer 
obtains (see I. H. Weiss: Dor Dor Ve-Doreshav, Vol. 11, pp. 6if 
and Hayim Tchernowitz: Toledot Ha-Halakhah, pp. 194ff). The 
fundamentalist argument here is that laws laid down by the 
Talmudic Rabbis without dissenting voice have to be obeyed. 
The doctrine of the successive deterioration of the generations 
shows its influence here. "If the earlier scholars were like angels 
then we are like men. But if they were like men then we are like 
donkeys" (Sabb. 112b). The only good or value preserved by 
such an attitude is that of reverence for the past but many of us 
today would question whether a slavish subservience to the 
past is, in fact, a value. The two most relevant instances are the 
prohibition of Gentile wine and of food cooked by Gentiles. 
Already in the middle ages some of the legal authorities argued 
for a relaxation of some of these laws on the grounds that the 
Gentiles among whom the Jews then lived were not pagans. If 
the test of religious significance is applied it is difficult to 
defend the continued prohibition of Gentile wine and cooked 
food. 

(c) The Harmful 

There are (not surprisingly), in fact, very few of these, 
and they are largely in the area of w_omen' s rights. The most 
serious problem in the Halakhic sphere for the non
fundamentalist is where the present Halakhah is unjust. On any 
reading justice is a basic imperative of Jewish life. How, then, 
can one countenance Jewish laws which themselves promote 
injustice? For the fundamentalist, again, there is no problem. On 
his view, all the laws were God-ordained and God is just. 
Somehow the apparent injustices in the law are compatible in 
ways we cannot see in this life with God's justice, in the same 
way as the instances of evil in the universe are compatible, in 
ways we cannot at present see, with God's goodness. The non
fundamentalist refuses this refuge. For him the laws were 
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formulated by human beings in response to human conditions, 
under the guidance of God, to be sure, but subject to error like 
all other human institutions. The rationale for present-day 
loyalty to the law is that it preserves values, among them those 
of justice and equity. Where it patently does the opposite it can 
have no claim on the allegiance of the Jew. 

The main instance of this kind of injustice is the case of 
the agunah, particularly when the couple have been divorced in 
civil law and the husband refuses to give his consent to the get 
(the bill of divorce) or will do so only if paid a large sum of 
money. It is true that a husband can find himself in the same 
position but in that case legal remedy is to hand (the 
dispensation of 100 Rabbis and divorce without the wife's 
consent) so that, in this matter, the wife is in an inferior 
position. 

What is to be done by the non-fundamentalist loyal in 
general to the Halakhah but painfully aware of this very hard 
case? The problem is, of course, a modern one because in 
Rabbinic times the Rabbis had the power of coercing the 
husband to give the get and, until recently, civil marriage and 
divorce were not available for Jews. 

See the discussion in Kid d. 50a. Rabbi Louis Epstein: Le-Sheelot 
Ha-Agunah, p. 22, states that this resort to coercion is a modification of 
the original law in which full consent of the husband was essential. 
The Rabbis introduced the new notion of compelling the husband to 
agree to the get because "life and justice could not tolerate, even in the 
days of the Gemara, a situation in which a wife remains tied to her 
husband against her will like a slave who can never be free if the 
husband refuses to grant her freedom willingly". Historically 
considered Epstein is no doubt right but the notion of this kind of 
development is foreign to the traditional Halakhah and without doubt 
to the Rabbis themselves who almost certainly believed that the 
principle of coercion, which they introduced, had, in fact, Scriptural 
warrant. This is as good an example as any of how the non
fundamentalist approach differs from the fundamentalist. 

Tied up with it all is the problem of the mamzer. 
According to the Rabbinic interpretation of Deut. 23:3 the 



mamzer is a child born of an adulterous or incestuous union. 
This includes a child born to a woman and her present husband 
in civil law if she has not received a get from a previous 
husband .The mamzermay not marry (except if it be to one 
with the same status as himself) and his children and their 
children are in the same position. This law is in conflict with the 
basic principle of justice that children should not be punished 
for the sins of their parents, and, indeed, apart from this case, 
the Halakhah knows nothing of such punishment. Even if it be 
argued that the unfortunate status of the mamzer acts as a 
deterrent against adultery it is surely stretching the matter 
beyond the limits of justice to apply the law to the case of 
failure to obtain a get, quite apart from the extremely dubious 
nature of a deterrent which operates by penalising innocent 
children. 

It is true that all Halakhists are concerned with these 
problems and various attempts at alleviation have been 
suggested so far without conspicuous success. The non
fundamentalist should add his voice to the demand for more 
determined efforts to deal with an unjust situation. 

To sum up, Halakhic rules can be classified as significant, 
meaningless and harmful. The non-fundamentalist Halakhist 
will seek to deepen understanding of the significant, try to 
discover possible meaning in the apparently meaningless, and 
endeavour to mitigate the effects of the harmful without 
destroying the system as a whole. He will not necessarily be less 
scrupulous in his observance than the fundamentalist but if so 
will see gain in this rather than loss. He still has serious 
problems on his hands but they are less acute than the problems 
of those who try to have Judaism without Halakhah or those 
who try to live as fundamentalists. 
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BELIEF IN A PERSONAL GOD 
The Position of Liberal Supernaturalism 

GOD TORAH ISRAEL (1990) 

Rabbi ]acobs regarded his book, God Torah 
Israel as the one in which he most accurately and 
succinctly summed up his theological approach. The 
book is based on three lectures he gave at the Hebrew 
Union College in Cincinatti in the spring of 1989. He 
devotes one chapter to each lecture. 

In this chapter, the first in the book, he defines 
the term Liberal Supernaturalism, which he coined in 
1966, to express the traditional, rational Jewish 
approach which leads to the belief in a personal God. 
Liberal Supernaturalism is a term which he 
repeatedly made use of, particularly during his later 
career. 

At the beginning of this century in the United States, 
debate raged furiously in Protestant circles between liberals and 
fundamentalists. The liberals, accepting the findings of biblical 
criticism and the conclusions of modern science, held that the 
Bible could no longer be seen as completely accurate and 
infallible and that, consequently, the whole question of divine 
inspiration needed to be reconsidered in the light of the new 
knowledge. The fundamentalists retorted that the inerrancy of 
Scripture is a fundamental, to jettison which is to abandon the 
faith completely. In traditional Judaism, this position takes a 
slightly different turn: It has been argued that there cannot be a 
Jewish fundamentalism since traditional Judaism does not take 
the Bible literally; this is a mere quibble, however, in that then 
the rabbinic interpretation is adopted in a fundamentalistic 
way. Unless you believe, Jewish fundamentalists declare, that 
God conveyed directly to Moses that interpretation of the Bible 
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found in rabbinic literature, you might as well reject Judaism in 
toto. For reasons to be considered in the lecture on Torah, most 
modern Jews reject this understanding of revelation. But it by 
no means follows that those who accept the liberal approach to 
revelation cannot believe in a God who reveals Himself. I shall 
argue that there is nothing in modern thought to demand the 
rejection of the traditional theistic view that God is a real Being, 
involved in nature but other than and beyond nature. liberal 
supematuralism is that attitude which affirms the being and 
transcendence of a personal God while remaining open to the 
fresh insights regarding the manner in which God becomes 
manifest in the universe He has created.l 

t For the history and resurgence of fundamentalism in Christianity see 
James Barr, Fundamentalism (London, 1977). One of the best defences 
of Christian fundamentalism is J.L. Packer, "Fundamentalism" and the 
Word of God (London, 1958). The placing of quotation marks around 
the word in Packer's title is indicative of the tendency, to be observed 
on the Jewish scene as well, of fundamentalists to be uneasy with the 
term because of its pejorative connotations. I have discussed the topic 
in the Jewish context in: "World Jewish Fundamentalism," Survey of 
Jewish Affairs 1987, ed. William Frankel (London, 1988), pp.221-34. I 
used the term "liberal supematuralism" to describe my theological 
position in the symposium Varieties of Jewish Belief, ed. Ira Eisenstein 
(New York, 1966), pp. 109-22. The editor of this symposium observes 
that his purpose in assembling this collection of essays is to present the 
views of a diversified group of contemporary theologians. He goes on 
to remark: 

The second purpose (for the editor, at least, equally 
important) is to demonstrate the validity of the 
Reconstructionist contention that, in the Judaism of today and 
tomorrow, diversity of theologies must be recognized as both 
inevitable and desirable .... We have reason to hope that the 
encouragement of diverse conceptions of Jewish religion will 
stimulate creative thought, and help to render the tradition 
relevant, and even exciting. 

It can be questioned whether the naturalists in the symposium, in view 
of their radical understanding of what God means, should better be 
seen as philosophers of Judaism rather than theologians. Cf. the too 



Israel Zangwill once said of the ancient Rabbis that while 
they were the most religious of men they had no word for 
religion. Of the Jewish religious thinkers in the premodem age 
(before the French Revolution and Jewish Emancipation), it can 
similarly be said that, while they undoubtedly believed in a 
personal God, they had no word for "person." To be sure, the 
medieval thinkers, in particular, had a highly sophisticated and 
extremely abstract conception of the Deity: they preferred, in 
Pascal's famous terminology, "the God of the philosophers" to 
"the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob." For all their stress on 
God's ineffability, however, they too believed that God really is. 

As the medieval thinkers-Jewish, Christian and Moslem 
alike- discussed God in the vocabulary they had adopted from 
the Greeks, He is both transcendent and immanent, in space 
and time and yet beyond space and time, His essence defying 
any attempt at comprehension, yet capable of human 
apprehension through His manifestation, the glory of which 
fills the universe, Of course, no one who thinks of God as a 

sweeping but not entirely irrelevant remarks of Bernard J. Helier, "The 
Modernist Revolt Against God," Proceedings of the CCAR 40 (1930): 
323-57. 

We need not fear the atheist and the skeptic. He has adopted 
a philosophy and has taken a definite position. He tells 
unequivocally what he believes or disbelieves and where he 
stands. He calls a spade a spade. This makes it easy for us to 
comprehend his views and appraise them and point out what 
seem to be their inadequacies. It is, however, not so with the 
Jewish humanists. They vacillate and equivocate. They negate 
the cardinal affirmations and attitudes which religion 
demands and implies, and yet they persist in using the term 
"God." 

Of course, this broadside, uttered over fifty years ago, begs the 
question. The religious naturalists have replied to this kind of critique 
by stating that, on the contrary, theirs is an attitude that religion 
demands or implies, and that theirs is the concept behind all the more 
sophisticated formulations of theism in the past. Yet this lecture has as 
its main aim to point to the religious inadequacy of the naturalist view. 
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person is unaware that personhood is associated with the 
human condition and is totally inappropriate when applied to 
God; but then, so is all human language. The description of God 
as personal is meant to imply that there is a Being (this term, 
too, is totally inadequate) by whom we were brought into 
existence and whom we encounter and who encounters us. To 
affirm that God is a person, or, better, not less than a person, is 
to affirm that He is more than a great idea the emergence of 
which, like the invention of the wheel and of writing and the 
discovery of electricity, has shaped civilization.2 

2 The following two formulations, separated by several centuries, one 
by a great religious rationalist, the other by a determined religious 
antirationalist, can be quoted in this connection. 

a) Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Yesodey ha-Torah 1:1-3. It is 
the basis of all foundations and the pillar on which all 
wisdom rests to know that there is a Prime Being [matzuy 
rishon] who brought into being everything that exists and 
that all creatures in heaven and earth and between them only 
enjoy existence by virtue of His existence. If it could be 
imagined that He did not exist, then nothing else could have 
existed. But if it could be imagined that all beings other than 
He did not exist, He alone would still exist and He would not 
suffer cessation in their cessation. For all beings need Him but 
He, blessed be He, needs not a single one of them. It follows 
that His true nature [amitato] is unlike the nature of any of 
them [i.e. His is necessary being, whereas theirs is 
contingent]. 
b) Zevi Elimelech of Dinov (1785-1841), Derekh pikkudekha 
Oerusalem, n.d.) no.25, p. 125. The nature of this command [to 
believe in God] is to believe in the heart in very truth that God 
exists. He, blessed be He, it is who, out of nothing, has 
brought all creatures into being. By His power and will, 
blessed be He, there has come into existence everything that 
was, is and will be and nothing exists except by His will and 
desire. His providence extends over all, in general and in 
particular, so that even the natural order is the result of His 
desire to use nature as the garment of His providence. 



What are the causes of the decline in theistic belief-that 
is, belief in a personal God? Ever since the Renaissance, human 
ingenuity has tended to replace a God-centred universe with a 
universe the centre of which is man. The existence of God has, 
as a consequence, not been so much denied as it has been 
considered increasingly irrelevant to a world which is 
constantly reminded of mankind's impressive achievements in 
art, literature, music, science, and technology, At the same time, 
the religious mind, always in need of the transcendence that 
only theism can satisfy, has begun to be haunted by a terrible 
question: What if theism, desirable though it may be, is not 
true? Once Darwin offered an explanation of how species 
developed by the process of natural selection, once astronomers 
uncovered the vastnesses of a universe in which our whole 
solar system is no more than a speck in outer space, once Marx 
pointed to the economic motivation behind religious belief and 
Freud to the possibility that religion is a collective neurosis, 
belief in the God who cares for each individual has become 
highly problematical.3 

Maimonides believed that, as he goes on to say, belief in God's 
existence can be attained by the exercise of human reasoning. The 
Hasidic master relies on the truth as taught by the tradition and 
considers speculation harmful to faith, as he goes on to say in this 
passage. But, differ though they do on how faith is to be attained, the 
object of faith is conceived of by both in almost identical terms, insofar, 
at least, as personhood is concerned, though neither, of course, uses the 
term. 
3 On the conflict between science and religion and the Darwin 
controversy there is, of course, a vast literature. Helpful summaries are 
provided in the older work by Andrew D. White, A History of the 
Warfare of Science and Theology (London and New York, 1897), 
pp.65ff. and in the more recent works Harold K. Schilling, Science and 
Religion (London, 1963); and D.C. Goodman, ed., Science and 
Religious Belief1600-1900(Dorchester, 1973). For the Marxist attack on 
theistic faith see James Collins, God in Modern Philosophy (London, 
1960), pp.249-257; K. Marx and F. Engels on Religion (Moscow, 1957); 
David Elton Trueblood, "The Challenge of Dialectical Materialism," in 
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Some religious thinkers, notably Paul Tillich and the 
"Death of God" theologians on the Christian scene, Mordecai 
Kaplan and his Reconstructionist school on the Jewish, reluctant 
to allow victory to the bleak philosophy of atheism, have 
argued that the only way to meet the challenge is to give up not 
the idea of theism but the understanding of God as a divine 
person, Yes, these thinkers concede, after Darwin and the 
others, it is impossible to believe in the God who creates and 
fashions, who intervenes in the affairs of the universe, who 
loves His creatures and listens to their prayers, who can endow 
the human soul with immortality, and who can guarantee that 
evil will ultimately be Vanquished. That personal God, they 
maintain, is dead because, we now see, He never existed in the 
first place. But if God is understood as the power in the 
universe that makes for righteousness, if belief in God means 
that, by faith, we affirm that the universe is so constituted that 
goodness will ultimately win out, then God, far from being 
dead, is truly alive, the most vital reality for the enrichment and 
ennoblement of human life.4 

Philosophy of Religion (London, 1957), chap. 12, pp.161-70. There is an 
immense literature on Freud and religious belief. Freud's own negative 
views on religion are contained chiefly in his Totem and Taboo 
(London, 1915); The Future of an Illusion (London, 1928); and Moses 
and Monotheism (London, 1939). Two helpful examinations of the way 
religious belief can face and overcome the Freudian critique are Leslie 
D. Weatherhead, Psychology, Religion and Healing(London, 1952); 
and H.L. Philp, Freud and Religious Belief(London, 1956). 
4 For Tillich see his Dynamics of Faith (London, 1957). A severe critique 
of Tillich is found in the symposium Religious Experience and Truth, 
ed. Sidney Hook (Edinburgh, 1962). Here Howard W. Mintz (pp.254-
60) faults Tillich's reductionism for lack of clarity and goes so far as to 
suggest that while the beliefs of a Billy Graham may not be true, they 
are more philosophically and logically tenable than those of Tillich. K. 

Nielson, in the same symposium (p.278) remarks that when Tillich 
equates belief in God with "ultimate concern" he makes the atheist, 
who also has "ultimate concern," into a theist. Nielson calls this 
"conversion by redefinition." See my book: Faith (London, 1968), p.22 



For Jewish thinkers who espouse this doctrine of 
naturalism, prayer and ritual are still of the highest value.5 

Prayer is not, however, an exercise in trying to beseech an 
undecided deity to grant our desires; it is, rather, a reaching out 
to the highest in the universe and in ourselves. In the life of 
prayer, our attention is called to the eternal values and this, in 
itself, makes their realization in our lives more feasible, 
Similarly, the Jewish rituals are still mitzvot and serve the same 

n.2. "Conversion by redefinition" is precisely my accusation of the 
religious naturalists in this lecture. For the "Death of God" 
controversy, now somewhat old-hat, see the books of John Robinson, 
the Bishop of Woolwich, Honest to God (London, 1963); The New 
Reformation (London, 1965); and, with David L. Edwards, The Honest 
to God Debate (London, 1963). Cf. also Daniel C. Jenkins, Guide to the 
Debate About God (London, 1966); CD. Moule and others. Faith, Fact, 
and Fantasy (London, 1964). Don Cupitt, The Sea of Faith: Christianity 
in Change (London, 1984), is a more recent statement of religious 
naturalism and is open to the same critique on grounds of 
reductionism. It should be noted that Mordecai M. Kaplan anticipated 
all of these theories without receiving credit for them. Kaplan's 
classical work is fudaism as a Civilization (New York, 1936), but his 
main work on our theme is The Meaning of God in Modern Jewish 
Religion (New York, 1947). Cf. Kaplan's QuestionsfewsAsk(New 
York, 1958); and Ira Eisenstein (Kaplan's son-in-law and disciple), 
fudaism Under Freedom (New York, 1956). Also, Max Arzt, "Dr. 
Kaplan's Philosophy of Judaism," Proceedings of the Rabbinical 
Assembly of America, 5 (1938): 195-219. In the same naturalistic vein 
from the Jewish side arc Richard L. Rubenstein, After Auschwitz 
(Indianapolis, 1966); idem., The Religious Imagination (Indianapolis, 
1968); and Harold M. Schulweis, Evil and the Morality of God 
(Cincinnati, 1984). Schulweis develops the novel idea of "predicate 
theology" but does not succeed in showing how one can have divine 
predicates without a divine subject and how such thinking qualifies as 
theology. 
s For a defense of the naturalistic view of prayer, see Eugene Kohn, 
"Prayer and the Modern Jew," Proceedings of the Rabbinical Assembly 
of America, 17 (1954): 179-91. The same volume includes A.J. Heschel's 
"The Spirit of Prayer," pp.151-77, on the supernaturalist 
understanding. See the discussion of both papers, pp.198-217. 
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purpose as prayer. They link our individual strivings to the 
strivings of the Jewish people towards the fullest realization of 
the Jewish spirit. Even for the naturalist, then, the mitzvot are 
divine commands, but these commands arise from the 
experiences of the Jewish people in its long collective trek 
through history rather than as the dictates of a divine lawgiver. 

This attitude should be treated with respect: In the past it 
has saved many Jews from abandoning a religious outlook on 
life, and many today still find it the only tenable approach to 
Judaism in the modern world. It cuts across the usual divisions 
in Jewish life, with devotees in the Orthodox as well as in the 
Conservative and Reform movements- though Orthodox Jews 
are less likely to admit openly to it. The trouble with religious 
naturalism, however, is that it does not deliver what it 
promised, a God capable of being worshipped. How can a 
vague belief that there is a mindless something "out there" be a 
real substitute for the traditional theistic belief that there is 
Mind behind and in the universe? The appeal of theism in its 
traditional form lies precisely in this, that the universe makes 
sense because it has an Author who continues to guide and 
watch over His creatures. The traditional argument for the 
existence of God- pointing to the evidence of order and design 
in the universe as proof that there is a Master Designer
provides powerful support for the liberal supernaturalist' s 
position but has no weight at all as an argument for 
naturalism.6 Indeed, how can one sustain the conviction that 

6 Recent accounts of the arguments for the existence of God and their 
refutation include Leszek Kolakowski, Religion (Oxford, 1982); E.C. 
Ewing, Value and Reality: The Philosophical Case for Theism (London, 
1973; Richard Swinburne, The Existence of God (Oxford, 1979); and J.L. 
Mackie, The Miracle of Theism: Arguments For and Against the 
Existence of God (Oxford, 1982). An important question is whether it is 
logical to proceed inductively in building up the case for theism by an 
accumulation of the traditional arguments, each of which is inadequate 
in itself but which gains conviction when combined with the others. 
Swinburne (p. 13 n.1) refers to Antony Flew, God and Philosophy 



there really exists the supposed power that makes for 
righteousness in the world when, based on the naturalistic 
premise itself, that power is mindless? 

The advocates of religious naturalism, influenced by 
science, appear to imagine that to describe God as an 
impersonal force or power is more philosophically respectable 
today than to think of Him as a person. Is it? As the medieval 
thinkers never tired of saying, all human descriptions of God 
are really inadmissible; yet since the object of worship, to be 
worshipped, has to produce some picture in the mind, it is 

(London, 1966), p.62f., who remarks that "if one leaky bucket will not 
hold water there is no reason to think that ten can." Swinburne, 
however, notes that arguments that are not deductively valid are often 
inductively strong, and if you put three weak arguments together you 
may often get a strong one. Thus if ten leaky buckets are placed 
together in such a way that the holes in one rest against the solid pan 
of another, the ten buckets may hold water where one will not. There is 
a comprehensive bibliography on the arguments in Paul Edwards and 
Arthur Pap, A Modern Introduction to Philosophy (Glencoe, Illinois 
and London, 1957), pp.619-21. On p.447 the argument is advanced that, 
in denying the existence of God, an atheist does not necessarily claim 
to know the answers to such questions as "What is the origin of life?" 
or "Where does the universe come from?" He merely rules out 
theological answers to these questions. The illustration is given: "If 
somebody asked me, 'Who killed Carlo Tresca?' I could answer, 'I 
don't know and it will probably never be discovered,' and I could then 
quite consistently add, 'But I know some people who certainly did not 
kill him-Julius Caesar or General Eisenhower or Bertrand Russell."' 
This analogy is totally misleading. The man who says that he does not 
know who killed Carlo Tresca knows that Carlo Tresca was killed. The 
question "Who killed him?" is logically meaningful even though the 
answer may never be known. On the other hand, the atheist does not 
say that we may never know the origin of the universe but we know it 
was not brought into being by God. The atheist does not deny the 
solution; he denies the very question, since there is no middle ground 
between the statement that the universe just happened and the 
statement that it was created by God. Ultimately, it is a question of 
whether the search for meaning has any meaning. 
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necessary to use halting human language, the only language we 
have, always with the proviso that the reality is infinitely more 
than anything we dare utter. We must perforce use in our 
description terms taken from the highest in our experience and 
then add "and infinitely more than this." A force or power, 
precisely because it is impersonal and hence mindless, is 
inferior in every way to the human personality. To use the 
demolition job done by the scientists as a reason for preferring 
the force or power metaphor is to overlook the obvious fact that 
scientists themselves operate through their human minds, Of 
course, from one point of view, it is absurd to speak of God as a 
person, a term laden with all too human associations. But it is 
even more absurd to speak of God as an It, which is what 
speaking of Him as a force or power involves. William Temple 
was on surer grounds, philosophically and religiously, when he 
said that to speak of God as He is to say that He is more than a 
He but not less. An It, however, is less than a He. 

Here it can be objected, is not to take such a position to 
ignore the real challenges that have been presented to 
traditional theism? Is it not a cowardly retreat into 
fundamentalism? Not so. Your fundamentalist does not face the 
challenge: He simply denies that there is one. For him, the 
evolutionists were wrong; the findings of the astronomers were 
known all along to the Rabbis; Freud's contention that religion 
has its origin in the irrational fears of primitive man was an 
"illusion," as is the notion that there has ever been such a 
creature as primitive man. The liberal supernaturalist, on the 
other hand, has an open mind on the question of how the idea 
of God came into the human mind and will be prepared to 
acknowledge that often a religious outlook is no more than 
wishful thinking. He will, moreover, make the additional 
distinction between the question of whether God exists and the 
very different question; If God exists, what are the mechanics 
He uses? On the question of the mechanics, for example, 
Darwin and Freud may well be right. Who are we to say that 
God, in His infinite wisdom, did not choose these and other 



great thinkers as His instruments to convey to other humans the 
way in which He works? 

The failure to consider both of these questions has led to 
a soulless scienticism. Freud, for example, was convinced that 
God does not exist and that religion is an illusion. Since there is 
no God, Freud asked, how did the idea that there is one come 
into the human mind? And since belief in God is an illusion, 
why does it persist among the human race? That the theist 
denies that there is any cogency to Freud's basic premise does 
not mean that he must reject the ensuing Freudian explanations. 
If he becomes convinced by what Freud had to say, he will go 
on to conclude that, thanks to Freud's insight, we now have a 
better understanding of how God chose to make Himself 
known in the infancy of the human race and how He uses 
man's natural fears in a hostile environment to cause man to 
rely on God as his sole refuge. 

Rabbi A.l. Kook in his essay "The Pangs of Cleansing" 
holds that the believer ought not to be too disturbed by attacks 
on his belief. These attacks are often directed against crude 
notions of deity which all but the most naive believers do not 
themselves entertain. When believers are tempted to adopt 
unworthy and unrefined ideas about God, the atheistic attacks, 
by exposing the crudities, pull the believers back.7 This via 

7 Rabbi A.l. Kook, "The Pangs of Cleansing," in Abraham Isaac Kook, 
trans. Ben Zion Bokser (New York, Ramsey, Toronto, 1978), pp.261-69. 

Atheism has a temporary legitimacy, for it is needed to purge 
away the aberrations that attach themselves to religious faith 
because of a deficiency in perception and in the divine 
service. This is its sole function in existence- to remove the 
particular images from the speculations concerning Him who 
is the essence of all life and the source of all thought. When 
this condition persists for a period of several generations, 
atheism necessarily presents itself as a specific cultural 
expression, to uproot the remembrance of God and all 
institutions of divine service. But to what uprooting did 
divine providence intend? [i.e. in allowing atheism to emerge 
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negativa, the negation from the idea of God of 
anthropomorphic associations, has respectable antecedents in 
Jewish thought, and we can now look at these. What must be 
said at the outset, however, is that the way of negation is very 
different from the reductionism of the religious naturalists. The 
way of negation affirms that we know nothing and can say 
nothing about God's essence. At the same time, however, it also 
affirms that the unknown God can be apprehended in His 
manifestation. For the reductionist, on the other hand, what the 
supernaturalist sees as God's manifestation is God -that is to 
say, there is no Being manifesting Himself in creation. 

Maimonides and other medieval thinkers have 
developed the idea of negative attributes. Regarding God's 
essential attributes, those of existence, wisdom, and unity, one 
can only speak in negative terms. Thus to say that God exists is 
not to say anything about His actual nature for that is 
unknowable, All it means -a very big all- is that He is not 
non-existent, that there really is an unknowable God. Similarly, 
to say that God is wise is to say that whatever else He is He is 
not ignorant. And to say that He is One is to negate multiplicity 
from His Being.8 There is a real difficulty here, however. 
Logically, what difference is there between negating a negation 
and a positive affirmation? The two are surely the same. It 
would seem that the issue for the medieval thinkers is not so 
much a matter of semantics as it is a matter of psychological 
need.9 To pray to God, the worshipper must have some picture 
of God in his mind. As we have argued, the most effective 

as a philosophy] To uproot the dross that separates man from 
the truly divine light, and in the ruins wrought by atheism 
will the higher knowledge of God erect her Temple. 

8 For a good account in English of the Maimonidean doctrine of divine 
attributes, see Isaac Husik, A History of Medieval Jewish Philosophy 
(Philadelphia, 1940), pp.261-66. The main discussion by Maimonides is 
in his Guide1:51-60. 
9 See Bahya Ibn Pakudah, Duties of the Heart, trans. Moses Hyamson 
(Jerusalem and New York, 1978), vol. I, chap. 10, pp.98-123. 



picture is drawn from human personality, the most significant 
construct available to man in his universe. But the picture in the 
mind must never be accepted as the reality; the mental 
reservation must always be present. As the famous Kabbalist 
Moses Cordovero puts it: "The mind of the worshiper must run 
to and fro, running to affirm that God is (and for this the picture 
is essential) and then immediately recoiling lest the mental 
picture be imagined to be all that is affirmed."to 

The Kabbalists speak of God as He is in Himself as En 
Sol, "That which has no limits."11 Of this aspect of deity nothing 
at all can be said, Even the way of negation is impermissible 
when applied to En Sot. This does not mean that the Kabbalists 
believe in two gods, one revealed, the other hidden. Deus 
absconditus is Deus revelatus. 

The liberal supernaturalist will not, of course, consider 
himself necessarily bound to accept the formulations of 
Maimonides or of the Kabbalists. Because he has a liberal 
approach, he will tend to see these and similar formulations in 
historical terms - that is, as conditioned by the thought 
patterns of the age in which the particular thinkers lived. What 
he gains from their speculations is the appreciation that the true 
nature of God is bound to be a mystery beyond the grasp of the 
human mind. As the sage quoted by Albo has it: "If I knew Him 

to Elimah rabbati (Lemberg, 1881), 1:10, p.4b. 
n For an account of the Kabbalistic doctrine of En So/see I. Tishby, 
Mishnat ha-zohar Oerusalem, 1957), vol. I, pp. 98-130. Cf. Gershom G. 
Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism, 3rd ed. (London, 1955), 
p.12: 

The latter designation [En Sof] reveals the impersonal 
character of this aspect of the hidden God from the standpoint 
of man as clearly as, and perhaps even more clearly than, the 
others. It signifies "the infinite" as such; not, as has been 
frequently suggested, "He who is infinite" but" that which is 
infinite". 

It should be noted, however, that among later Kabbalists the 
expression En Sol, blessed be He occurs frequently. 
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I would be He."12 That there has been a considerable degree of 
freedom in the Jewish tradition to speculate on the mystery is 
comforting to the liberal supernaturalist, who is thus 
encouraged to engage in his own speculations. But because he 
believes in the God of the tradition (the speculations and the 
freedom to speculate are themselves part of that tradition), he 
will always stop short of reductionism. He will steadfastly 
refuse to refine God out of existence, so to speak. 

There are thus three attitudes on the question of God for 
the modern Jew: He can be an atheist, he can be a religious 
naturalist, or he can be a religious supernaturalist. In other 
words, he can deny that God exists, he can reinterpret the idea 
of God in terms of the force or power that makes for 
righteousness, or he can believe in the personal God of the 
Jewish tradition. It all depends on which attitude makes the 
most sense of human life and is the most coherent philosophy 
of existence. One man's coherence is another's incoherence. 
Subjectivity is no doubt an element in the choice for all three 
philosophies. This is presumably what Kierkegaard and the 
other religious existentialists refer to when they speak of "the 
leap of faith," a rather overworked concept in contemporary 
Jewish religious thought but useful in calling attention to this 
element of freely choosing one's philosophy. Let us examine 
briefly why the liberal supernaturalist prefers this attitude to 
the other two. 

To think of God as a person is first to justify coherence 
itself. For if, as the atheist maintains, the universe is just there as 
brute fact, and if, as the religious naturalist maintains, the force 
that works for righteousness is similarly just there, how does 
one explain that feature of coherence in the universe by which 
science operates- indeed, by which all human reasoning 
operates? Taylor's famous illustration is germane in this 

t2 • Joseph Alba, Sefer ha-ikkarim, trans. Isaac Husik (Philadelphia, 
1946), vol. 11, chap. 30, pp.96-97. 



connection.13 In some English railway stations near the Welsh 
border, small pebbles are arranged to form the words 
"Welcome to Wales." A skeptical passenger in the railway 
carriage may decide that, somehow, the pebbles just happened 
to have gotten there, coincidentally, to form these words by 
accident, What that skeptic cannot reasonably do, based on his 
perception, is to turn to his fellow passengers and inform them 
that they are entering Wales. The liberal supernaturalist would 
not mistake the welcome sign for an accidental formation of 
pebbles, but neither does he attempt to explain everything in 
this strange and mysterious universe, which he believes has 
been created by a benevolent Mind. He cannot understand why 
there is evil in the universe, for instance. But he can explain 
why humans have this constant urge to explain, the human 
mind exploring the workings of Infinite Mind behind the 
universe. In the other two hypotheses, all is random 
development. But randomness implies that all is fortuitous and 
coincidental so that ultimately there is no meaning to meaning. 
Unless there is a personal God, whence came personality? 
Unless there is Mind behind the universe, whence came human 
reasoning powers? Unless righteousness is written large in the 
universe, whence came the power that makes for 
righteousness- indeed, whence came the very concept of 

13 Richard Taylor, Metaphysics (Englewood Cliffs, 1963), pp.96-97. 
Taylor's is basically a new argument from design. If it just so happened 
that our minds have come together at random and the world just 
happened by chance, how can we use our minds in order to discover 
an order or design in the universe? Taylor's version of the argument 
from design has been assailed; see Barry Kogan, "Judaism and 
Contemporary Scientific Cosmology: Redesigning the Design 
Argument," in Creation and the End of Days: fudaism and Scientific 
Cosmology, ed. David Novak and Norbert Samuelson (Lanham, New 
York, and London, 1981), pp.97-155. I do not quote Taylor's as an 
irrefutable argument but as an indication that the relentless search for 
proof for the existence of God is for the God who endows human 
reasoning with its significance, not a blind force which, by definition, 
has no mind. 
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righteousness? If everything just happened to be, it would not 
only be religion that was wishful thinking, All thinking would 
be wishful. 

The poet bravely and stoically declares: 

It fortifies my soul to know 
That though I perish truth is so, 

But without belief in God in the traditional sense, what is 
this soul fortified by the truth? And where and what is that 
truth that those poor souls who are doomed to perish may 
proclaim it? Similarly, when W.E, Henley rejoices in his 
"unconquerable soul," he has to offer his thanks to "whatever 
gods may be," Ultimately, there is no escaping the "Hound of 
Heaven." Faith in reason is ultimately faith in God; faith in 
goodness is ultimately faith in God. 

The Christian understanding of theism is, with few 
exceptions, to stress that God is personal. Indeed, in the 
classical Christian doctrine of the Trinity, there are three 
persons in the Godhead. Jews, naturally, have rejected the 
Christian dogma as incompatible with pure monotheism. And 
while the Jewish supernaturalist takes issue with the 
naturalistic idea because it is too impersonal, he rejects the 
Christian idea because it is too personal. In his polemic against 
Christianity, the seventeenth-century Venetian Rabbi, Leon 
Modena, is not convinced that the doctrine of the Trinity per se 
is totally incompatible with the Jewish position. He points out 
that the Kabbalistic doctrine of the Sefirot, the ten powers or 
potencies in the Godhead through which En So/becomes 
manifest, resembles, to some extent, the Christian Trinity .t4 

(Even though the Kabbalists were devout Jews, opponents of 
the Kabbalah accused them of being, as they put it, "worse than 
the Christians" in that the Kabbalists spoke of ten, rather than 

14 Magen va-herev, ed. S. Simonsohn Oerusalem, 1960), part 11, chap. 4, 
pp.25-27. 



three, aspects of the divine unity.)ts It is the affirmation of the 
three persons in the Trinity that has made Christianity offensive 
to Jews - specially the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation in 
which one of the three assumes human flesh. The author of an 
article in the journal Judaism a few years ago maintained that 
Jews have not argued against the doctrine of the Incarnation 
because of the impossibility of God assuming human form, but 
only because this did not, in fact, happen.t6 Such a position is 
absurd. Jews have held that God, being God, cannot assume 
human flesh. In the Jewish doctrine, it is as impossible for God 
to do so as it is for Him to deny Himself or to wish Himself out 
of existence, Contradiction, as Aquinas said, does not fall under 
the scope of divine omnipotence. The sober fact is that Jews 
throughout the ages have held the Christian doctrine to be 
idolatrous and have laid down their lives rather than embrace 
Christianity, although some Jewish teachers have qualified this 
by stating that Christianity is an idolatrous faith for "us" -that 
is for Jews, but not for "them" -that is, for Gentiles, who are 
enjoined by the Torah to reject idolatry, but who do not offend 
against the Noachide Laws by adopting the Christian faithP 

The Jewish supernaturalist obviously rejects agnosticism 
as he rejects atheism. The term agnosticism, which was coined 
by T.H. Huxley in the last century, was intended to convey the 
idea that there can be no "gnosis," no knowledge, about God.18 

15 See Isaac b. Sheshet Perfet, Responsa Ribash, ed. I.H. Daiches (New 
York, 1964), no. 157. Abraham Abulafia seems to have been the first 
critic to compare the Sefirotic doctrine to Christian beliefs about the 
Trinity; see Moshe Idel, Kabbalah: New Perspectives (New Haven and 
London, 1988), p.xii and notes. 
16 Michael Wyschogrod, "A New Stage in Jewish-Christian Dialogue," 
fudaism, 31 (1982):355-65. 
17 See the sources cited in my article "Attitudes Towards Christianity in 
the Halakhah" in Gevurat haromah (Jewish Studies Offered at the 
Eightieth Birthday of Rabbi Moses Cyrus Weiler) Oerusalem, 1987), 
pp.XVII-XXXI. 
18 Huxley' s coinage of the term agnosticism is described in a famous 
passage: 
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He was not saying, as many agnostics do nowadays, that he 
could not decide whether or not God exists, but rather that 
since the whole subject is not amenable to proof, it is impossible 
to decide one way or the other. There is thus a "hard" and a 
"soft" agnosticism. The "hard" agnostic holds that one can 
never know whether or not God exists. The "soft" agnostic 
cannot make up his mind on the question. The fallacy in the 
"soft" option is that belief in God profoundly affects a person's 
life, the whole quality of which is different from the life of the 
atheist. As Chesterton rightly said: "Show me a man's 
philosophy and I'll show you the man," One can adopt an 
agnostic attitude towards certain questions with little 
consequence: one can, for example, live perfectly well without 
ever knowing whether there are intelligent beings on other 
planets. But a man and a woman may agonize for a lifetime 
over whether they really love one another and thus never 
marry. And by leaving the matter in abeyance, by not deciding 
whether or not he believes in God, the agnostic, in fact, has 
decided to live without God. To remain undecided all of one's 
life, then, is, in effect, to decide against. 

As for "hard" agnosticism, it is difficult to understand on 
what grounds it is affirmed that one can never know whether or 
not God exists. How does the agnostic know that he can never 
know? All the pros and cons have been presented to him, Why 

When I reached intellectual maturity, and began to ask myself 
whether I was an atheist, a theist, or a pantheist; a materialist 
or an idealist; a Christian or a freethinker, I found that the 
more I learned and reflected, the less ready was the answer 
until at last I came to the conclusion that I had neither art nor 
part with any of these denominations, except the last. The one 
thing in which most of these good people were agreed was 
the one thing in which I differed from them. They were quite 
sure they had attained a certain "gnosis" -had more or less 
successfully solved the problem of existence; while I was 
quite sure that I had not, and had a pretty strong conviction 
that the problem was insoluble. [T.H. Huxley, Collected 
Essays, vol. 5, (London, 1893-94) pp.239-40]. 



should the human mind be incapable of deciding one way or 
the other on this question as it decides on other questions? 

For all that, the liberal supernaturalist, while ruling out 
agnosticism on the basic question of God's existence, may well 
adopt an attitude of reverent or religious agnosticism on other 
questions. Because of his liberal stance, he will weigh dogma in 
the light of history and of reason and may come up with views 
that are less traditional but more coherent to him in the light of 
new knowledge; or he may feel that the problem is too 
complicated for a tidy yes or no to be given and must be left to 
God. 

Finally, we must consider the idea of a limited personal 
God. Among many other thinkers, Gersonides in the Middle 
Ages, John Stuart Mi11,19 E.S, Brightman,2o and Charles 
Hartshorne21 in modern times, have presented a view of theism 
in which the idea of God's omnipotence is qualified. Saadiah 
Gaon, in his Beliefs and Opinion#2 argued, as did Aquinas 
centuries later,23 that God, who can do that which is impossible 
for us to do, cannot do that which is logically impossible. For 
instance, says Saadiah, God cannot pass the whole world 
through a signet ring without making either the world smaller 
or the ring larger. Actually, here it is not a question of whether 
God can or cannot do something. The statement "To pass the 
whole world through a ring without making the world smaller 
or the ring larger," is a self-contradictory and hence logically 
meaningless jumble of words. To pass A through B means that 
B is larger than A so that the statement is as logically 
meaningless as "to make the world smaller or the ring larger 
without making the world smaller or the ring larger," When 

19 John Stuart Mill, Three Essays in Religion (London, 1874). 
20E.S. Brightman, TheProblemofGod(NewYork, 1930). 
21 Charles Hartshome, Man's Vision of God (New York, 1941). 
22 Saadiah Gaon, The Book of Beliefs and Opinions, trans. Samuel 
Rosenblatt (New Haven, 1948), 11:13, p.134. 
23 Thomas of Aquinas, Summa Theologica, part 1, quest.25, 4. 
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one asks questions of this kind, one is really asking "Can 
God, .. ?" without completing the sentence. 

The doctrine of omnipotence, however, can be qualified 
in still other ways, There is the classic problem of 
predetermination, for example. Gersonides, bothered by the old 
question of how God's foreknowledge is compatible with 
human freedom, holds that what God knows beforehand is all 
the choices open to each individual; He does not know, 
however, which choice the individual, in his freedom, will 
make.24 Other thinkers similarly qualify God's omnipotence. 
God has all the power there is, but He is limited by what is 
called "The Given," that is, by things as they are. Such ideas are 
not a form of dualism, a belief in two gods. In dualism there are 
two powers, one good, the other evil, contending for 
supremacy; that view is certainly incompatible with Jewish 
monotheism. In the idea of God as personal but limited, He has 
no rival; there is only One God who is all powerful in some 
respects but lacking a degree of power in other respects because 
that is how things are. 

Take the problem of evil, often expressed in the form; 
Either God can prevent evil and does not choose to do so, in 
which case He cannot be good. Or he wishes to prevent evil but 
cannot do so, in which case He cannot be omnipotent. An 
answer often given is that God does have the power to banish 
evil but does not do so because in some way evil serves the 
cause of good; for example, a universe in which there was no 
evil would be a universe in which freedom to choose the good 
would be impossible.25 Exponents of the limited God idea, 

24 Gersonides, Milhamot, 111:6. See Harry Slonimsky, Essays 
(Cincinnati, 1967). Slonimsky has developed a limited God theology on 
the basis of midrashic statements. There is no doubt that a surface 
reading of both the Bible and the rabbinic literature give the 
impression of a God who needs man to help Him in His struggle 
against that which is simply "given" and not of His making. 
25 The best statement of the free-will defense of theism is that of John 
Hick, Evil and the God of Love (London, 1966). Hick develops the 



however, see no dilemma. God is good and would prevent evil 
if He could but He cannot. He is not, in fact, omnipotent, and 
evil is simply there. Of course God can and does mitigate the 
banefulness of evil, and He can and does urge His creatures to 
fight evil and be on the side of good. 

Although I find this whole notion incoherent, it is 
possible for a supernaturalist Jew to adopt such a position 
without finding himself outside of Judaism, On a surface 
reading of the Jewish tradition, the picture which emerges is 
indeed one of God struggling, as it were, with that in the 
universe which frustrates His will. Gersonides, in his work The 
Wars of the Lord (in which he puts forward his view on God's 
limited foreknowledge) holds that only such a view does 

argument that the existence of evil makes the universe into an arena in 
which man, by freely choosing the good, makes the good his own for 
all eternity. See Roland Puccetti, "The Loving God -Some 
Observations on John Hick's Evil and the God of Love" Religious 
Studies, 11 (1967):255-68. Puccetti argues against Hick that there is evil 
in the universe which can in no way contribute to human moral 
advance-the suffering of little children, for instance. Hick defends his 
views in "God, Evil and Mystery," op. cit.,539-46. An apparent random 
element in nature is essential, for if it were always possible to discover 
the teleological necessity of each kind of suffering this would interfere 
with man's free choice. 

The contingencies of the world process are genuine; though 
the existence of the whole process, with its contingencies, 
represents a divine creative act, the purpose of which is to 
make it possible for finite creatures to inhabit an autonomous 
world in which their creator is not involuntarily evident and 
in which, accordingly, their moral and spiritual nature may 
freely develop. 

See on this Richard Swinburne, Existence of God, pp. 200-24. On the 
Jewish side see L. Carmel, "The Problem of Evil: The Jewish 
Synthesis," Proceedings of the Association of Orthodox Jewish 
Scientists, I (1966):92-100. See also in the same volume, G.N. 
Schlesinger, "Divine Benevolence" pp. 101-103, and Schlesinger's 
"Suffering and Evil," in Contemporary Philosophy of Religion, ed. 
Steven M. Cahn and David Shatz (Oxford, 1982), pp.25-31. 
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complete justice to the biblical record. The abstract term 
"omnipotence," after all, was coined by thinkers influenced by 
Greek thought. Neither the term nor the idea of an all-powerful 
God is found in the Bible or in the rabbinic sources, In the 
Lurianic Kabbalah, the first stage in the divine creative 
processes is that of tzimtzum, the withdrawal of En Sot" from 
Himself into Himself in order to make room, as it were, for the 
finite universe. Thus, in this view, the universe could only have 
come into existence through God's self-limitation, through His 
allowing finitude to encroach on His Infinity; thus, there is a 
doctrine of a limited God in manifestation, though not in 
essence, in this theology of Judaism. In an even more radical 
version of the Lurianic Kabbalah, En Sol purges Himself of the 
evil within Himself by His withdrawal to leave room for the 
universe, This version of the Kabbalah is careful to stress that 
the evil was only present in infinitesimal quantity, "like a grain 
of salt in a vast ocean."26 

For all the attempts of some to rename Gersonides' work 
"Wars Against the Lord" the limited God idea, unlike atheism, 
agnosticism, dualism, and the doctrine of the Trinity, is not 
necessarily incompatible with monotheism as understood by 
Judaism. The question is not, however, Is the idea Jewish? but 
rather, Is it convincing? 

Isaac Husik dubbed Gersonides' idea that God does not 
know the contingent "a theological monstrosity ."27 That might 
be an overstatement, but every radical qualification of the idea 
of God's power results in severe theological difficulties, even if 
it is otherwise philosophically attractive. The problem with the 
notion of "The Given," for example, is that it is extremely 
difficult to entertain the notion of a God who has to work with 
poor material not of His own making. And what is to become of 
the whole idea of a purposeful God if, by definition, He can 

26 The best study of the Lurianic doctrine is I. Tishby, Torat ha-ra ve
ha-kelipah be-kabbalat ha-ari Oerusalem, 1942). 
27 op. cit., p.346. 



know the future only in general terms and does not know the 
particular choices individuals will make -choices which may 
very well result in the frustration of His purpose, To reply that, 
indeed, God depends on His creatures for the fulfilment of His 
purpose is to turn God into a divine experimenter and that, 
surely, is a distortion of the Jewish faith, popular though the 
notion might be with the poetic mind. This is very different 
from the typically Jewish idea that God uses His creatures as 
eo-workers for the realization of a purpose He knows will 
ultimately be realized. 

A different and even more radical understanding of the 
personhood of God is provided in some versions of Hasidic 
thought, in which God is not a Being totally above His creatures 
but the One who embraces the All in the fullness of His Being, 
This notion is best called panentheism, "all is in God," though 
the Hasidim themselves used no such abstract term for their 
doctrine. In this view, from God's point of view, as it were, only 
God enjoys ultimate existence. It is only from the point of view 
of God's creatures that they and the universe they inhabit enjoy 
existence independently of God.28 If by a "Jewish" doctrine is 
meant a doctrine held by Jews, then Hasidic panentheism is 
undoubtedly Jewish -although opponents of Hasidism like the 
Gaon of Vilna believed the notion to be rank heresy.29 That the 
Vilna Gaon declared it to be heresy would not make it such for 
the liberal supematuralist but here, too, there are severe 
difficulties , chief of which is, how can it be said that the 
universe and its creatures only enjoy existence from their point 

28 See my translation of Dov Baer Schneersohn, Kuntres ha-hitpaalut, 
Tract on Ecstasy (London, 1963) and my study Seeker of Unity 
(London, 1966), for an account of this doctrine. 

29 See the letters of anathema against the Hasidim in E. Zweiful, 

Shalom a] yisrael (Zhitomer, 1868-9), vol.ll, pp.37-60; and in M. 

Wilensky, Hasidim u-mitnaggedim Oerusalem, 1970), vol. I, pp. 187-90. 
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of view and not from God's point of view? Either they exist or 
do not exist. 

In this lecture we have tried to consider the meaning of 
the doctrine of a personal God and have contrasted it with rival 
theological formulations, I have argued that liberal 
supernaturalism is both the closest in approximation to the 
traditional Jewish view, or, at least, to the implications of that 
view, and that it scores over its rivals in its coherence. The 
mystery remains, however, and, God being God, must remain, 
It was a religious man who composed the salutary doggerel: 

Dear God, for as much as without Thee 
We are not even able to doubt Thee, 
Lord give us the grace 
To convince the whole race 
We know nothing whatever about Thee. 

This takes us to the heart of the matter. The sophisticated 
theist can address God as Thou and can pray to Him and yet, in 
that very prayer, admit, as he must, that God is unknowable. 
But there is all the difference in the world between the 
ineffability of God as conceived of by the theist and the 
mysterious force that makes for righteousness of the religious 
naturalist. In the former, the true nature of God cannot be 
uttered or known by the human mind because God is too great 
to be encapsulated in human expression. In the latter, all that is 
affirmed is that somehow we live in the faith that the universe 
is so constituted that goodness will ultimately win out. No 
theist will seek to deny that there are difficulties in the theistic 
position. If he, nonetheless, opts for theism against atheism or 
agnosticism it is because theism, for all its difficulties, makes 
more sense of the universe and of human life, It is this "making 
sense" that is the appeal of theism. The mystery lies in the 
concept of the Being whom thought cannot reach; it is not a 
falling back on the idea of "we do not know" and leaving it at 
that. The whole race has to continue to live without knowing 
anything about God and yet countless human beings have lived 



and still live in the conviction that there is a Thou infinitely 
more that an It in charge of the universe. 

While there does not seem to be any convincing midway 
position between theism and atheism on the theoretical level, 
there is, of course, an ebb and flow in the life of faith: there are 
times when the believer has complete conviction, other times 
when he is not so sure, other times again when his faith is 
completely shattered. But the content of belief in God does not 
allow for semantic confusion for the believer or the nonbeliever. 
All of the arguments for and against theism can be debated at 
length, but the discussion must not centre on the meaning of the 
term God. The theist is convinced that God exists; the atheist 
denies it. In trying to be theist and atheist at the same time, the 
religious naturalist seems to be involved in semantic sleight of 
hand when he reduces the term to mean only that power that 
makes for righteousness in the world. This is a very different 
approach from postulating two hypothetical views of the same 
Being as one does in considering the idea that God is 
omnipotent and the idea that He is limited in some respects. 
When the religious naturalist defends his use of the term to link 
his concept with Jewish tradition, this is precisely the question: 
Does not such a radical reinterpretation of theism sever that 
link entirely? It is no way to meet the real challenges to belief in 
modern times to say that theism is now to be understood in a 
different sense from that in which it has been understood 
throughout history. It is rather like saying that antisemitic 
allegations no longer have any force because the people hitherto 
considered to be Jews are not Jews at all. The believer in a 
personal God, because he is a believer, should be ready to 
express his doubts and speculate on the mystery. He may then 
emerge from the struggle with his faith fortified and enriched. 
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THE TALMUDIC ARGUMENT 
In this detailed and far ranging article Rabbi facobs 
begins by reviewing the biblical precedents for this 
form of argumentation. He then looks at the structure 
and form of the arguments used in the Babylonian 
Talmud, presenting each type in some detail. He 
shows that all the arguments in the Talmud fall into 
one or other of these categories, and that the various 
pairs of disputants each conform to an established 
patter. The article was originally published in 
Michael Chernick, ed., Essential Papers on the 
Talmud (New York; London: New York University 
Press, 1994), 52-69. 

The Babylonian Talmud consists almost entirely of 
arguments having as their aim the elucidation of the law, 
ruling, religious teaching or ethical idea. Theories are advanced 
and then contradicted. They are examined from many points of 
view and qualified where necessary. One argument leads to 
another when logic demands it. The claims of conflicting 
theories are investigated with great thoroughness and much 
subtlety. Fine distinctions abound between apparently similar 
concepts. The whole constitutes reasoning processes which 
have received the most careful study on the part of generations 
of Jewish scholars and have contributed more to the shaping of 
the Jewish mind than any other factor. 

No serious student of the Babylonian Talmud can be 
unaware that, for all the variety of topics discussed in the work, 
there is a formal pattern to the argumentation. Whatever the 
subject matter, the moves open to the debaters are 
comparatively few in number and these are always expressed in 
the same stereotyped formulae. There is much originality in 
Talmudic argumentation but this consists in the application to 
new situations of conventional responses, not in the invention 
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of new responses. The game is always played according to the 
rules. 

These formal methods of argumentation occur with the 
utmost frequency in the Baby Ionian Talmud; yet, although 
there is to be observed complete consistency in their use, 
nowhere in the Talmud itself is any attempt made at their 
enumeration and classification. Part of this task was left to the 
famous post-talmudic methodologies, largely concerned with 
the classification of talmudic method. However, in the main, the 
talmudic methodologies deal with the precise definition of the 
terms used rather than with the actual types of argument. Of 
these there has been very little detailed, systematic tr·eatment.1 

In every complete talmudic unit-the sugya-the 
differing views are presented in the form of a debate. The 
protagonists may be actual teachers expressing their opinions: 
Rav and Samuel, R. Yohanan and Resh Lakish, Rabbah and R. 

Joseph, Abbaye and Rava and so forth. Very frequently, 

1 For talmudic methodology see W. Bacher, Exegetische Terminologie 
der judischen Traditionsliteratur, Hebrew translation by A. Z. 
Rabbinowitz under title Erkhei Midrash (Tel-Aviv, 1924); H. Strack, 
lnh-oduction to the Talmud and Midrash (Philadelphia, 1945), pp. 135-
9; M. Meilziner, Introduction to the Talmud, 4th edn. with new 
bibliography by A. Guttmann (New York, 1968), part Ill: 'Talmudic 
terminology and methodology', pp. 190-280; and I. H. Weiss's survey 
of the methodological literature in Bet Talmud, vol. I (Vienna, 1881) 
and vol. II (Vienna, 1882.). The most important of the methodologies 
are: Mevo ba-Talmud ath·ibuted to Samuel ha-Naggid (d. 1055), 
printed with commentaries in the Vilna edition of the Talmud after 
tractate Berakhot; Sefer Keritut by Samson of Chinon (end of thirteenth 
century), ed. J. Z. Roth with commentary (New York, 1961), and by S. 
B. D. So fer with commentary Oerusalem, 1965); Halikhot Olam by 
Joshua ha-Levi of Tlemcen (compiled in Toledo c. 1467), Warsaw edn., 
1883, with commentaries; Kelalei ha-Gemara by Joseph Karo (1488-
1575) and Yavin Shemua by Solomon Algazi (17th c.); Shenei Luhot ha
Beritby Isaiah Horowitz (d. c. 1630) (Amsterdam, 1649), section 'Torah 
shebe'al Peh';Yad Malachiby Malachi ha-Kohen ofLeghorn (early 18th 
c.) Oerusalem, 1976). 



however, the thrust and parry of the debate is presented 
anonymously. It has long been conventional among students of 
the Talmud to give a kind of fictitious personality to the 
arguments by attributing questions to an alleged 'questioner' 
(the makshan) and answers to an alleged 'replier' (tartzan). In a 
particular sugya different types of argument may be produced 
as the course of the debate demands, e.g. an appeal to authority, 
the detection of flaws in an analogy, the readmission of a 
rejected plea and so forth. The unit as a whole consists of all the 
arguments, together with any extraneous material which may 
arise as the discussion proceeds.2 

The sustained argument, particularly in the form of 
question and answer, as presented in the Babylonian Talmud, 
has strong antecedents in the earlier sources. There are 
numerous instances in the Pentateuch and in the historical 
books of the Bible: Eve's debate with the serpent (Genesis 3: 1-
5); God's accusation of Adam (Genesis 3: 9-13); God's 
interrogation of Cain (Genesis 4: 9-15); Abraham's plea to God 
to spare Sodom (Genesis 18: 23-33); Abimelech' s upbraiding of 
Abraham (Genesis 20: 9-17); Abraham' s reproof of Abimelech 
(Genesis 21: 22-30); Abraham' s purchase of the field and 
bargaining with Ephron (Genesis 23: 3-16); Jacob's dialogue 
with his wives (Genesis 31: 4-16) and with Laban (Genesis 31: 
26-53); the arguments presented by Shechem and Hamor 
(Genesis 34: 4-23); the arguments and counter-arguments in the 
Joseph saga (Genesis 42: 7-38; 43: 2-14; 44: 6-34); Joseph's 
bargain with the Egyptians (Genesis 47: 15-25); Pharaoh's 
complaint against the midwives (Exodus 1: 15-19); Moses' 
confrontation with God (Exodus 3: 4 to 4: 17); Moses' dialogue 
with Pharaoh (Exodus 10: 1-11); Jethro's plea for reforms 
(Exodus 18: 13-23); Moses' entreaty on behalf of his people 
(Exodus 32:7-14 and 33: 12-23); Moses' questioning of Aaron 

2 On the use of the terms makshan and tartzan see e.g. Rashi, Shabbat 
104a top; Kiddushin 2a, s.v. vekhesef minalan; Tosafot on Berakhot 
44a, s.v.inhu and Yoma 43b, s.v. amar R. Yehudah. Cf. Ben Yehudah's 
Thesaurus, vol. VII, p. 3295, and vol. XVI, p. 7923. 
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and his sons (Leviticus 10: 16-20); Moses' complaint (Numbers 
11: 11-23); the episode of Moses, Aaron and Miriam (Numbers 
12: 1-14); the debate between Caleb and the spies (Numbers 13: 
27 to 14: 10); the rebellion of Korah (Numbers 16: 1-19); Moses 
and the king of Edom (Numbers 20: 14-21); Balaam and the ass 
(Numbers 22: 28-35); the account of the sons of Reuben and Gad 
(Numbers 32: 1-32); the two lawsuits concerning the daughters 
of Zelophehad (Numbers 27:1-7 and 36: 1-10). 

The major portion of the book of Deuteronomy consists 
of a sustained argument in which Moses reminds the people of 
their history and their obligations in the future. Among 
arguments of this type in the historical books are: Rahab and 
the spies (Joshua 2: 1-21); the debate between the other tribes 
and the sons of Reuben and Gad (Joshua 22: 13-14); Yotham's 
argument (Judges 9: 7-20); Jeftah and the sons of Ammon 
(Judges 11: 12-28); Samuel against the appointment of a king (I 
Samuel 8: 10-21); his rebuke of the people in this matter (I 
Samuel12: 1-24); his castigation of Saul (I Samuel13: 10-14); 
Eliab and David (I Samuel17: 28-37); Jonathan and Saul (I 
Samuel20: 21-32); David at Nob (I Samuel21: 2-7); David and 
Saul (I Samuel 24: 9-22); David and Abigail (I Samuel 25: 23-35); 
David and Uriah (11 Samuel11: 10-12); David and the death of 
his child (11 Samuel12: 17-23); the woman of Tekoa (11 Samuel 
14: 4-24); Barzilai and David (11 Samuel19: 32-40); Batsheba and 
David (I Kings 1: 11-27); Solomon and the two harlots (I Kings 
3: 16-27); Obadiah and Elijah (I Kings 18: 7-15); Elijah and the 
prophets of Baal (I Kings 18: 21-7); the four lepers (11 Kings 7: 3-
4); Rab-shakeh and Eliakim (11 Kings 18: 19-35). 

As for the prophetic books, the whole of the prophetic 
message is in the form of a sustained argument. The passages 
especially to be noted are: Isaiah 40: 12-26; 44: 9-20; 49: 14-26; 51: 
12-13; 58: 2-14; 66: 1-2; Jeremiah 2: 4-37; 12: 1-13; Ezekiel18: 1-
29; Amos 3: 3-8; 6: 1-2; 9: 7; Jonah 1: 6-15; 4: 2-11; Micah 6: 3-8; 
Zechariah 4: 1-7; Malachi 1: 2-14; 2: 10-17; 3: 13-16. 

The same type of sustained argument is found in the 
book of Psalms. Psalm 10 in its entirety is a plea for the 



salvation of the righteous from the hands of the wicked. In both 
Psalm 15 and Psalm 24 the way of righteousness is prescribed 
and expressed as a reply to a question. Psalm 23 draws the 
conclusion that man should trust in God from the premiss that 
the Lord is his Shepherd. Psalm 50 is an argument in favour of 
the view that it is righteousness that God wants, not sacrifices. 
Psalm 96 is a mighty plea that God be praised and Psalm 100 
that He is to be thanked. 

These themes are repeated in Psalms 104 and 105. Psalm 
112 is an argument for righteous living and Psalm 115 against 
idolatry. Psalm 119 exhausts the letters of the alphabet eight 
times in calling attention to the need for man to be loyal to 
God's law. In Psalm 136 there are a number of 'proofs' that 
God's mercy 'endureth for ever'. Psalm 139 argues that it is 
impossible to escape from God. Psalm 146 argues that it is 
better for man to put his trust in God than in princes. And the 
book of Psalms in general is mainly an appeal by argument to 
God, expressed in poetry, that He should pay heed to the cry of 
the poor and oppressed. 

In the other books of the Hagiographa the same 
phenomenon is to be observed. In Proverbs we find arguments 
for the cultivation of wisdom (3: 13-23); against harlotry (5: 1-20; 
7: 5-23); against sloth (6: 6-15); against wickedness (10: 2-32); 
and for the worth of a good wife (31: 10-31). The book of Job has 
the arguments of Satan (1: 6 to 2: 6); of Job's friends and his 
replies (4: 1 to 37: 24); of God to Job (38 to 41) and Job's reply 
(42: 1-6). The book of Ruth contains Naomi's argument to her 
daughters-in-law (1: 8-17) and that of Boaz with his kinsman (4: 
1-12). In addition to the argument for pessimism, the general 
theme of Ecclesiastes, there are arguments in favour of 
melancholia (7: 2-6); of wisdom (7: 10-12); of mirth (8: 15); and 
of effort (11: 1-8). Esther contains the arguments advanced by 
Memucan for deposing Vashti (1: 16-22); Haman's arguments 
for destroying the Jews (3: 8-11); Esther's dialogue with 
Mordecai (4: 10-14) and Esther's plea for her people (7: 3 to 8: 6). 
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The dialectical tone of the above passages was no doubt 
familiar to the Babylonian amora'im and, for that matter, to 
many of their fellow-Jews, from infancy. In addition, so far as 
we can tell, the hermeneutical principles laid down by the 
tana'im were widely discussed and accepted by all the 
amora'im. These principles are themselves largely ways of 
argumentation, and references to them abound in the 
Babylonian Talmud.3 

The Babylonian amora'im thus had a long tradition 
behind them of skill in debate and argument. The study of the 

3 It should be noted that it is acknowledged in the rabbinic literature 
itself that the argument from the minor to the major is found in the 
Bible; see my article 'The "qal vahomer" argument in the Old 
Testament', BSOAS, 35:2. (1972), 221-7. A. Schwarz, in Der 
Hermeneutische Syllogism us in der Talmudischen Litteratur 
(Karlsruhe, 1901); Die Hermeneutische Antinomie in der 
Talmudiscl1en Litteratur (Vienna, 1913); Die Hermeneutische 
Quantitatsrelation in der Talmudischen Litteratur(Vienna, 1913) and 
in other works, has examined the thirteen principles of R. Ishmael with 
the utmost attention to detail. These principles are found in Sifra, 
Introduction. The seven principles attributed to Hillel are found in 
Sifra, Introduction, end; ARN37; Tosefta Sanhedrin, 7, end. The 
twelfth-century Karaite author Judah Hadassi argued for Greek 
influence on the hermeneutic principles and this matter has been 
discussed by David Daube, 'Rabbinic methods of interpretation and 
Hellenistic rhetoric', HUCA, 22 (1949), 239-64, and by Saul Lieberman, 
Hellenism in Jewish Palestine (New York, 1950), pp. 47-82. Cf. J. Z. 
Lauterbach, 'Talmud hermeneutics',J.E, vol. XII, pp. 30-3; Chaim 
Hirschensohn, Berurei ha-Middot(New York, 1929-31); M. Ostrowsky, 
Ha-Middot sl1e-ha-Toral1 Nidresl1et bahem Gerusalem, 192.4); and my 
article 'Hermeneutics', EJ, vol. VIII, pp. 366-72. The Palestinian Talmud 
uses some of the methods of argument that are found in the 
Babylonian Talmud but these are in a much less finished form in the 
Palestinian Talmud; see I. H. Taviob, 'Talmudah shel Bavel ve
Talmudah she! Eretz Yisrael', in his Collected Writings (Hebrew) 
(Berlin, 1923), pp. 73-88, and the introduction, Hornat Yerushalayim by 
S. Feigensohn (Shafan ha-Sofer), based on Z. Frankel's work, in the 
Vilna edition of the Palestinian Talmud. 



Torah was their consuming purpose in life to which they 
applied themselves with ruthless devotion and dedication. 
Over the years, the exercise of their minds in these dialectics 
seems to have produced an automatic response to the problems 
they were concerned to solve. Naturally, it is necessary to 
distinguish between the use of argument by the amora'im 
themselves and the use by the final editors. But even if, as 
seems extremely probable, the final form of these arguments 
owes much to the redactors or compilers of the Talmud, the 
methods must have had a history and some were almost 
certainly used even by the earliest of the Babylonian amora'im. 

On the more general question of attitudes towards skill in 
debating matters of Torah, it is clear that such skill was highly 
praised. In the Mishnah (Avot2: 8) we find a report that Rabban 
Johanan b. Zakkai praised his disciple R. Eliezer b. Hyrcanus, 
saying that he was 'a plastered cistern which loses not a drop', 
i.e. he had an extraordinarily retentive memory and was able to 
recall everything he had been taught. 

He praised another disciple, R. Eleazar b. Arakh, saying 
that he was 'an ever-flowing spring', i.e. he had the ability to 
advance fresh, original arguments. and theses. Two versions are 
then recorded. According to one of these, the master declared 
that if all the sages of Israel were in one scale of the balance and 
Eliezer b. Hyrcanus in the other he would outweigh them all. 
The other version, in the name of Abba Saul, is: if all the sages 
of Israel were in one scale of the balance, together with Eliezer 
b. Hyrcanus, and Eleazar b. Arakh was in the other scale, he 
would outweigh them all. A talmudic report (Eruvin 13b) about 
the second-century teacher R. Me'ir says that no one in his 
generation could be compared to him in brilliance but that, 
nonetheless, the law does not follow his opinions because his 
colleagues were incapable of penetrating to the depths of his 
mind and the law always follows the majority opinion. Of R. 
Me'ir it is also said that he was able to produce arguments to 
render the clean unclean and the unclean clean. This statement 
was puzzling to the Tosafists on the passage: 'What is so 
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meritorious', they ask, 'in arguing against the laws of the 
Torah?' Is it possible that we have here the echo of an 
institution in which disciples were taught to test their skills in 
argumentation by arguing for positions known to be false 
because contradicted by the Torah? In the same talmudic 
passage it is stated: R. Judah the Prince declared that the reason 
his intellect was sharper than his colleagues' was because he 
had had the privilege of sitting in the lecture-hall behind R. 

Me'ir. Had he sat in front of the master when he taught, his 
brilliance would have been even greater; no doubt a reference 
to the use of gestures and facial expressions by the teacher in 
order to convey the teachings more effectively. In support the 
verse is quoted: 'But thine eyes shall see thy teachers' (Isaiah 30: 
20). 

In the legend told (Shabbat33b) regarding R. Meir's 
contemporary R. Simeon b. Yohai, it is said that this teacher 
spent twelve years of privation in a cave, which had the effect 
of heightening his intellectual powers. Before that time, when R. 

Simeon suggested a problem his son-in-law was able to provide 
twelve different solutions, but after the experience in the cave 
the roles were reversed: to every problem set by his son-in-law 
R. Simeon was able to offer twenty-four different solutions. It is 
said (Bava Metzia 84a) of the two third-century Palestinian 
amora'im, R. Yohanan and R. Simeon b. Lakish, that Resh 
Lakish was able to produce twenty-four objections to every 
statement made by R. Yohanan. When Resh Lakish died, the 
sages sent R. Eleazar b. Pedat as a substitute for Resh Lakish, 
but R. Yohanan found him very unsatisfactory. R. Eleazar was 
able to do no more than produce twenty-four proofs in support 
of R. Yohanan' s statements and this was of no help to the 
master, who preferred to be challenged, as he was by Resh 
Lakish. 4 

4 To be noted is the number 24, in this narrative and the one about R. 

Simeon b. Yohai and his son-in-law. In the latter story the number is 
perhaps a play on the number 12, the period of years R. Simeon spent 



The two types of scholar referred to, as above, as 'the 
plastered cistern' and 'an ever-flowing spring' were called, in 
the amoraic period (Berakhot64a), 'Sinai' (one who knows the 
whole Torah as it was given at Sinai) and oker harim ('uprooter 
of mountains'). In an age when teachings were transmitted 
orally, the scholar with vast stores of information was highly 
regarded but his claim to pre-eminence was hotly contested by 
admirers of the less knowledgeable but more original and 
brilliant scholar. Rabah was such a scholar while his colleague, 
R. Joseph, belonged to the other type. The scholars of Palestine, 
when asked for their advice, sent a message that R. Joseph was 
to be preferred as the Sinai type (Horayot143). This same 
Rabah, it is said, was fond of encouraging his disciples to 
cultivate sharpness of mind by appearing, on occasion, to act 
contrary to the law in order to see whether the disciples would 
be sufficiently alert to spot his mistakes (Berakhot33b; Hullin 
43b; Niddah 4b). This method of 'alerting the mind of the 
disciples' (lehaded et hatalmidim) is also said to have been 
practised by Samuel (Eruvin 13a); by R. Akiva (see Niddah 4b); 
and by the latter's teacher, R. Joshua (Nazir 59b).In another 
passage (Zevahim 13a) the method is attributed to Rabah's 
teacher, R. Huna. This idea of sharpening the wits of the 
disciples must not be confused with the demand that words of 
Torah should be 'sharp' in the scholar's mouth (Kiddushin 30a) 
even though the same term (mehudadim) is used, since there 
the meaning is a sharp clear utterance ('when someone asks you 
a question do not stammer when you tell him the answer'; cf. 

in the cave. The number 24 is a formal number, almost certainly 
corresponding to the 24 books of the Bible with which the scholar is 
expected to be familiar; see Exodus R. 41: 5 and Tanhuma, ed. Buber, 
on Exodus 31: 18 and Buber's notes. Cf. the number 48 (twice 24) in the 
account of Symmachus' reasoning powers in Eruvin13b and the 48 
days in which the Torah is acquired, Avot6: 5 (kinyan torah). Cf. 
Ta'allit8a: 'R. Adda b. Ahavah used to arrange his lessons in proper 
order 24 times, corresponding to the number of books of the Torah, 
Prophets and Hagiographa, before he appeared in the presence of 
Rava.' 
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Sifrei to Deuteronomy 6: 7, where the reading is mesudarim, 
'well-ordered', sec edn. Friedmann, p. 74a and Friedmann's 
note). 

The talmudic debate and argument reached their apogee 
in the work of Abbaye and Rava, Rabah's disciples. Hundreds 
of debates between these two are recorded in the Babylonian 
Talmud. Later generations considered the work of these two to 
be so typical of rabbinic learning that when they wished to list 
the many themes with which Rabban Yohanan b. Zakai was 
conversant they referred, anachronistically, to his being familiar 
with 'the arguments of Abbaye and Rava' (havayot de'Abbaye 
veRava), though these are described as a 'small thing' in 
comparison with the 'great thing', the mystical study of the 
Heavenly Chariot seen by Ezekiel (Sukah 28a; Bava Batra 134a). 
5 

Some time before the amoraic period, the debate in Torah 
matters was described in military terms- milhamtah shel Torah 
(Sanhedrin 111b). On the verse' And he carried away all 
Jerusalem, and all the princes, and all the mighty men of valour' 
(11 Kings 14: 14) the Sifrei (on Deuteronomy 32: 25) comments: 
'What mighty deeds could have been accomplished by men 
taken into captivity and what kind of warfare could men bound 
in chains have engaged in? But "all the mighty men of valour" 
means, in the warfare of the Torah.' This enabled the rabbis to 

5 A study of Abbaye and Rava, listing every reference to them in the 
Talmud, is Abbaye ve-Rava by J. L. Maimon Oerusalem, 1965). In the 
twelfth century Maimonides identified 'the arguments of Abbaye and 
Rava' with the typical approach of the whole range of talmudic study 
(Yad, 'Yesodei ha-Torah' 4: 13). David Kimhi remarked in a letter 
(Kovetz Teslwvot lla-Rambam, ed. A. Lichtenberg (Leipzig, 1859), part 
Ill, pp. 4c-d) that, for all his love of philosophy, he was thoroughly 
familiar with llavayot de-Abbaye ve-Rava. Cf. Frank E. Talmage, 
David Kimlli: Tile Man and His Commentary (Harvard University 
Press, 1975), pp. 37-8. In later ages this identification became a 
commonplace so that the term llavayot de-Abbaye ve-Rava was used 
as a synonym for the halakhic discussions of the Talmud. 



interpret biblical verses glorifying military prowess as referring 
to the battles of the mind. For instance, on the verse: 'Happy is 
the man that hath his quiver full of them: they shall not be 
ashamed, but they shall speak with the enemies in the gate' 
(Psalm 127: 5), a rabbi commented: even father and son, master 
and disciple, become enemies of one another when they are on 
opposing sides in the Torah debates (Kiddushin 30b). 

The debates were said to take place even in Heaven, the 
scholars in the Yeshiva on High having the right to disagree 
even with God Himself (Bava Metzia86a). Both motifs, of 
military metaphor and debate in Heaven, are present in the 
comment (Bava Kama 92a) on: 'Hear, Lord, the voice of Judah, 
and bring him unto his people; let his hands be sufficient for 
him; and be thou an help to him from his enemies' 
(Deuteronomy 33: 7). Moses prayed that Judah be admitted to 
the Heavenly Yeshiva but Judah was unable to understand the 
debates in order to participate in them. Moses' prayer for Judah 
to participate was granted, but a further plea by Moses was 
required before }udah was able to argue so convincingly that 
his decisions in matters of law could be followed. 

In the same vein are the statements regarding King David 
when he rendered legal decisions (Berakhot4a). R. Judah, in the 
name of Rav, interprets (Sanhedrin 93b) the verse praising 
David' s qualities (I Samuel 6: 18) as referring to his skill in 
debate: 'that is cunning in playing' -knowing the right 
questions to ask; 'a mighty valiant man'- knowing the correct 
answers; 'a man of war'- knowing how to give and take in the 
battle of the Torah; 'prudent in matters' -knowing how to 
deduce one thing from another; 'and a comely person'- who 
demonstrates the proofs for his opinions; 'and the Lord is with 
him'- the ruling is always in accordance with his views. 

Skill in Torah debate was also compared to the skill 
exhibited by a competent craftsman. The 'craftsmen and smiths' 
carried away into captivity (11 Kings 24: 14) were identified with 
scholars gifted with great reasoning powers (Sifrei on 
Deuteronomy 32: 25). On the basis of this the keen debater was 
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compared to a carpenter. Of a text presenting severe problems 
of interpretation it was said that neither a carpenter nor his 
apprentice could remove the difficulties (A vodah Zarah SOb, cf. 

JT YevamotB: 2, 9b). In a similar vein scholars were compared 
to builders (Berakhot64a), possibly because scholars 'built up' 
their arguments, as in the very frequent binyan av, 'father 
construction', for an ru·gument by inference where the premiss 
is the 'father' to the conclusion reached by a process of 
'building'. The expression: 'Do you weave them all in the same 
web' (Berakhot24a; 511abbat14Ba; Pesahim 42a; Hullin 58b) 
suggests that scholars were compared to weavers, as does the 
use of masekhet, 'web', for a tractate. The purveyor of the 
difficult halakhic teachings was compared to a dealer in 
precious stones for the connoisseur whereas the more popular 
but less profound aggadic teacher was compared to the retailer 
of cheap tinsel goods which all can afford to buy (Sotah 4oa). 

The keen scholar was called a harif, 'sharp one'. Thus 
there is a discussion as to which is the superior scholar, the 
harif capable of raising objections, or the more cautious debater 
who is less quick in refutation but can arrive more readily at a 
correct solution (Hora'ot14a). When a particulady pungent 
argument was seen to solve a problem far more effectively than 
more learned but pedestrian attempts, it was said that one grain 
of sharp (harifta) pepper is worth more than a basket-full of 
pumpkins (Megillah 7a). The acuteness of a scholar's reasoning 
process was spoken of as his 'sharp knife' (Hullin 77a, 
cf. Yevamot122a). 

The scholars of Pumbedita were especially renowned for 
their sharpness. Among these were Efa and A vimi, described as 
'the sharp ones of Pumbedita' (Sanhedrin 17b; Kiddushin 39a; 
Menahot17a). The brilliance of the Pumbeditans was, however, 
somewhat suspect in that it bordered on the eccentric, so that 
they acquired the reputation of 'causing an elephant to pass 
through the eye of a needle', i.e. of producing far-fetched, 
improbable arguments (Bava Metzia 38b, cf. Beraklwt 55b). 



There are found in the Babylonian Talmud a number of 
formal terms for the moves in an argument and for the 
argument itself, some of them of earlier usage. The earlier term 
for argumentation and debate is nose venoten, 'give and take' 
(Sifrei on Deuteronomy 32: 25). This term is also used (e.g. in 
Shabbat 31a) for business dealings, 'buying and selling', as in 
the idiomatic English expression 'selling an idea'. The Aramaic 
equivalent is shakla vetaria (Bava Kama 92a; Sotah 7b). The 
reasoning by means of which an argument is supported is 
sevara ('theory', 'reasoning', 'common-sense') with a root 
meaning of 'to think'. Very frequently in the Talmud one finds 
the expression: mar savar ... u-mar savar .. . , 'this master holds 
... and this master holds ... '. The term savora'im for the post-
talmudic teachers is derived from this term: perhaps 
'expounders'. An objection is a kushia (Bava Kama 117a; Bava 
Metzia 84a and very freq.), from a root meaning of 'hardness', 
hence, a difficulty. A stronger term, used when the difficulty is 
insurmountable, is tiyuvta, 'refutation' (Bava Kama 15b and 
freq.), The term meitivei, 'an objection was raised' (from the 
same root) and similar expressions are used when the refutation 
is from a tannaitic source. When the objection is based on 
amoraic reasoning, the term used is matkiffrom a root meaning 
'to seize', i.e. A seized hold of B's theory and sought to refute it. 

The reply to an objection raised is tirutz, 'an answer', 
from a root meaning of 'to make straight' (Gittin 4b; Bava 
Metzia 14b and freq.), generally used when a difficulty is 
'straightened out', e.g. by emending a text and the like. A more 
direct reply is piruka, 'a reply', from a root meaning of 'to 
break', i.e. to shatter the objection (Bava Kama 117a; Bava 
Metzia 84a; A vodah Zarah SOb and freq,). The term for a proof 
advanced in support of a theory is found in the Mishnah 
(Eduyot2: 2) and used by the amora'im (Pesahim 15a). The 
term is re'ayah, literally 'a seeing'. The Aramaic equivalent is 
sa'ya, 'a support', with a root meaning of 'to assist' (Sanhedrin 
71b; Hullin 4a and very freq.), The unit of argument and 
counter-argument is shema'ta, from a root meaning 'to hear' 
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(Kiddushin SOb; Sanhedrin 38b). The shema'ta generally 
consists of the text, gemara, and its exposition, the sevara. 

The bringing of an argument to a successful conclusion 
so that it results in a correct application of the law is asukei 
shema'ta aliba dehilkhata, i.e. bringing the argument to a final 
ruling, to the halakhah, the actual ruling in practice (e.g. in Bava 
Kama 92a). An abstract problem of definition in which the two 
ways of looking at the matter are so equally balanced that, 
without proof from some authority, it is impossible to decide 
which is correct, is known as a ba'ya, from a root meaning of 'to 
request', i.e. to request a solution to the problem. (Berakhot2b; 
Pesahim 9b and very frequently throughout the Talmud). 
Solutions to this kind of problem are described by terms taken 
from the root pashat, 'to make clear', 'to smooth out' a difficulty 
(Berakhot26b; Kiddushin 9b and very freq.), Where no solution 
is forthcoming the term used is teiku, 'it remains standing', i.e. 
the two possibilities are so equally balanced and, in the absence 
of proof from authority, there is no solution to the problem; it is 
by nature insoluble (BerakhotBa; 2 5b; and very freq.). There 
are over 300 instances of this phenomenon in the Babylonian 
Talmud but none in the Palestinian. A doubt about the facts 
used in an argument or about the correctness of a theory that 
has been advanced is safek, 'a doubt' (Berakhot3b; Bava Metzia 
83b; Keritot21b and freq.).6 

6 On the teiku phenomenon see my study Teiku (London, New York, 
1981), in which all the instances are noted. The debate between 
scholars is called a mahloket, 'division', 'controversy'; e.g. the debates 
between the House of Shammai and the House of Hillel are described 
in the Mishnah (Avot5: 7) as 'controversy for the sake of Heaven', 
mahloket leshem shamayim. The whole subject of the mahloket is 
treated by B. De Friess, in Mehkarim be-Sifrut ha-Talmud ijerusalem, 
1968), pp. 172-8. The locus classicus for the problem is Tosefta 
Sanhedrin 7: 1 (ed. Zuckermandel, p. 425). This reads: 'R. Jose said:" At 
first there was no controversy (mahloket) in Israel except in the Court 
of the Seventy in the Chamber of Hewn Stones ... When the disciples 
of Hillel and Shammai who had not served (their masters) sufficiently 



Two terms are, at times, ambiguous. These are: 
vehatanya, 'and we have learnt in a Baraita' and peshita, 'it is 
obvious'. In the majority of instances these are questions: 'But 
have we not learnt?'; 'Is it not obvious?' Occasionally, however, 
they are statements: 'We have learnt'; 'It is obvious that'. Rashi 
usually helps the student by pointing out when these terms are 
used as simple statements. There are no punctuation marks in 
the Talmud so that the reader has to supply these by inflections 
of the voice. To obtain the best results in detecting the various 
moves in a talmudic sugya the Talmud has to be 'sung', as it is 
in yeshivas today with the traditional Gemara niggun. There 
can be no doubt that melody was used in Talmud study from 
the earliest times and it seems certain that the compilers 
themselves relied on melody as a means of punctuation. There 
is even some evidence for a system of cantillation with musical 
notes as in the biblical books. 

The various kinds of arguments found in the Babylonian 
Talmud can be classified according to a number of formal types 
or patterns. All the main moves will be found to belong to one 
or other of these categories. 

increased, controversy increased and there were two Torot in Israel."' 
In the Babylonian Talmud (Sanhedrin 88b) this is quoted as: 'R. Jose 
said: "At first they did not increase controversy in Israel ... When the 
disciples of Shammai and Hillel, who had not served sufficiently, 
increased, controversy increased and Torah became as if it were two 
Torot."' Thus, according to the reading in the Tosefta, controversy 
between the Sages is said to have been completely unknown before tl1e 
rise of the disciples of Shammai and Hillel, whereas according to the 
reading in the Babylonian Talmud it is said that controversy was 
known before this period, but not to any large extent. De Friess 
discusses how far R. Jose's view is historical. In any event, the term 
mahloket became, in our literature, the normal one for the controversy 
or debate with its Aramaic equivalent, pelugta. When, for instance, the 
Talmud states, as it does very frequently, that A and B disagree on this 
or that point, it is usually expressed as bemai kamipalgi, 'on what 
point do they disagree'? 
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The argument from authority consists of a proof or 
support of the correctness of a theory by an appeal to an 
incontrovertible source, i.e. Scripture or a tannaitic source; a 
mishnah or a baraita. Where the attempted proof is from 
Scripture the only way to refute it is to interpret the relevant 
verse or verses differently. Where the attempted proof is from a 
tannaitic source two moves are open to the contestant who 
wishes to engage in refutation. He can either demonstrate that 
an alternative interpretation is possible, or, perhaps, necessary, 
or he can adduce another tannaitic source which disagrees with 
the one quoted by his opponent and on which he can now rely. 
This is based on the generally accepted view, at least by the 
later amora'im, that an amora cannot disagree with a tana 
unless he can find support for so doing in the opinions of 
another tana. 7 

7 The terms used to introduce a proof from authority are: minalan, 
'How do we know this?' (Berakhot 7a; Pesahim 7b; Kiddushin 3b and 
freq.); mina l1anei milei, 'How do we know these things?' (Hullin 24b 
and very freq.); mina ha milta, 'How do we know that?' (Hullin10b; 
lla); mina amina Jah?, 'How do I know this?' (Sanhedrin 61b); Mai 
ta'ama, 'What is the reason? (Bava Batra 173b and very freq.); ta shema, 
'Come and hear' (Bava Kama 22a and very freq.);dikhetiv, 'For it is 
written in Scripture' (Sanhedrin 61b and very freq.); ditenan, 'For we 
have learnt in a Mishnah', Yevamot57a and very freq.); detanu 
rabbanan, 'For our Rabbis have taught' (Hullin 24b and very freq.) 
introducing a baraita; de-tanya, 'For we have learnt in a baraita' (Bava 
Kama 30a and very freq.); shene'emar, 'For it is said in Scripture' 
(Bera:khot7b and very freq.); vehatenan, 'But we have learnt in a 
Mishnah' (Bava Batra 30a and very freq.); af anan nami teninan, 'We 
have also been taught this' (Beraklwt27a and freq.); tenituha, 'We have 
learnt it in a Mishnah' (Bava Kama 22a and freq.); amar kera, 'Scripture 
said' (Kiddushin3b and freq.); amar rahmana 'The All-Merciful said', 
used for a scriptural proof (Bava Metzi'a 3b and very freq.); de-amar R 
.. , 'For Rabbi ... said' (Pesahim 7b and very freq,). This last term is 
sometimes used even for a proof from an amora, provided the amora is 
an established authority. 



The argument by comparison is the deduction of a rule, 
not stated explicitly, from an accepted teaching to which it 
bears a strong resemblance. The refutation of this consists in 
demonstrating that although the two cases do appear to be 
analogous, they are, in fact, different. This can be termed an 
argument by differentiation. The either-or argument seeks to 
demonstrate that, whichever one of two possible interpretations 
of a given premiss is adopted, it will lead to the desired 
conclusion. The 'on the contrary' argument seeks to 
demonstrate that, far from the premiss yielding the suggested 
conclusion, it yields exactly the opposite conclusion. The 
acceptance of an argument in part seeks to demonstrate that a 
particular conclusion will follow from one construction of the 
phenomenon under consideration. but not from a different 
construction. The argument based on an opponent's position 
seeks to demonstrate that even if the suggested premiss is true, 
which, in fact, it is not, the suggested conclusion does not 
follow from it. The argument exposing the flaws in an 
opponent's argument is a suggestion to the opponent that if he 
will only examine carefully the steps in his argument he will see 
for himself that his case is faulty. An argument is, at times, put 
forward only to be rejected.s 

s The following are the terms used: (a) argument by comparison: hainu, 
'that is', i.e. 'this is the same as that' (Pesahim 9b-10a and freq.); 
yalfinan,'we learn' (this from that) (Yevamot57 and freq.); shema 
minah, 'hear from this', i.e. compare that to this (Pesahim 5b and very 
freq,). (b) Argument by differentiation: shani hatam, 'there it is 
different' (Kiddushin 50a and very freq.); ve-R., 'and what will R ... 
say in reply?' (Kiddushin 51 a and freq.); mi damei, 'are the two cases 
alike?' (Pesahim 14b and freq.); hakhi hashta, lit. 'how now', i.e. 'what 
is the comparison? (Hagigah 13b and freq.). (c) Either/ or argument: 
mi-mah nafshakh, 'whichever way you see it' (Hullin 29a and freq,). 
(d) On the contrary argument: ipkha mistabe1a, 'it is more plausible to 
see it in the opposite way' (Pesahim 28a and freq.); adrabah, 'on the 
contrary' (Pesahim 28a and freq,). Sometimes, as in Pesahim here, the 
two terms are combined: adrabah ipkhah mistabera; sometimes they 
are used separately. In J. S. Roth's edition of Samson of Chinon's Sefe1· 
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In addition to arguments based on pure reason there are 
to be found arguments based on the facts of the case or the 
interpretation of the facts. An example of this is the argument 
based on historical or geographical conditions, in which an 
attempt is made to demonstrate that these conditions affect the 
law and limit its application. Another example is the argument 
based on the analysis of states of mind, in which the law is said 
to depend on how human beings normally react 
psychologically in a given situation.9 

At times there occurs the readmission of an argument 
that has been previously rejected. An argument that has been 
rejected in favour of what seemed to be a more convincing 
argument is now reinstated as offering, after all, the best 
solution of the difficulty, the reason for the original rejection 

Keritut, p. 434, note 2, there is a fairly comprehensive list of the 
instances of ad1·abah in the Babylonian Talmud. (c) Acceptance of an 
argument in part: bishelama, .. ela ... , 'This is correct according to .. , 
but .. .' (Pesahim 7a and very freq.); l1anibah, 'this is appropriate' 
(Bava Kama 12a and very freq.), (f) Argument based on an opponent's 
position: uleta'amekll, 'and according to your reasoning' (Berakhot43a 
and very freq.); Jidevarav de-R . .. , 'according to the opinion of R .. .' 
(Kiddusbin Sla and freq.), (g) Argument exposing a flaw in an 
opponent's argument: vetisbera, 'and even according to your theory' 
(Bava Kama 32a and freq.); mi sabbarit, 'do you hold' (Berakbot27a 
and freq,). (h) Argument put forward only to be rejected: mabu 
detema, 'it might have been said' (Arakhin21b and freq.); salka 
da'atekb amina, 'I might have argued' (Kiddusllin34b; Sotall44a and 
very freq.); kasalka da'atekh, 'you might have supposed' (Pesallim 26a 
and very freq.). 

9 The terms are: (a) Argument based on historical or geographical 
conditions. bimei R. nisllnet ... , 'this was (only) taught in the days of 
R .. .'(e.g. Bava Kama 94b); l1a ]an vella Jellu, 'this is according to us 
(the Babylonians) and that according to them (the Palestinians)' 
(Berakhot Sb; Kiddusllin2.9b and freq,). (b) Argument based on 
analysis of states of mind: llazakall, 'it is an established fact that' (Bava 
Metzia 3a; Bava Batra 6b and freq.), For a full treatment of this 
argument see ET, vol. XIII, s.v.llazakab 3, pp. 693-713. 



then being shown to be unsound. The argument against a 
statement of the obvious is presented whenever a statement is 
made that appears to be quite superfluous since no one would 
have thought otherwise. The defence is to demonstrate that 
what seemed so obvious is not so at all. Reasons are given why 
it might have been thought otherwise and the statement 
requires, therefore, to be stated.10 

The argument to resolve a contradiction between sources 
occurs where two scriptural verses or two tannaitic sources 
appear to contradict one another. Where the contradiction 
appears to be between two scriptural verses the only way open 
is to show that, rightly understood, there is no contradiction, 
that it is only apparent, not real. Where two tannaitic sources 
appear to be in contradiction this solution is open but here, on 
occasion, the argument may proceed to demonstrate that there 
is, indeed, a contradiction and we must conclude that there is a 
debate on the matter between tana'im. The attempt is then 
made to identify the tana'im involved by referring to other 
tannaitic sources. 

The argument by textual emendation seeks to 
demonstrate that the text of a mishnah or baraita cannot 
possibly be accepted as it stands, that it is obviously corrupt. 
The correct text is then established by means of emendation. 
The argument from the principle of literary economy proceeds 
on the assumption that the earlier, classical texts have been so 
carefully worded that any apparently superfluous statement is 
not coincidental or due to mere literary style but is contrived, 

to The terms are: (a) Readmission of an argument that has been 
previously rejected: Je'olam ... , 'in reality', 'actually' (Bela.khot3a-b 
and very freq.); ela mehavrata ke ... , 'but it is better to say' (Pesahim 
55b and freq.), (b) Argument against a statement of the obvious: mai 
kamashma ]an, 'what does he tell us?' (ShabbatlOBa and freq.); 
peshita, 'is it not obvious?' (Bava Batra 137a and freq.). 
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and the text is then examined in order to discover what the 
apparently superfluous statement intends to teach.ll 

Frequently in the talmudic debate a statement is 
presented in more than one form. The different versions of an 
argument are due to the difficulties in transmitting accurately 
reports of what the earlier teachers actually said. Similarly, 
there is the argument presented by different teachers where the 
statement itself is not in doubt but the doubt is about who made 
the statement. In both these instances there is generally an 
attempt to demonstrate the consequences of different 
arguments, i.e. the practical differences which result from 
looking at the matter in one way rather than another. The 
talmudic debate also frequently calls attention to the limited 
application of an argument. The suggestion here is that the 

11 The terms are: (a) Argument to resolve a contradiction between 
sources: mar amar hada umar amar hada velo feligei, 'this master says 
one thing and the other master another and they are not in 
disagreement' (Hullin 105a and freq.); terei tannai, 'there are two 
Tannaim' (i.e. who disagree on the matter (Berakhot33 and freq.). (b) 
Argument by textual emendation: l1esurei mehasara vehakhi kateni, 
'something is missing and this is how it should read' (Pesahim lOb; 
Bava Kama 16a and very freq.), The standard methodologies differ as 
to whether the intention in such instances is really to emend the text or 
is simply a way of explaining the text, i.e. the text does not really have 
to be read differently but this is what it means. For the first view see 
Rashi onBerakhotllb, s.v. af Jigemara; Rashi on Megillah 28b, s.v. hei 
tzana and the other sources quoted by M. Bigger, Otzar ha-Baraitot, 
vol. x (New York, 1948), pp. 130-1. For the opposite view see Isaiah 
Horowitz: Shelah Torah she-he-'al Peh s.v. bekhamah mekomot. 
Other terms for the same device are:meshabeshta hi, 'the text is 
erroneous' ( Gittin 73a); al tinnei, 'do not learn thus' (Sotah 49b); teni, 
'learn it thus' (Bava Kama4a-b and freq,). (c) Argument from the 
principle of literary economy: tzerikhei, 'both are necessary', generally 
after lama Ji Jemitnei, 'why do I have to state?' ( GittinBa and very 
freq.) 



argument is sound so far as it goes but when examined turns 
out to be limited in scope.t2 

A large portion of the talmudic debate is taken up with 
the posing of purely academic problems. These are either set by 
individual amora'im or anonymously, and the aim of the 

exercise is to discuss theoretically the principles upon which the 

law is based. As we have noted in connection with the term 
ba'ya, in this type of problem the two halves are so equally 
balanced that no reason exists for favouring one over the other. 

There are more than a thousand of these problems 
scattered through the Talmud. It is highly probable that such 
contrived problems were set consciously as an intellectual 
exercise, especial skill being required to see that the two halves 
were, in fact, equally balanced.13 

12 The terms are: (a) Argument to resolve a contradiction between 
sources: mar amar ltada umar amar had a velo feligei, 'this master says 
one thing and the other master another and they are not in 
disagreement' (Hullin 105a and freq.); terei tannai, 'there are two 
Tannaim' (i.e. who disagree on the matter (Berakhot33 and freq.). (b) 
Argument by textual emendation: hesurei mehasara vehakhi kateni, 
'something is missing and this is how it should read' (Pesahim lOb; 
Bava Kama 16a and very freq.), The standard methodologies differ as 
to whether the intention in such instances is really to emend the text or 
is simply a way of explaining the text, i.e. the text does not really have 
to be read differently but this is what it means. For the first view see 
Rashi onBerakhot11b, s.v. af ligemara; Rashi on Megillah 28b, s.v. hei 
tzana and the other sources quoted by M. Higger, Otzar ha-Baraitot, 
vol. x (New York, 1948), pp. 130-1. For the opposite view see Isaiah 
Horowitz: Shelah, Torah she-he-'al Peh, s.v. bekhamah mekomot. 
Other terms for the same device are:meshabeshta hi, 'the text is 
erroneous' (Gittin 73a); al tinnei, 'do not learn thus' (Sotah 49b); teni, 
'learn it thus' (Bava Kama 4a-b and freq,). (c) Argument from the 
principle of literary economy: tzerikhei, 'both are necessary', generally 
after lama li Jemitnei, 'why do I have to state?' ( Gittin 8a and very 
freq.) 
13 M. Guttrnan, 'She' elot Akademiyot ba-Talmud' in Dvir, 1 (Berlin, 
1923), 38-87; 2 (Berlin, 1924), 101-64, has assembled all the material in 
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It has to be said that there is no actual classification of the 
different types of argument in the Talmud itself and the names 
for them are our invention. Nevertheless a close study of the 
Talmud reveals that the patterns we have noted are there. 
Certain 'ploys' are always used as the occasion demands. These 
are strictly limited but the richness and variety of the talmudic 
debate are nevertheless preserved, because these depend not on 
the number of the moves available but on the ingenuity of the 
protagonists in making the right move at the right time. 

the Talmud on the purely academic question-the ba)ra-which he 
compares to mathematical puzzles or philosophical conundrums such 
as Zeno's problem of Achilles and the tortoise. 



THE BABYLONIAN TALMUD: 

A LITERARY WORK 

RABBINIC THOUGHT IN THE TALMUD (2005) 

Rabbinic Thought in the Talmud is a collection of 
essays arranged around the presentation of the 
Talmud and its reception in post-Talmudic Rabbinic 
literature. Most of the chapters were previously 
published elsewhere, or presented by Rabbi ]acobs as 
lectures. This chapter, the second in the book, argues 
that the Talmud text as we have it is a literary 
arrangement by later editors of earlier discussions, 
was originally delivered as a lecture at the Oxford 
Centre of Hebrew and Jewish Studies. 

In the Middle Ages, Rashi and other French 
commentators held that originally the Babylonian Talmud was 
not a literary work but was compiled, in all its intricate detail, 
in the minds of its editors and then transmitted orally until it 
was eventually recorded in writing at a much later date. 
According to this school of thought, the Mishnah, too, was 
originally compiled in oral form and was only recorded in 
writing at this later date together with the Talmud. Many of the 
Spanish authorities, on the other hand, held, as Maimonides 
states, that Rabbi Judah the Prince compiled the Mishnah in 
written form and the Baby Ionian Talmud was compiled by its 
editors as a written work. 

The basic problem is that there are Talmudic references 
(Gittin 60b, Temurah 14b) to a prohibition against writing down 
the 'Oral Torah' just as there is a prohibition against rehearsing 
by heart the 'Written Torah'. The Talmudic editors, it is argued, 
would not have disregarded their own rules against writing 
down the 'Oral Torah' and the Talmud was only written down 
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later as an emergency measure 'lest the Torah be forgotten from 
Israel'. Against this, it can be argued, the Talmudic injunction 
against writing down the actual laws, rules and discussions, 
permitting this only in an emergency, was never intended as 
forbidding making a written record of the whole activity, that 
is, of the present text of the Babylonian Talmud. The actual 
study of the 'Oral Torah' was undoubtedly undertaken verbally 
but this has nothing to do with a record in writing of the whole 
corpus. During the post-Talmudic, Geonic period, when the 
written record certainly was in existence, the study of the 
Talmud was still engaged in verbally and it was considered 
infra dig to consult the written text. It follows that a clear 
distinction must be made between the study of the Talmud, 
which had to be undertaken verbally, and the writing down of 
the Talmud as a record of the original studies. Since the 
distinction has to be made, in any event, there is no cogent 
reason for denying that the Talmud was compiled originally in 
written forml. 

t On the whole question see especially the summary in 

Strack/Stemberger, pp. 35-40. For the 'French' school, that the Talmud 
was not originally a written work, see Rashi to Shabbat13b; 'Eruvin 
62b; Bava Metzia'33a; Tosefot to Megillal132a. For the 'Spanish' 
school, that the Talmud was originally compiled as a written work, see: 
Samuel haNagid: Introduction to the Talmud, printed in the Vilna, 
Romm editions after tractate Berakhot; Abraham lbn Daud: Sefer ha
Kabbalah, edited Gerson D. Cohen, London, 1967, p. 27, where he says 
that Rav Ashi began to write the Talmud; Maimonides in his 
Introduction to his Commentary to the Mishnah and his Introduction 
to his Mishneh Torah; Menahem Meiri in his Bet ha-Behirah to tractate 
A vat, ed. B. Z. Prag, Jerusalem, 1964, p. 49, who also says that Rav Ashi 
wrote the Talmud, and on p.SO that in the days of Savoraim they still 
studied by heart because the Talmud, although already in writing, was 
not yet widely known; and see I.H. Weiss: Dor Dor veDoreshav, N.Y. 
and Berlin, 1924, vol. 11, pp. 216f. and Vol. Ill pp. 243-8. For the 
Geonim studying by heart even though they had a written text of the 
Talmud see I. Halevy: Dorot ha-Rishonim, Vol. Ill, Berlin, 1920, p.112a 
and Lewin's Introduction to his edition of the Letter of Sherira Gaon, 



Since eventually the Talmud was written down2 the 
essential question is whether the present written text is no more 
than a literary record of a previously composed verbal text or 
whether the text came from the hands of its editors as a literary 
creation right from the beginning. Now the Babylonian Talmud 
displays all the signs of a literary work- the careful arrangement 
of the material in dramatic form in which one argument leads 
naturally to another until a climax is reached and the like, all of 
which is entirely appropriate in a literary work, the aim of 
which is to hold the attention of the reader as well as to instruct, 
but inappropriate, if not impossible, in an oral composition. 
Even elements of humour and what appears to be sheer 
entertainment are also apparent in this extraordinary work. The 
material is often arranged in numbered sequence and contrived 
patterns constantly emerge to catch the eye of the experienced 
student. It is astonishing that practically all the modern scholars 
who have discussed with great learning the problem of 
Talmudic redaction have overlooked entirely this element of 
contrivance. It is very hard indeed to imagine that all this kind 
of creative activity was all made up entirely in the mind. A 
poem, for example, seems on the surface to be a spontaneous 
creation but this is the result of the poet's skill by which the 
constant revisions, reordering of the words and recollecting in 

pp. 26b-27a. Lewin and many others hold that there are two versions in 
the Letter of Sherira on the question of writing down but Epstein, 
Mevuot, pp. 610-15, takes issue with this. Although in all the 
discussions on the question it is assumed that the question concerns 
both the Mishnah and the Talmud, there is, in fact, no reason why it 
should be assumed that the two are inter- connected. It may be the case 
that even if the Mishnah was compiled verbally, itself very doubtful, 
the much more complex Talmud must have been compiled in writing. 
2 For reference to the complete Talmud written by R. Natronai Gaon in 
773 see Lewin: Otzar, Vol. 1, p. 20 and see note on p. 19; AZ ed S. 
Abramson, JTS, NY, 1957, p.13; Nahmonides, Milhamoton BK 856 in 
RifBK p. 310 in Vilna and Romm edition. 
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tranquillity his original emotions all take place before the final 

form of the poem is completed3. 

It is true that, even nowadays, there are to be found 

Talmudists who know the whole Talmud by heart but what 
they have memorized is a given text. How is it possible for the 

text itself, of such magnitude and complexity, to have emerged 
spontaneously out of the head of a series of authors? The 
thought processes of the creators of the Talmud may have been 
very different from our own but they cannot have been all that 

different, especially since we can think their thoughts after 

them as we study their creation. Moreover, since there did 
emerge eventually a written Talmud, why should it be 
postulated, except on dogmatic grounds, that the 'literary' style 
was not the form the Talmud took right from the beginning? 

It is important to appreciate that what we have in a 
typical Talmudic sugya is not the actual opinions of the named 

Amoraim but rather what the final editors state as being the 

opinions of the Amoraim. With regards to the great debates 
among the Amoraim, for instance, there are hardly any 
references to these actually taking place face to face. The 
debates, to give an obvious example, between Palestinian and 
Baby Ionian Amoraim were not real debates since in most cases 

3 In the discussion on this lecture Professor Littman objected that in 
Homer, for example, or in African poetry, although these were 
produced in verbal form, there is a good deal of sophisticated 
arrangement of the material and thus detailed creative activity is no 
evidence of literary form. But, in the Talmudic arrangement, much 
earlier material has been used throughout in the construction, unlike in 
the examples given by Littman. The Talmud is a kind of poem of ideas 
but it is not in itself a unified saga dealing with one type of material, as 
shown in the first lecture and will be shown in the following lecture. 
An epic poem, in ancient cultures, can well be said to have been 
constructed solely in the mind. It is quite otherwise where, as in the 
Talmud, diverse (often literary) materials have been shaped to form a 
unit in sophisticated form. That this could have been composed solely 
in the mind of the editor or editors is highly improbable. 



the two participants did not live in the same country and never 
actually met one another and debates are also recorded between 
one Amora and another who did not live at the time. What 
happens in the Talmud is that known opinions attributed to one 
teacher and known contradictory opinions attributed to another 
teacher are arranged and discussed as if the debates are taking 
place before our eyes so that when the Talmud states 'Rabbi A 
says ... but Rabbi B says ... ', the meaning is: 'Rabbi A would 
say ... but Rabbi B would reply ... '; all arranged in an artificial 
and therefore a more dramatic way by the editors. The 
comparison of the Talmud to a 'Hansard' is way off the mark; 
as if someone was sitting there busily taking notes of an actual 
debate that was taking place at the time. A closer analogy 
would be to a novel constructed round a historical, 
Parliamentary debate but with the event told so that every 
statement and every interruption and even every 'loud 
laughter' comes in at just the right moment, something that 
would rarely, if at all, happen in real life. It seems 
overwhelmingly certain that a contrived work of this kind can 
only have been compiled in literary form4. 

4 The comparison of the Talmud to a 'Hansard' is made by Herbert 
Loewe in his Foreword to Dudley Wright's The Talmud, London, 1932, 
p.10. On the element of 'contrivance' in the typical Talmudic sugya see 
my books: Studies in Talmudic Logic and Methodology, London, 1961, 
Part 11, pp. 53-164; The Talmudic Argument, CUP, 1984: Structure and 
Form in the Babylonian Talmud, CUP 1991. For a critique of my view 
that a good deal of the Babylonian Talmud is pseudepigraphic see 
Sacha Stern's review of the latter book in JJS, Vol. XLIV, No. 1 Spring 
1993, pp. 147-8. While agreeing with the basic contention that the 
Talmudic sugya does not represent the transcription of actual debates, 
though Stern believes that my analysis is too sketchy. Stern in his 
article:' Attribution and Authorship in the Babylonian Talmud', Vol. 
XLV, No. 1, Spring 1994, pp. 28-51, is much more critical of my stance 
but confuses the final editing of the Talmud with statements attributed 
to the Amoraim themselves. For the use of a contrived numbered 
sequence see the article by Shamma Friedman 'Mivneh sifruti be
sugyot ha-Bavli' in Proceedings of the Sixth World Conference of 
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Among the numerous examples of sheer contrivance in 
the Babylonian Talmud, a cogent example is that of the 
phenomenon' ta shema' ('Come, hear'). Throughout the 
Talmud the discussion of a problem very often proceeds by a 
series of quotations from earlier sources, usually from a 
Mishnah or a Baraita, each of which is announced by the 
formula meaning: 'This seems to be relevant to the issue.' A 
careful examination of this phenomenon demonstrates that the 
series is usually progressive, without this being stated 
explicitly. That is to say, the Talmud is implying: 'You have 
dealt adequately with A in the series but come and hear B 
where your reply has no force' and so on through all the 
attempted proofs or repliess. 

A phenomenon I have not seen noted is that of 'as Rabbi 
A has said ... ' introduced before Rabbi A actually says it later on 

Jewish Studies, Jerusalem, 1977, pp. 387-402 and my elaboration in 
'The Numbered Sequence as a Literary Device in the Babylonian 
Talmud' in the Hebrew Annual Review, Vol. 7, edited Reuben Ahroni, 
Ohio State University Press, 1984, pp. 137-40. 
5 Example: In Bava Kama 27b-28a the ta shema' from Mishnah Bava 
Kama 3:1 is not introduced until later in the sugya, where the 
progressive form requires it, even though it is to this Mishnah that the 
sugya is appended. For further examples see especially the series of ta 
shema, in Berakhot19b-20a; Berakhot59b; Shabbat36b-37a; Shabbat 
136a; Shabbat155a-b; 'Eruvin 22b; Pesahim 16-b; Pesahim 26a-b; 
Pesahim 55a-b; Yoma 40a-b; Betzah 17a-b; Megillah 22a-b; Yevamot 
14a-16a (a series of ten); Yevamot40b (a series of seven); Yevamot90a
b (a series of five); Yevamot91 b (a series of five); Yevamot114a-b (a 
series of ten, and the Mishnah to which the sugya is appended is not 
quoted until the end); Ketubot41a-b; Sanhedrin 46b-47a and many 
others. This method of adducing a series of proofs in progressive 
order, where each follows on the other, without this being stated 
explicitly, is found, too, without ta shema' e.g. in Hullin 11la-12a (a 
series of ten). 



in the sugya. This seems to be a purely stylistic device and a 
token of literary arrangement of the material6. 

There are a number of actual poems in the Babylonian 
Talmud but my contention is that, in a sense, the whole of the 
Talmud is a kind of poem; not to be sure of words and with 
rhyme and rhythm, but of ideas symmetrically arranged as in a 
poem. Other easily spotted literary devices are the use of 
Biblical expressions for effect and of puns. These two can, of 
course, be explained even if the Talmud is not a written work 
but their ubiquitousness does lend support to the theory of the 
Talmud as compiled in literary form from the beginning7. 

If our contention is correct, the final editors of the 
Talmud, the Stamaim, are really the creative authors of the 
Talmud as we now have the work. They reworked all the 
material they had to hand to produce a new and complete 
literary work. Nowhere is this stated explicitly but then the 
Talmud is in any event silent on how, when and where it was 
compiled. We do know however that at one period the Talmud 
was committed to writing and already in the early Middle Ages 
the Talmud existed in written form. Since, as has been noted, 
there is so much in the Talmud that bears all the marks of a 
literary composition, the best explanation of how the Talmud 

6 Examples: Rosh ha-Shanah 2b; Yoma 31b: Megillah 2a; Betzah 10b-
11a; Bava Metzia'21b. 
7 See the article by D. Golinkin: 'The Poem in the Talmudic Literature' 
(Heb.) in Proceedings of the Rabbinical Assembly, New York, 1986, 
Heb. section, pp. 328-32. On page 332 Golinkin gives a partial list of 
these poems. Aaron Lewin: Birkat Aharon to tractate Berakhot, New 
York, 1968, No. 165, pp. 74d-75b, gives a list of Talmudic puns to 
which more can be added. See e.g. Sanhedrin 74a-b keto] aspasta ve-i 
Jo katil na Jakh Jiktol vye-Jo Jikteleywhich the Soncino translation 
Sanhedrin, pp. 504-5 has completely misunderstood through failing to 
note the pun. Lewin, pp. 81b-82c also gives a list of Talmudic forms of 
elegant language based on Scriptural verses. 
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came to be is that it was compiled right from the beginning as a 
literary work. 
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THE RABIN ASSASSINATION 

A CASE OF HALAKHIC PERVERSION 
JUDAISM TODAY 4 (SPRING 1996), PP.4-7. 

Rabbi ]acobs did not use his pulpit to promote his 
political views, whether on Israel or Britain. He 
rarely wrote about current affairs. But the murder of 
Prime Minister Rabin was such an appalling and 
shocking event, that, like many other rabbis, he felt 
compelled to refute the murderer's claims that he had 
halachic justification for his deed. 

The question religious Jews have had painfully to 
consider during the past few months since the murder of 
Yitzhak Rabin is not whether Amir's monstrous deed finds any 
support in Jewish teaching- it has been unreservedly 
condemned by every responsible Jewish teacher- but whether 
the perpetrator himself was able to draw, though hideously in 
error, on the classical Jewish sources. The plain fact is that, 
whether we like it or not, it is not too difficult to discover 
passages in the literature of Judaism in which extreme acts of 
violence are tolerated and, in some circumstances, even 
advocated. There is not, alas, too much room for religious 
triumphalism in this matter. On the theoretical level, at least, 
mediaeval Judaism, like Christianity and Islam, had no 
tolerance for heretics, unbelievers and other foes of the religion, 
since, as the argument goes, truth can have no truck with eiTor. 

Yet to acknowledge that, in theory, 'we' have been little 
better than 'them' is in no way even to appear to justify the 
application of such theoretical discussions on the contemporary 
scene. First, anyone with the slightest historical sense must 
recognize that whatever is stated in ancient and mediaeval 
sources arose out of the particular circumstances of the time in 
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which these were compiled and which, in any event, is often in 
the nature of sheer hyperbole; never intended to be taken 
literally, as some of the ancient rabbis say with regard to the 
biblicallawl that the stubborn and rebellious son should be 
stoned to death. 

Secondly, religious tolerance and liberal values owe 
much to thinkers like Rousseau, John Stuart Mill and Thomas 
Paine, hardly otherwise guides for religious Jews, whose ideas, 
nonetheless, have now become part of the mental furniture of 
modern man whether or not they are found in the tradition. As 
even completely traditional thinkers like Rav Kook and the 
Hazon Ish have declared, rabbinic statements that an epikoros 
has to be lowered into a pit to die there have no application 
nowadays since present-day unbelievers are not really rebels 
against God but simply misguided; in point of fact, there is no 
evidence that such treatment was ever really carried out in 
ancient times. 

To see the otherwise embarrassing violent declarations of 
the past as theoretical and even here as time-conditioned has 
long been the attitude adopted by the vast majority of Orthodox 
Jews. Why, then, did Amir, according to the reports, declare 
that God had perhaps told him to assassinate Prime Minister 
Rabin? By all accounts, Amir was not of the order of the 
unhinged who claim to hear God telling them what to do, no 
matter how monstrous the command. Amir's murderous 
fanaticism was coldly calculating. In his mind, so far as we can 
tell, the voice of God he claims 'perhaps' to have heard was 
conveyed through what he considered to be the halakhah. 

Amir apparently felt himself obliged to obey the 
halakl1ah and it appears to have been dinned into him by some 
of his mentors that his foul act was halakhically legitimate. A 
halakhic and strictly qualified rule had been sloganized in the 

1 Deuteronomy 21: 18-21 



circles in which Amir moved to dub Rabin a rode! whose blood 
may and should be shed. 

The law of the rodef[from the root radaf-to pursue] is 
discussed in tractate Sanhedrin.2 The simple case of rode! is 
where A is running after Bin order to kill him, say, with a 
sword in his hand which he clearly intends to use to kill B. The 
law in such a case is not only that B is allowed to kill A in self
defence but anyone who is able so to do must kill A in order to 
save B, A's would-be victim. The law that a rode! may be killed 
in order to save the life of his would-be victim applies not only 
where there is a direct attack but also where it is obvious that A 
has designs on B's life, although great circumspection is 
required in order to determine that it is really so, and the 
general tendency is not to treat A as a rodefin such 
circumstances unless the evidence of A's intent is beyond 
conjecture. 

If A is seen aiming a loaded pistol, clearly intending to 
fire it at B, it would be right to shoot A in order to save B's life. 
But what if A is known to have bought a gun with the express 
intention of shooting and killing B? This case would be more 
questionable and, in our society, the police would be called in to 
restrain A. The law of rodefis qualified further in that where B 
can save himself or others can save B without actually killing A, 
by maiming him, for example, or simply over powering him, to 
kill A would then be treated as an act of murder since the act 
was not necessary for the saving of life. No special judicial 
process is required for the law of rode! to come into operation. 
Where A, in our example, is about to fire the gun at B it would 
be absurd to expect B or a bystander to call the police instead of 
taking the law into his own hands. 

The talmudic passage deals with the case of an individual 
attacker and is largely theoretical since in the actual case where 
A intends to kill Bit is hardly likely that either B or the 

2 Sanhedrin 73a-74a 
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bystander would reflect on what the law allows him to do even 
if he knew the law. In the heat of the moment he would, 
presumably, simply get on with it. After the event, the judicial 
process would come into operation, the court having to decide 
whether, in the particular circumstances, the killing of A was 
justified. What has the law to say about a person whose 
behaviour threatens the safety of the community? Can the 
court, acting on behalf of the community, declare that such a 
person is a mdefwhose life therefore is to be forfeited? Now, 
strictly speaking, only a Sanhedrin can impose capital or 
corporal punishments and the Sanhedrin ceased to function at 
the beginning of the Common Era. Yet the statement is made3 
that, as an emergency measure, even an ordinary court [not a 
Sanhedrin] is empowered 'where the generation requires it' to 
inflict otherwise illegal punishments. 

Many of the mediaeval authorities understood this legal 
right of the court to act illegally, so to speak, to be on the 
grounds that for notorious Jewish criminals to be allowed to 
pursue their nefarious acts without restraint could endanger the 
very survival of the Jewish community. It is well known that 
the courts in Spain did avail themselves of this right in the 
Middle Ages, their power to inflict such punishments being 
recognized by the Spanish rulers. In other words, the law of 
rodefwas applied in a quasi-judicial sense, i.e. it was not left to 
the individual but to the court to decide whether, for example, a 
notorious informer, moser, should be executed in order to 
prevent him seriously harming the community as a whole. But 
the judicial process had to come into operation in these 
instances; no individual had the right to take the law into his 
own hands. As Rabbi Reuben Margaliot observes in the course 
of a comprehensive study of the subject, 4 the custom was 

3 Sanhedrin 46a 
4 Margaliot Hayam Oerusalem, 1958), p. 182 



widespread in mediaeval Spain to execute infmmers who were 
known definitely to be such. 

In modern times it is unthinkable for a Jewish 
community to pronounce the death sentence even on the kind 
of informer whose activities really placed the life of the whole 
community in jeopardy. The rights given by the governmental 
authorities were limited to mediaeval Spain in any event. But 
were there any cases of individual members of a community 
taking a terrible initiative in the matter without obtaining 
rabbinic sanction? Rabbi Margaliot reports one such extremely 
rare incident told to him by his father: 

'I heard in my childhood from my father, of blessed 
memory, of an incident that happened in his youth, in the city 
of his birth, Griedling, near Lvov [Lemberg]. Residing there was 
a certain moser, a powerful and brazen individual. On the eve 
of Yom Kippur, just before Kol Nidrei was recited, when this 
moserwas standing, wrapped in his tallit at the eastern wall 
near to the rabbi of the town, the gaon Rabbi Joshua Kluger of 
blessed memory, a few men approached the moser, and gagged 
him with the tallit which he had placed over his eyes until it 
reached his shoulders. They forcibly ejected him from the great 
beit hamidrash, which stood beside the river, and cast him into 
the river. When his body5 was discovered during the day, on 
Yom Kippur, the rumour was put around that he had drowned 
himself and they buried him once Yom Kippur was out. As 
soon as the matter became known to the detection squad, they 
began an investigation. On the day of Simchat Torah they 
disinterred him in order to determine the cause of death and 
they then began to collect evidence from those who had prayed 
in the synagogue. The rabbi and those who occupied the seats 
near to him in the eastern wall took an oath, which happened to 
be true, that they had not seen who had taken him away. They 
had, indeed, heard that something was going on but they 

5 nivlato -literally 'his carcass' 
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imagined that he was simply being taken away from his place 
[at the eastern wall] but had no wish to see what was 
happening and simply ignored it. Not a single tale-bearer was 
to be found among the large congregation to give the 
investigators any further details. The investigation lasted some 
time but, later, in the absence of evidence, the case was 
dropped.' 

Granted that the whole of Rabbi Margaliot's testimony is 
hearsay-he heard it from his father when he was a child and the 
father is reported to have heard of it in his youth-and although 
embellishments have to be taken into account, this might still 
afford an extremely rare instance of illegal execution of a rode£ 
by members of a Jewish community, though the rabbi and the 
communal leaders had no hand in it. The maser, in the story 
was evidently so influential with the Polish authorities that the 
Jewish community was forced, out of fear, to let the scoundrel 
occupy a seat at the eastern wall of the synagogue, the place of 
honour, where he prayed, like the most devout, with his tallit 
over his head. 

The Margaliot story has to do with a notorious enemy of 
the Jewish community which, in the precarious situation of the 
time, posed a real danger to the existence of the community. 
The only similar case on record is that of the moderate Reform 
rabbi in Lemberg, Abraham Kahn (1807-1848). A poor Jewish 
goldsmith, hired for the task, entered the Kahn kitchen and, 
unobserved, managed to put a large dose of arsenic into the 
family kitchen pot, from which Kahn and his youngest child 
died a few days later. The rumour that Kahn's enemies 
summoned an ad hoc Sanhedrin to condemn him has no 
substance in fact. 

Such a thing would have been completely illegal in 
Jewish law. What is true is that Kahn had given a sermon on 
'Thou shalt not murder' just a few days before he himself was 
murdered. When the police questioned Kahn as he lay dying, 



he is reported to have said 'Though I die of poison, no Jew has 
done it.' 

It later became known that two of the people behind 
Kohn's murder were wealthy tax farmers who felt their 
livelihood at risk by Kahn's laudible attempt to convince the 
authorities to rescind the tax on the candles Jews needed for the 
Sabbath lights. It was this that constituted Kohn's 'sin' rather 
than his moderate reforms in connection with a few Jewish 
customs; a supreme example of financial advantage cloaked in 
the garment of supposedly religious zeal.6 

Both the Margaliot story and the Kohn episode, telling of 
thoroughly un-Jewish and totally illegal acts, are mentioned 
here only to show how the devil can cite Scripture for his 
purpose. It was left to Amir to make history by being the first 
religious Jew hideously to justify political assassination on 
imaginary halakhic grounds. It is surely superfluous to note 
that the political issue in the minds-both of those who were in 
favour of the peace process and those who were opposed to it
was which was the best way to save more Jewish (and Arab) 
lives. From the point of Rabin's opponents, his policies placed 
lives at risk, and from his supporters' point of view it was those 
who opposed Rabin who were placing lives at risk. 

Therefore, the opponents of the peace process could also 
be held to come under the category of rode!. In this case, the 
only rodefhere was, in fact, Amir himself. All this hardly needs 
stating and it would have been more than a little perverse to 
discuss the terrible question calmly on halakhic grounds, as if it 
were a question of whether a chicken is kosher, were it not for 
the view that it is halakhically feasible to take completely out of 
context a severely limited concept like that of rodefin order to 
justify murder. Leaving aside the distortion of Judaism that 

6 For details of this tragic event, see Michael A. Meyer's Response to 
Modernity: A History of the Reform Movement in Judaism (Oxford, 
1988) pp. 156-7. 
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results from treating the halakhah in isolation from other Jewish 

values-pan-halakhism as Heschel calls it-this is not, in fact, the 
halakhah. The harm is done by people treating a halakhic view 
they favour-chiefly on political grounds-and then invoking the 
concept of the halakhah as the direct word of God to be obeyed 
unquestioningly, even when this involves the sacrifice of the 
most cherished moral convictions. The equation runs: the 
halakhah is the word of God. The halakhah states that a rodef's 
life must be forfeited. X is a rodet Therefore it is the will of God 
that the life of X must be forfeited. It all goes to show the 
obscene lengths to which pan-halakhism can be stretched 
without the correctives of aggadah and sheer common sense 
and decency. What has happened in the circles from which an 
Amir emerged is perilous halakhic sloganizing wedded to 
political aims. There could be no more cogent example of the 
frightful consequences resulting from those who, in the words 
of the rabbis, megaleh panim batorah shelo kehalakhah
interpret the Torah in a manner that is contrary to the halakhah. 
Those who do this, say the rabbis, have no share in the World to 
Come. Let us hope that their views will have no share in future 
Jewish life. 



JUDAIC SOURCES OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
BASED ON A LECTURE AT THE ISRAEL DIASPORA 

INSTITUTE 1989 

In this article, based on a lecture given by Rabbi Dr 
Louis ]acobs in 1989 he discusses the validity of 
considering modern concepts such as Human Rights 
from a halachic perspective. He argues that halacha 
cannot be detached from the human emotions of the 
halachist; that there is no such thing as an exact 
science of halacha. The halachist determines rulings 
in accordance with his world view, halakhah in order 
to arrive at solutions that would satisfy the sum total 
requirements of ]udaism. 

I must confess at the outset that I had hoped that we 
would discuss the broader topic of whether there is room 
within the halakhic framework for ideas such as the rights of 
man, religious toleration, etc. These are western values which 
come to us from John Stewart Mill or Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 
which most of us accept but which are clearly not in halakhic 
sources. I would like to first comment on the technical side of 
these concepts and then address the broader question. 

The idea of sha'ah occurs in several places in the 
halakhah. She' at hadechak is obviously connected with the 
aggadic concept of hadochek ketz hasha'ah, pushing when the 
circumstances do not allow yielding. It is then unwise to push 
and so you yield. She' at hadechak is the opposite, when it is an 
opportune time to do something. I am surprised that three other 
concepts which, to my mind, clearly tie up with she' at hadechak 
have not been mentioned. First, there is the question of hora'at 
sha'ah. The classical example of it is the story of Elijah on Mt. 
Carmel. It is forbidden to offer sacrifices outside the beit 
hamikdash but he did it because it was a hora'at sha'ah. What is 
the difference between this and she' at hadechak? Hora'at 
sha'ah is a decision to do something that is admittedly illegal, 
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but it is done not because it is permitted but because the time 
demands it. The concept of hora'at sha'ah, unlike she' at 
hadechak, is severely limited. It is very rare that you find 
among the poskim the idea of hora'at sha'ah. 

The other concept is the halakhic concept of et Ja'asot. It 
is an established halakhic principle. It differs from she' at 
hadechakin that et Ja'asotis an illegal act which is tolerated not 
just in particular circumstances but rather more or less in 
perpetuity. The classical example of it is the permit to write 
down the torah shebe'al peh. Once it was permitted because of 
et la'asot, this permission is ongoing which allows us to 
continue writing it. 

The most germane concept to what we are discussing is 
not she' at hadechak, but ha'idna, a more general concept than 
she' at hadechak, meaning that nowadays the law has changed 
because circumstances are different. It is mentioned in several 
places in the Talmud and in the poskim, especially in the 
Tosafists. The Tosafists and the whole Franco-German school 
seem to have accepted the idea that the halakhah can change 
under the pressure of external circumstances. She' at hadechak 
means that the law stands, but in an emergency the law can be 
bent. Ha'idna means the law has changed because 
circumstances are different. If we are exploring the flexibility of 
the halakhah, we should stress this idea rather than she' at 
hadechak. 

In the discussion last night, everyone seemed to assume 
that the halakhah is an exact science and that halakhists are 
disembodied spirits or objective scientists, not influenced by 
their surroundings, without individual temperaments. This is 
not the case at all. Halakhists are human beings. There is no 
halakhah without the halakhists. Behind every sober, 'objective' 
halakhist, there is a warm, emotional, involved aggadist. Often 
he may even introduce aggadic motives into his halakhic 
discussion. He is subconsciously motivated by his concept of 



Judaism as a whole. He has values and that is how two 
halakhists dealing with the same question can come up with 
totally different solutions. 

An example of this is the dispute between Rav Moshe 
Feinstein and the Satmar Rebbe on the question of artificial 
insemination. Rav Moshe writes in his teshuvah that the 
halakhah accepts the idea that a woman wants a child. It is 
natural and good. He does not seem to be bothered at all by the 
moral question. At the end, he says artificial insemination is not 
worthwhile, although he is insistent that the halakhah permits 
it. 

The Satmar approach the question differently. They say 
that it is immoral, against the values of Judaism, for a married 
woman to have a child from a donor.lf you approach it in a 
purely halakhic way, it is clear that Rav Moshe Feinstein is right 
and the Satmar Rebbe is wrong. The Satmar' s argumentation is 
tortuous. On the moral question, however, many feel that the 
Satmar Rebbe is right and Rav Moshe is wrong. The point here 
is that each decided the way they knew would be accepted by 
their particular school or community. Even before the teshuvah 
was written, the Satmar Rebbe knew what the answer would 
be, what his Hasidim would accept. This applies to many 
ethical and moral questions in the halakhah. 

On moral, ethical questions, the halakhists use the 
machinery of the halakhah to decide according to their world 
view. For example, the heter mekhirah, the selling of the land to 
a non-Jew during the sabbatical year, is permitted by some and 
forbidden by others. Each use halakhic arguments but no one 
will convince me that the differences on this issue are purely 
halakhic. Rav Kook was motivated by theological 
considerations and political considerations. He wanted to 
strengthen the yishuv. As a halakhist, he had to use the 
halakhic machinery in order to do it. Similarly, those who 
opposed the heterwere motivated by the idea of shemitah as 
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kidush hashem, and of leaving the land to lie fallow as evidence 
of the divine blessing and other theological considerations and 
not by the interests of the developing yishuv. 

I am not impressed by the argument that one must not 
step outside the system, that the halakhah is a closed system. It 
is not closed. Justice Elan mentioned yesterday that we cannot 
accept western values when they conflict with Jewish values or 
interests and he gave the example of intermarriage. Most of us 
would argue with him on intermarriage. The question of 
intermarriage takes us to the heart of the question. Halakhically, 
the objection to intermarriage is comparatively minor. 
According to most poskim, it is a rabbinical prohibition. It is a 
greater offence to eat hametz on Pesach or to eat trefah than to 
marry out. But which halakhist would try to find a way of 
permitting intermarriage because of she' at hadechak? No one 
would do it because he realizes that the halakhah is not the final 
word. We have to take into consideration the totality of Judaism 
and the preservation of Jewish values and ethical values and 
that is all part of the halakhic process. Although from the point 
of view of pure halakhah, it is not necessarily a serious offence, 
from the point of view of the totality of Judaism, it is a very 
serious offence. 

Although the Hatam Safer writes in one of his teshuvot 
that it is wrong to introduce philosophy or kabbalah into 
halakhic deliberations, he himself is not able to refrain from 
doing so. He could not help it. The halakhist is human, working 
in a Jewish community. He is part of the community. He must 
know the needs of his people. He knows what his people can 
buy or will buy and what they won't buy. 

I once checked the sources where the Hatam Safer uses 
asur chadash min hatorah (new is forbidden according to the 
Torah). He quoted it for the first time in a teshuvah forbidding 
alterations in the synagogue. He says one must not introduce 
anything new in the synagogue, even if the motive is good, 



because one should not innovate. And then he puns and gives 
the example of new wheat which is forbidden in some 
communities and not others. In Hungary, for example, they ate 
new wheat. He writes that anyone in Hungary who chooses not 
to eat it is wrong because he is going against the tradition of the 
community. He argues that you must preserve tradition but not 
be more strict than the tradition because that too is forbidden 
according to the Torah. The question which should be asked is 
why did the Hatam Sofer introduce this idea, followed by a 
whole school of thought which prohibited innovation in 
halakhah? The answer is clear to anyone who knows the history 
of the period. Hungary bordered on Germany. He was fighting 
the influence of reformers from Germany. He saw himself in the 
midst of a struggle for the very continued existence of 
traditional Judaism. Yet, in reality, the Hatam Sofer was one of 
the most creative halakhists in several centuries. He was not 
consistent, nor could he be. 

In my book Tree of Life I bring examples of halakhists 
who were influenced by what they saw as the total value of 
Judaism. They used the machinery of the halakhah in order to 
arrive at solutions that would satisfy the sum total requirements 
of Judaism. In our discussion of human rights, I assume we are 
all concerned with the preservation of Judaism. However, what 
do we mean by Judaism? 

In reading the prepared material on she' at hadechak and 
other concepts, I found that my difficulty was not with the 
conclusions but with the basic premise. I don't accept the 
premise. It is assumed that the ideas held by rabbis in the past 
still hold true today, rather than suggesting that the rabbis held 
views that were suitable for their time and that today we are 
right in accepting the values and views of our time. For 
example, on the question of attitudes toward the Jewish non
believer, the apikores, it is assumed that the idea of killing a 
person for his false beliefs is right, although not applicable 
today because of various conditions which are not met. We 
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should not expect the ancients to have had the ideas that we 
have today, which have developed over a long period of time. 
However, that does not mean that we must accept the values or 
premises of their time. The halakhah was developed over time. 
It has a history and this must be taken into account. 

Last night we mentioned Rav Ovadia Yosef' s teshuvah 
on the status of the Ethiopian Jews, saying that they are 
descendants from the tribe of Dan. Who are we kidding? 
Ultimately the Ethiopians are to be welcomed because it is the 
right thing to do. If the halakhah seems to say otherwise, then 
great halakhists have reinterpreted the halakhah so that it 
would come up with a humane and decent conclusion. This is 
an example of halakhic development. 

I think that sufficient note has not been taken of the fact 
that the Talmud is not a code of law. It is a theoretical work, a 
work of literature. It is purely academic. The rabbis in 
Babylonian Talmud engaged in the study of Torah because it 
was the word of God and it was irrelevant to them whether it 
led to practical consequences or not. There are of course some 
case laws in the Talmud, but that is not its thrust. At 
Cambridge, there used to be a toast, 'to pure mathematics, may 
it never be of any practical use whatsoever.' That was the 
attitude of the Talmud on the whole. The codifiers from the 
period of the geonim created the term and concept chazal, 
lumping all the rabbis together and with it the idea that they are 
infallible supermen. We often hear expressed the reservation 
that if it is done in the Talmud, then it is okay, but how can we 
do it today? The Talmud has become a sacred text, denying 
historical development. I do not know how the idea of historical 
development can be introduced, or for that matter, the idea of 
human rights, to make them viable. I hope that perhaps some 
light will be shed on this at this conference. 

There has been massive research done on the history of 
the halakhah, work by Isaac Hirsch Wise, Louis Ginsburg, 



Louis Finkelstein, Saul Lieberman and others. How can we 
ignore their work and discuss the development of halakhah as 
if it is just static transmission with a degree of flexibility? 

In conclusion, I would like to ride my own particular 
hobby horse because that is what I accuse the halakhists of 
doing. I think that there is a Jewish fundamentalism today, a 
fundamentalism of the Talmud. It is the idea that the truth was 
given for all time to the ancients and there has simply been 
static transmission. If you see it as the word of G-d, how can 
you argue with it? There is nothing you can do about it. Then be 
honest and say that the word of G-d tells me not to accept the 
idea of human rights because it is contrary to the halakhah, 
because it is a new concept. But if you accept new ideas, then I 
fail to see why this should not include concepts like human 
rights and religious tolerance. If you see the halakhah in 
dynamic terms, in terms of history, these questions can be dealt 
with. 

I am an unabashed supernaturalist. I believe in torah min 
hashamayim but it depends on what you mean by Torah, what 
you mean by shamayim and, most of alt what you mean by 
min. It may be that we are engaged in an impossible task. There 
are some pure halakhists who would say that this gathering is 
against the halakhah, because we are discussing the nature of 
halakhah and because we are discussing it with people who do 
not have the traditional view of the halakhah, who have a 
historical approach. Perhaps out of our deliberations something 
of value can emerge. As Dr. Max Hartz used to say, im tirtsu, 
ein zu halakhahl. 

1 (Ed: If you wish it is not halacha.) 
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HALAKHIC RESPONSES TO SOCIAL 
CHANGE: GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

A TREE OF LIFE (2nd EDITION, 2000 PP.ll0-120) 

Rabbi jacobs strongly advocated the view that the 
halakhic process is creative and that Jewish law is, by 
its very nature, sufficiently dynamic and flexible to 
respond positively to changed conditions. He would 
remark that 'fudaism has a history'. 

A Tree of Life, first published in 1984 is his magnum 
opus in which he documents case law throughout the 
centuries which support this view. This selection is 
taken from Chapter 9 of the second edition. 

The halakhic literature contains many instances of legal 
theory being used not only for the purpose of determining the 
law but also to justify contemporary practice where this is in 
conflict with earlier law as laid down in the Talmud. Legal 
casuistry then seeks to demonstrate that the practice in 
question, despite appearances to the contrary, is not, in fact, in 
opposition to the law. The usual procedure is either to 
demonstrate that the practice is in accord with the minority 
opinion, which, though rejected, can still be relied on in 
exceptional circumstances, or to point to a need to safeguard 
other values that justifies a departure from the standard rule. 
The device that is most frequently resorted to is to note that the 
older rule is based on conditions which no longer obtain. 
Examples of such changes in the law as a result of changing 
conditions and new social needs are given in this and in the 
next chapter. 

Medieval French and German communities, for example, 
evidently could not be persuaded to attend separate synagogue 
services for afternoon prayers and for night prayers. Among 
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other reasons, this was probably because nightfall in summer in 
these northern lands was much later than in the south, and 
people evidently resented being asked to leave their homes 
again late at night to attend synagogue. It became the practice 
in these communities for the night prayers to follow on directly 
from the afternoon prayers, with the result that the obligatory 
night-time recitation of the Shema took place while it was in 
fact still day, in flat contradiction to the talmudic rules, 
according to which the Shema must be recited at night.1 None 
the less, the practice was defended by the halakhists in various 
ways. The main strategy was to try to show that other 
authorities than the Mishnah were to be relied on, but another 
line of defence was to suggest that although the early recital of 
the Shema did not suffice for the fulfilment of the obligation to 
recite the Shema at night, the obligation would in practice be 
fulfilled anyway because people were accustomed to reciting 
the Shema again when they went to bed at night.2 

Israel Isserlein (1390-1460), the foremost halakhic 
authority of the day in Germany, was faced with the situation 
where a community recited the night prayers so early in the 
afternoon that it was not only the recital of the Shema that was 
in question but the validity of the night prayers themselves. 
There is talmudic precedent for reciting these prayers in the late 
afternoon but certainly not, as in this community, while there 
were many hours to go until nightfall. Even so, Isserlein tries 
hard to find some legal justification for the contemporary 
practice he was faced with; although unsuccessful, he still 
condones what he is forced to admit is an unlawful practice. We 
learn this from his responsa, though these are unusual in that 
they are not replies to actual questions submitted to him but 
rather to hypothetical questions of his own invention. Some of 

t Mishnah Berakhot1:1 and BT Berakhot2a-3a. On the general 
background to this chapter, see Rabbinowitz, Social Life. 
2 Rashi, Tosafot, and the other standard medieval commentators on 
Berakhot ad loc. 



the problems he considers, however, do seem to derive from the 
practical concerns of his community, and the question we are 
examining is the very first in his collection. This is how Isserlein 
formulates the problem: 

In the majority of the communities it is the practice, in the long 
summer days, to recite the night Shema and the night prayers three or 
four hours before the stars appear. Is there any defence or reasonable 
justification for this practice since many scholars are at one with the 
masses in this practice?3 

Despite his efforts, Isserlein is unable to find any 
talmudic warrant for the departure from the law. His 
conclusion, as we have seen, is to condone the departure 
notwithstanding the lack of legal support. This conclusion must 
be quoted in full: 

Consequently, it seems, there is no defence for the practice according 
to the theory and reasoning of the Talmud. But one must surmise that 
the habit was adopted as a result of the weakness that has descended 
into the world so that the majority of the folk are hungry and wish to 
have their meal while it is still full daylight in the long days. If they 
were to have their meal before the afternoon prayers they would spend 
so much time over it that they would not come to the synagogue at all . 
. . Because of this the scholars were unable to prevent the people from 
saying their prayers and reciting the Shema while it is still full 
daylight. ... I have also heard in the yeshiva from one of the great 
scholars that he had heard of a tradition according to which in 
Cremieux they used to recite the night prayers and the Shema on the 
eve of the sabbath so early in the day that the rabbi of the town, a 
renowned scholar of former times, together with all the communal 
leaders, used to go for a postprandial stroll by the banks of the River 
Donjon and yet would return home before nightfall. It has also been 
found in a manuscript, in the name of a famous scholar, that he gave a 
ruling to say the night prayers and recite the Shema while it was still 

3 Isserlein, Terumat hadeshen, no. 1, p. 5. Isserles refers to this opinion 
in his gloss on SA, OH235:1. Thus a decision on extra-legal grounds by 
Isserlein, because of the latter's renown, came to enjoy a degree of 
halakhic authority. 
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full day in order to be present at a wedding banquet. From all this, it 
appears that in former times it was held to be a light matter to render a 
lenient decision in this connection .... So it seems that even a scholar, in 
a community where they say the prayers and recite the Shema very 
early during the long days and is unable to prevent them from so 
doing, has no obligation to separate himself from them but should say 
the prayers and recite the Shema together with them and he has 
thereby fulfilled his obligation. But if he is separate in any event from 
the rest of the people in his stricter religious observances, he should 
say his prayers and recite the Shema at the times the sages ordained 
according to all the authorities. 

Thus, Isserlein not only condones the departure from the 
law but advises those who know that the contemporary practice 
is unlawful against separating themselves from the community 
unless they have a reputation for extraordinary piety; the 
alternative being that during the summer months there would 
have been no congregational prayer at all. Evidently nothing 
was to be done to make the people feel guilty. 

The Talmud is very strict regarding washing the hands 
not only before meals but also after meals.4 Yet the tosafists 
point to the total neglect in France of mayim aharonim, the 
washing after the meaLS The justification given is that whereas 
the washing before meals is ritualistic (and hence a permanent 
obligation), the washing after meals is stated in the Talmud to 
be for the purpose of removing from the hands every trace of a 
certain type of salt- melah sed omit- used in food which could 
cause blindness if it came into contact with the eyes. 
'Nowadays', the tosafists observe, this kind of salt is no longer 
used, and since the original law was only laid down to prevent 
danger to the eyes the ancient law is no longer operative. It is 
interesting to note in this connection that the Zohar is very strict 

4 Berakhot53b; Hulin 105a. 
s Tosafoton Berakhot51b s.v. viheyitem and on Hulin 105a s.v. mayim 
rishonim. For another illustration of the attitude of the tosafists to a 
law based on changed eating habits see Tosafoton Pesahim 115b s.v. 
lamah okerin. 



that the law of mayim aharonim be observed. 6 According to the 
mystical interpretation given in the Zohar, the law is ritualistic 
and does not only exist because of danger to the eyes. Once the 
Zohar began to be relied on in matters of practice, as we saw in 
the chapter on the influence of the kabbalah, the logic of the 
tosafists' argument was applied in reverse-it being postulated 
by their successors that had the Zohar been known to the 
tosafists they would not have defended the abolition of this 
law.7 

Evidence of the same kind of reasoning being used to 
justify a current practice that is in conflict with the law is found 
in the tosafists' commentary on the passage in the Mishnah that 
says that dancing or even clapping the hands for joy is 
forbidden on a festival.8 This ruling was ignored by the French 
Jews. The defence offered by the tosafists is that the reason 
given in the Talmud for the mishnaic law is that if dancing or 
clapping the hands were permitted on a festival, it might lead to 
the fashioning of a musical instrument to assist the jollifications, 
which is forbidden by biblical law. The mishnaic rule is thus in 
the nature of a safeguard, to avoid the infringement of a biblical 
law. 'Nowadays', argue the tosafists, we lack the skills to 
fashion or repair musical instruments;9 since the reasoning 
behind the law is no longer cogent, the law can be ignored. 

The Talmud is opposed to child marriages, that is, to a 
father exercising the biblical right of marrying off his minor 
daughter before she is old enough to choose for herself the man 
she wishes to marry.to This, too, French Jewry ignored. Here the 
defence by the tosafists is to admit that child marriages are 
unlawful, though valid if carried out. Yet in the harsh 

6 Zohar ii. 265a. 
7 See SA, OH181:10 and Gumbiner Magen avraham, n. 10. 
s Mishnah Beitsah 5: 2; Beitsah 36b. 
9 Tosafoton Beitsah 30a s.v. tenan. 
to Kidushin 41a. 
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conditions of the time, the tosafists postulate, it is essential that 
such marriages be allowed. If child marriages were outlawed, 
the opportunities for marriage might not later arise and poor 
girls would remain unmarried all their lives.11 

Still another instance provided by the tosafists is in the 
very significant area of Torah study. According to the Talmud, 
a man must divide his study periods into three, devoting equal 
time to the study of the Bible, the Mishnah, and the Talmud.12 
Although the Bible was studied by the French Jews, as is 
witnessed by the activities of the great commentators (Rashi, 
Rashbam, and the tosafists themselves), their studies were 
concentrated on the difficult Babylonian Talmud, often to the 
exclusion of all else. The defence offered by the tosafists,13 in the 
name of Rabbenu Tarn, is that the Babylonian Talmud in fact 
incorporates all three topics, since it is a commentary on the 
Mishnah and also quotes the Bible with great frequency. 

11 Tosafoton Kidushin 41a s.v. asur. 
12 Kidushin 30a. 
13 Tosafoton Kidushin 30a s.v.Jo tserikhah. In connection with the 
whole question of changes in the law because of changed conditions, 
the following talmudic passages should be noted, in which the term 
ha'idana ('nowadays') occurs: Berakhot21a (seeDS and parallel in 
Hulin 136b); Shabat95a; Ta'anit17a; Ketubot3a; Kidushin71b; Bava 
metsia 42a; A vodah zarah 69 b. These passages are no doubt the source 
for the principle enunciated by the tosafists. Cf. the brief but important 
article by Low, 'Ha'iddana'. For further examples of'nowadays', see 
Luria, Yam she! shelomo on Bava kama, eh. 6, that the law in Bava 
kama 57a no longer applies; Isserles on SA, EH111,16, on the ketubah 
of benin dikhrin; Isserles on SA, OH134, on taking out a sefer torah 
where there is an error or a defective or plene letter; Caro, SA, OH 
145:3, on that 'nowadays' we do not recite the Targum. For some 
further examples of changes in the law according to the tosafists see 
Tosafoton Berakhot34a s.v.lo, end; Shabat21b s.v. de'ilo; Ta'anit30a 
s.v. ve'afal gav; Gitin 59b s.v. aval; Kidushin 12b s.v. bekhulhu; Hulin 
107b s.v. hatam. 



These are but a few examples of change in the law; other 
examples are given in this and in the next chapter. But this 
whole question of changes in the law because of changed 
conditions is complicated by the existence of a mishnaic rule 
that seems to militate against any possibility of change.14 This is 
the rule that no court is empowered to set aside a law 
promulgated by another court unless the second court is 
superior to the first 'in wisdom and number'. I. H. Weiss has 
argued that this rule referred originally only to two 
contemporary courts, but that it was later extended to courts in 
different periods in order to preserve the unity and stability of 
the law: rigidity was the price that had to be paid if anarchy 
was to be avoided.15 Be that as it may, the rule found its way 
into the Talmud in its extended form, applying even to courts of 
different periods. Moreover, the idea evolved that no post
talmudic court could ever be the equal, let alone the superior, of 
a court composed of talmudic sages.16 

The combination of these two ideas- that a later court 
can set aside the rulings of an earlier court only if it is possessed 
of greater wisdom, and that a later court can never, in fact, be 
possessed of greater wisdom- might have prevented any 
progress at all in the development of the law were it not that 
various qualifications to the rule were introduced by the 
halakhists in order to promote at least a degree of flexibility so 
that the halakhah should not become petrified. Maimonides 
applied the rule against change even where the original reason 
for the earlier court's ruling no longer obtained,17 but Abraham 
ibn David, the Rabad, holds that a later court is empowered to 

14 Eduyot1:5. 
15 Weiss, Dor dor vedoreshav, ii, 61-6. 
16 See the oft-quoted, 'If the early ones were like angels then we are like 
human beings, but if the early ones were like human beings then we 
are like donkeys' (Shabat112b). Cf. Yad, Mamrim 2:1 and Caro, Kesef 
mishneh ad loc. on the Talmud as the final authority. 
17 Yad, Mamrim 2: 2. 
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set aside laws laid down by an earlier court, even where the 
later court is inferior, when the original reason behind the 
promulgation of a law no longer obtains.lB For all that, the 
virtual dogma of the infallibility of the talmudic sages or, at 
least, the idea that all the talmudic laws were permanently 
binding because they had been accepted as such by the 
consensus of the whole House of Israel, undoubtedly came to 
operate in favour of an extreme conservatism. 

If changes in the law did, none the less, take place, it was 
because, as in the examples drawn from the tosafists, the 
original law was seen not as categorical but as having 
application only in the circumstances where the reasoning 
behind it still had meaning. In the nineteenth century, with the 
rise of the Reform movement and the resultant clamour for 
radical changes in the law, the halakhists found themselves 
bound to consider anew the question of which changes were 
legitimate and which unlawful.19 

For all the valiant attempts at a consistent theory of 
change, no acceptable theory emerged. How could it have been 
otherwise? As I have noted, the changes came first; the theory 
was no more than an attempt to legitimize a change that had 
already taken place under the pressure of events over which the 
halakhic theorists had no control. The halakhah managed to 
retain its viability by yielding to the demands of contemporary 
life: to borrow the metaphor that the rabbis use for the ideal 
character, the halakhah was not like the unyielding cedar tree, 
which a really powerful wind can break, but like the pliant 
reed, which allows itself to be moved by the winds and is thus 
never uprooted by them. 

18 Rabad on Yad, Mamrim 2: 2. 
19 See the summary by Israel Lipshutz (1782-1860) in his Tiferet yisrael, 
Eduyot1: 5, pp. 171a-b, and the series of articles by Ettlinger and 
others in the journal Shomer tsiyon bane'eman, vol. i, issues for 1846-7. 
Cf. Berlin, Besamim rosh, responsum 36 and notes. 



A rather different method adopted by some halakhists 
when confronted with the need for change was to argue that 
the mishnaic rule which bans change by an inferior court 
applies only where there is clear evidence that a law was 
actually promulgated by the earlier, superior court. If the earlier 
court had stated that its members had taken a vote on whether 
such-and-such was the law, then, indeed, that law could never 
be repealed, even if the reasons behind the decision were 
known and no longer obtained. But if the Talmud states that 
such-and-such is the law because of this or that reason, without 
stating that there was an actual meeting of the court and a 
formal ruling by the court, then the talmudic law continues to 
be binding only if the reason is still operative. Thus, a 
contingent rule only becomes categorical when it has been 
declared so to be; otherwise it remains contingent and subject to 
alteration. For instance, the Talmud prohibits the drinking of 
milk obtained from gentiles unless a Jew has been present at the 
milking, on the grounds that the gentile might have introduced 
into the milk a quantity of forbidden milk such as the milk of 
asses or camels.2o Some halakhists, like Hezekiah da Silva in his 
Peri hadash, hold that the prohibition has fallen into abeyance 
'nowadays', when 'unclean' milk is rare or where government 
authorities have very strict regulations against the adulteration 
of milk.21 The argument followed is that the talmudic sages did 
not issue a 'court order', a blanket prohibition by a court voting 
on the matter, so that the question of repealing a ruling of an 
earlier court does not arise. All they did was to warn against the 
use of 'gentile milk' because it might contain forbidden milk. 
There was never any prohibition against it, only a stern 
warning against the possibility of adulteration. It follows that, 
in a situation where no fear of adulteration need be entertained, 
there is no prohibition. That this analysis is correct can be seen 

2o A vodah zarah 35b. 
21 See SA YD115:1; Peri hadash ad loc; ET xv. 178-9 for all these 
opinions. 
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not only from the absence of any reference to a formal court 
prohibition but also from the qualification in the original 
statement that' gentile milk' is permitted if a Jew is present at 
the milking. If a Jew is present there is no fear that the milk has 
been adulterated, and the same holds true whenever 
adulteration is known to have been impossible. Thus in 
countries where the adulteration of milk is illegal, Jews know 
that there has been no adulteration, with the result that in such 
countries a Jew is, as it were, always 'present at the milking'. 

Nowhere is the principle of change in response to 
changed social conditions more pronounced and far-reaching 
than in the area of women's rights and status. From the earliest 
period in the history of the halakhah, efforts have been made to 
introduce new legislation in order to prevent injustices to 
women that could result from application of an earlier law. The 
ketubah, the marriage settlement, was introduced in order to 
curb the powers given to the husband in biblicallaw.22 The laws 
regarding the provisions of the ketubah effectively prevented 
hasty divorce without the wife's consent and made ample 
provision for her if she became a widow or was divorced by her 
husband. Although only the husband could initiate divorce, 
legal machinery was introduced by means of which the wife 
could in certain circumstances (one of which was her husband 
taking up a noxious occupation, such as that of a tanner) 
petition the court for a divorce.23 In these circumstances, the 
husband could be compelled- by the exercise of physical force, 
if necessary- to issue a get. Assent under duress, not normally 
considered valid, was treated as valid assent for this purpose, it 
being argued that the husband essentially wishes to behave 
correctly so that despite the physical coercion, the assent 
eventually given may be regarded as unqualified assent.24 The 
conservative attitude continued to prevail, however, among 

22 See Epstein, The Jewish Marriage Contract. 
23 Mishnah Ketubot7: 10; Ketubot77a. 
24 Kidushin 50a. 



many of the post-talmudic halakhists; they were extremely 
reluctant to engage in this kind of coercion except in those cases 
where the Talmud explicitly demands it.25 

Judging by their different approaches, it is plausible to 
suggest that the medieval French and German halakhists were 
more concerned to uphold the position and social standing of 
women than were their counterparts in Islamic lands. Thus 
Maimonides denies the community the right to appoint a 
woman to any communal office,26 whereas the French 
authorities debate only whether a woman could be appointed 
as a judge, some of them permitting even this.27 Maimonides 
rules that a married woman who fails to carry out her wifely 
duties may be physically chastised by the court,2B whereas the 
authorities who lived in a Christian environment were horrified 
at the very thought.29 The Talmud rules that a married woman 
need not recline at the Passover Seder, out of respect for her 
husband, unless she is 'a woman of high rank' (ishah 
hashuvah);30 a famous German authority roundly declares: 'All 
our women are of high rank.'31 Although the Talmud exempts 
women from the performance of precepts depending on a given 
time,32 such as hearing the shofaron Rosh Hashanah and taking 
the lulavon Sukkot, it would seem that this means that if 
women do voluntarily carry out these precepts they should not 
recite beforehand the usual benediction which includes the 
phrase 'who has commanded us to'. Yet the practice in France 
was for women not only to carry out these precepts but to recite 

25 See SA EH154:21 
26 Yad, Melakhim 1:5. 
27 See Tosafoton Bava kama 16a s.v. asher tasim, and Uziel, Piskei 
uzi'el, 228-34. 
28 Yad, Ishut21: 3 and 10. 
29 See Rabad on Yad ad loc, and Isserles, SA, EH154: 3 
30 Pesahim 108a. 
31 See Isserles, SA, OH 472: 4 
32 Kidushin 33b-35b 
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the benediction, the practice being defended by the French 
halakhists. 33 

A very far-reaching change in favour of greater leniency 
among the post-talmudic authorities is in connection with the 
sabbath laws. According to the Talmud, the prohibition on 
carrying objects into and in the public domain on the sabbath is 
derived from the biblical prohibition on the Israelites carrying 
when they encamped on the sabbath during their journeyings 
to the Promised Land.34 Without anything remotely 
approaching an explicit statement in the Talmud to this effect, 
the post-talmudic halakhists limited the scope of the prohibition 
by arguing that since there were 600,000 males in the 
encampments in the wilderness, no domain qualifies as a 
'public' one unless it is regularly transversed by at least 600,000 
people. There is thus no 'public domain' according to biblical 
law (though there is a rabbinic prohibition) 'nowadays', and 
this principle is accepted by the later codifiers with various 
leniencies that stem from it.35 We can only guess at the reason 

33 See Yad, Tsitsit3:9, that they must not recite the benediction, 
whereas Rabad, ad loc, holds that they may recite it. Cf. Tosafoton 
Eruvin 96a s.v. dilma; Jacob of Marvege, She'elot uteshuvot min 
hashamayim, no. 1; SA, OH589: 6 rules that they may not recite the 
benediction, following Maimonides, whereas Isserles follows the 
Ashkenazi authorities that they may. Another instance of German 
'liberalism' on the question of women is the ruling of the Sefer hasidim 
(ed. Margaliot, no. 578; ed. Wistinetzki, no. 965) that the obligation to 
rise before the aged applies also to rising before an aged woman. On 
whether a woman may perform shehitah, see Duchinsky, 'May a 
Woman Act as Shohetet?' from which it appears that the Sephardi 
authorities tended to permit a woman to be a shohetetwhereas the 
Ashkenazim tend to forbid it, but this is only a generalization and is no 
contradiction of my contention. For women as rabbis see Azulai, Shem 
hagedolim, s.v. rabanit, p. 112. 
34 Shabat96b, 98a; Eruvin 22b. 
35 See Tosafoton Shabat6b s.v. kan, and on Shabat64b end. But see SA, 
OH345: 7 and commentaries for dissenting voices, and the article on 
the subject by Kook, Iyunim umehkarim, 87-90. See also Shapira, 



for this limitation on the full application of the law, but it may 
well have been social, based on the need to make sabbath 
observance easier and more attractive than would have been 
the case if every act of carrying into the public domain involved 
a desecration of biblical law, and hence a desecration of the 
most severe kind. 

One example of constant adjustment to social needs is the 
history of Jewish criminal law. Theoretically, since the 
destruction of the Temple, no court has been legally 
empowered to inflict capital punishment. In deed, the practice 
appears to have ceased long before the destruction of the 
Temple.36 In the Holy Land fines could also be imposed only by 
ordained scholars.37 However, to have insisted on these 
limitations would have meant that all powers of coercion
indeed, of proper administration of the law- would have 
become impossible in the Diaspora communities, an obviously 
unacceptable situation if Jewish law were to continue to be 
operative. A number of countermeasures were therefore 
introduced. The Babylonian authorities were allowed to 
exercise essential juridical functions on the basis of the legal 
fiction that they were acting on behalf of the ordained 
Palestinian authorities, who had been empowered to delegate . 
their authority.38 Another astonishing principle is that when 
'the times demand it' a court was authorized to act against the 
Torah law, i.e. to inflict otherwise illegal punishments.39 This 
latter maxim means that what the law has taken away with one 
hand it has given back with the other. In practice, since when 
the 'times demand it' the court is, in any event, acting with an 

Minhat ele'azar, vol. iii, no. 4, that in large cities such as London, Paris, 
Vienna, and Berlin this leniency does not apply in any event because 
600,000 people do pass through the main streets daily. 
36 Sanhedrin 41a; cf. Mishnah, Makot1.10. 
37 Bava kama 27b. 
38 Ibid. 84b. 
39 Yevamot90n; Sanhedrin 46a; cf. Caro, Beit Yosefon Tur, HM2. 
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authority that is basically outside the law, any court can inflict 
fines and other punishments without regard to the due 
processes of law when it senses that social needs require this. 
This paradox- of the law itself giving its practitioners extra
legal powers -resulted, in theory at least, in the courts 
possessing virtually unlimited powers to do as they pleased if 
they felt it to be for the furtherance of justice; and moreover 
there were now no checks on abuse by the courts. It is notorious 
that the Jewish communities of medieval Spain, acting through 
their courts, not only flogged offenders with the utmost severity 
but occasionally even went so far as to execute criminals whose 
activities were held to threaten the safety of the Jewish 
community.40 

Particularly in laws based on the ancient rabbinic 
knowledge of the physical nature of humans and animals and 
of scientific matters generally, difficulties arose when increased 
and more accurate knowledge tended to cast doubts on the 
continuing application of these laws. Thus, the statement in the 
Talmud that a woman who marries after the age of 20 is capable 
of conceiving only until she reaches the age of 40 and not 
afterwards,41 and the law based on this statement, had to be 

40 See Baron, The Jewish Community, 70 ff. and Shohet, The Jewish 
Court in the Middle Ages, 133-50. The Spanish authorities, especially, 
allowed the execution of informers who were a real danger to the 
community; see Nissim of Gerona, Hidushei haran on Sanhedrin 46a, 
and see Margaliot, Margaliot hayam, i. 91b n.6, that his father told him 
of an actual case where an informer was drowned on Yom Kippur as 
late as the 19th century; and see the further sources he quotes in n.9, 
e.g. Maimonides, Yad, Hovel umazik 8:11 and Teshuvot harashba 5, 
no. 238, and the oftquoted passage in Asher b. Jehiel, Teshuvot harosh, 
Kelal17:8 and 18:13; see also the astonishing responsum (Eitan 
ha'ezrahi, no. 45) of Abraham Hakohen Rapoport (15841651), where he 
advises mutilation but not execution for an informer who laid false 
accusations against the Jews of Poland. 
41 Bava batra 119b. 



qualified by later halakhists.42 Some halakhists, faced with the 
facts but reluctant to admit that the talmudic sages could have 
been in error, even with regard to science, went so far as to 
postulate that changes had taken place in nature since talmudic 
times.43 

In all the instances noted in this chapter, the principle of 
change in the law where social needs and changing conditions 
warrant it, is fully accepted, although the matter is far from 
simple and tensions abound.« The instances referred to 

42 See Herzog, Heikhal yitshak EH, vol. i, no. 6, p. 54 
43 See Tosafot on Mo' ed katan lla s.v. kavara; on A vodah zarah 24b 
s.v. parah, and on Hulin 47a s.v. kol; and the sources quoted in Medini, 
Sedei hemed, Ma'arekhet tet, 5, vol. iii, pp. 7 ff. Gumbiner, Magen 
avraham, OH576: 3, applies this principle to not fasting 'nowadays' 
during an epidemic, despite the injunction of the Talmud. 
«On the right of contemporary authorities to hold views different 
from the earlier posekim see Feinstein, Igerot moshe, YD, no. 101 end, 
p. 186. The author was criticized for advancing his own theories when 
these are in contradiction to the views of the aharonim. It is not only 
permitted to do this, he maintains, but it is the duty of a contemporary 
authority to work out rulings on matters not found in the earlier 
sources, and even if the aharonim deal with the matter, we are not 
obliged to follow them if our reason tells us that they are in error. We 
are even allowed occasionally to take issue with some of the rishonim 
if their reasoning is less than convincing. He quotes Bava batra 131a: 'A 
judge can only decide in accordance with what his own eyes see', 
which Samuel b. Meir (Rashbam) ad loc. applies also to a judge's 
reasoning powers. But Feinstein qualifies this: one must not decide 
against the SA and Rema, because these have been accepted as the final 
authorities in all our lands. To be sure, he continues, one must be very 
cautious in rendering a decision in practice against that of earlier 
posekim, but where the need is great independence is in order. 
Schwarz, Ma'aneh le'igerot, no. 123, pp. 273-6 takes issue with this, 
arguing that whereas the rishonim do rely on their own reasoning, it is 
the practice of the aharonim to support their case by quoting many 
proofs from the Talmud and the rishonim. Schwarz points to a 
responsum of Akiva Eger (no. 105 end) where this authority remarks 
that because of a difficulty we have no right to depart from views 
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demonstrate how the necessary changes were introduced. There 
are very many further examples of these adaptions to change, 
some of which are examined in the next chapter. 

found in the rishonim. But all this is highly subjective, a good deal 
depending on general attitudes. 





THE PLACE OF MYSTICISM 

IN MODERN JEWISH LIFE 
EUROPEAN JUDAISM 2.1 (SUMMER 1967) PP. 32-35 

There is a long rabbinic tradition of combining 
rational enquiry with mystical investigation. Perhaps 
the best known example of this was the Vilna Gaon, 
the greatest Talmudist of his ag, who immersed 
himself in the study of the Zohar. 

Rabbi Dr Louis ]acobs is best known for his rational, 
scientific approach to the study of ]udaism. Yet what 
is less frequently appreciated is that he combined this 
with an interest in, and one suspects an affinity with, 
kabbalah. It was this which led him to translate 
mystical tracts, to write about mysticism and to 
immerse himself in the study of Hasidism. He uses 
this article to defend, and set out his approach to, the 
place of mysticism in modern Jewish thought. 

The distinguished theologian, Rabbi Dr. I. Maybaum, for 
whom this volume is a tribute, can hardly be said to be well 
disposed towards Jewish mysticism. In his 'The Face of God 
after Auschwitz' he takes me to task for publishing my 
translation of the mystical text 'Tract on Ecstacy' by Dov Baer of 
Lubavitch, whom he describes as a 'dervish'. The late Rabbi 
Kook, who said that man is by nature a mystic, is spoken of 
slightingly by Maybaum as a 'confused man', Professor G. 
Scholem, the foremost exponent of Jewish mysticism in our day, 
is severely criticized by Maybaum for his failure to indicate 
clearly that his interests are only academic. 

It is because Dr. Maybaum is so widely recognized as a 
courageous and honest thinker, ready to lend a sympathetic ear 
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to views uncongenial to him, that this defence of mysticism for 
the modern Jew is presented for what it is worth. First, 
however, one is bound to concede that Maybaum has a point. 
There are dangers in the mystical approach, moral, intellectual 
and theological. On the moral level the mystical view that God 
is in all (or, better, all is in God-panentheism) can promote in 
its more enthusiastic devotees an indifference to firm 
distinction between right and wrong. Although Jewish 
mysticism has on the whole managed successfully to avoid the 
obliteration of moral and ethical boundaries because of its 
adherence to the traditional halakhah, the history of the 
Shabbatean and the Frankist movements reminds us that in 
Judaism, too, the mystic embarks on a course which may 
imperil his moral standards. For the Frankists the Zohar is the 
enemy of the Talmud and the 'Holy Sin' becomes a religious 
duty. It is not without significance that among the earliest 
recorded counts against Hasidism ('mysticism for the masses') 
is the accusation that their pantheistic opinions lead to 'thinking 
on the Torah in unclean places'! 

The intellectual danger of the mystical approach lies in its 
tendency to decry the role of human reason in matters of faith. 
In a world in which anything can happen and in which man can 
influence his surroundings by the performance of magic acts, 
faith only too readily surrenders to credulity and superstition. It 
was disconcerting for the present writer to find his books on 
Jewish mysticism displayed at Foyle's Bookshop in the Occult 
department. Beliefs such as gilgul (the transmigration of souls), 
the power of the kamea (the divine name worked on metal or 
inscribed on parchment) to ward off sickness, the existence of 
the dybbuk (the soul of one dead which has entered a living 
person), demons and malevolent forces of various kinds, and of 
the hasidic master as an intermediary between God and man, 
are sufficiently well known and are still held by many Jews 
influenced by the kabbalah. 



As for the theological objections, there is something 
strongly repellent to the Jewish mind, nurtured on a diet of 
strict and uncompromising monotheism, in the kabbalistic 
notion of a female element in the Deity. While the kabbalah, in 
true Jewish fashion, sanctifies the sex act performed in marriage 
it does so, it seems to many, by introducing pagan mythological 
ideas and turning Judaism into a mystery religion. For the 
kabbalists the 'exile of the Shekhinah' no longer means, as it 
does in rabbinic Judaism, that God is with Israel in its 
sufferings, but that a part of God is, as it were, exiled from God. 
For all the kabbalistic warnings against taking these matters 
literally and anthropomorphically, it is still very odd to find 
Jewish texts solemnly discussing the 'wives' of the 'Holy One, 
blessed be He' and the number of hairs in the beard of the 'Holy 
Ancient One'. 

Yet, when all has been said, it remains true that, provided 
discrimination is exercised, there are considerable advantages 
for religion in the mystical approach. Basically mysticism in 
religion is a preference for direct experience of the Divine rather 
than second-hand acceptance of theological propositions. 'Taste 
ye and see that the Lord is good' means, for the Besht, the 
founder of Hasidism---with remarkable affinity to what Rudolf 
Otto says of the numinous---that the essential religious 
experience can be compared to taste. It is impossible to convey 
the taste of an apple to one who has never eaten apples and 
reason is powerless to help. One might try to explain that the 
taste of apple is not unlike that of orange and quite unlike that 
of fish but ultimately the only way is to give the man an apple 
and urge him to taste it. Then, and only then, will he know. 
When seeking to describe what he means by the numinous Otto 
says: 

'The reader is invited to direct his mind to a moment of 
deeply felt religious experience, as little as possible qualified by 
other forms of consciousness. Whoever cannot do this, whoever 
knows no such moments in his experience, is requested to read 
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no farther; for it is not easy to discuss questions of religious 
psychology with one who can recollect the emotions of his 
adolescence, the discomforts of indigestion, or, say, social 
feelings, but cannot recall any intrinsically religious feelings. 
We do not blame such a one, when he tries for himself to 
advance as far as he can with the help of such principles of 
explanation as he knows, interpreting "aesthetics" in terms of 
sensuous pleasure, and "religion" as a function of the 
gregarious instinct and social standards, or as something more 
primitive still. But the artist, who for his part has an intimate 
personal knowledge of the distinctive element in the aesthetic 
experience, will decline his theories with thanks, and the 
religious man will reject them even more uncompromisingly.' 

One would have thought that the mystical approach 
ought to be particularly fascinating for the modern Jew in his 
quest for God precisely because of its immediacy and stress on 
personal discovery rather than blind acceptance of tradition. As 
Dean Inge, one of the leading writers on mysticism in the 
twentieth century, observed, it is when an authoritarian view of 
religion can no longer hold the minds of men that they turn to 
the more direct personal approach typical of the mystic. 

As for the charge of irrationalism, a good deal depends 
on what one considers the role of reason to be in the religious 
life. No one would wish to defend the surrender of reason and 
insofar as mystical systems do this they are harmful and should 
not be swallowed whole. But the Infinite is by definition 
beyond all finite human ratiocination and some of the most 
religious of men found their God through the heart's longing 
and the soul's yearning. J. Abelson, in his introduction to the 
English translation of the Zohar, has put it beautifully: 

'Whilst the Aristotelian philosophy stands immortalised 
in the writings of the leading Jewish theologians of medieval 
times, the philosophy of Plato finds but a mere handful of 
exponents, eminent though these be. Hence there has arisen the 



commonly accepted belief that Jews are by nature rationalists 
rather than mystics. Is this belief correct? Does it square with 
the facts? I think not. Judaism is unquestionably and supremely 
a religion of reason. But, paradoxically enough, it only made its 
appeal to the Jew and held him tightly in its grip because he 
was- and is- by nature and inclination a mystic. The Moreh 
Nevukhim of Maimonides was the great Jewish philosophical 
exposition, in the Middle Ages, of the 'Supremacy of Reason' in 
Judaism. But the Jew in the mass knew it not. It was never a 
people's book. But the Zohar was a people's book. It struck a 
chord in whose music the Jew heard: 

"The bubblings of the springs 
That feed the world." 

And the impress went down to the roots of his being. 

However much in accord with reason Judaism may have 
appeared to the Jew, there were always crises and catastrophes 
in which he felt that reason failed to solve the tantalising 
problems involved- problems of pain and suffering, of reward 
and punishment, of the relation between the human and the 
Divine, of the life here and the life hereafter. The Jew, as a pure 
rationalist, would have quailed in the face of these enigmas; 
and Judaism might by now have been but a pale memory. But 
the Jew believed and lived not by logic but by love, not by 
ratiocination but by intuition. It was by these standards that he 
was led on 

"To see one changeless Life in all the Lives, 
And in the Separate, One Inseparable."' 

The question of what one can legitimately say of God is 
possibly the most acute intellectual religious problem of today. 
Certainly it is in the forefront of much present-day theological 
thought as is evidenced by the Bishop of Woolwich's 'Honest to 
God', the popularity of Tillich, and the 'Death of God' debate in 
Protestant circles in the USA. Here mysticism can be of much 
help. For essentially the mystic stresses the utter 
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incomprehensibility of God before which he worships in 
silence. He is God-intoxicated not in spite of his failure to 
understand but because of it. The sheer wonder of the Infinite 
as utterly beyond human thought, as too sublime to be 
contained in human language, is the source of the mystic's 
fascination by the Divine. It is true that the Gnostic elements in 
the kabbalah tend to make it speak in all too familiar a fashion 
of the Deity in manifestation. But there is, in addition, the neo
Platonic influence in the doctrine of God as He is in Himself as 
Ein Sof, 'That which is without limit'. The via negativa has a 
respectable history in Judaism and can hold its own in the age 
of Barth, Tillich and Wittgenstein. It is no coincidence that 
Wittgenstein appears to have had powerful mystical feelings 
and his most famous aphorism might almost be a quotation 
from Cordovero: 'Whereof one cannot speak thereof one must 
be silent'. 

Pretentiousness must, of course, be avoided. In speaking 
of mysticism in this context we are not referring to trances, 
visions and raptures, to psychic phenomena, to remoteness 
from the world and extraordinary piety. Max Kadushin has 
coined a useful term for the awareness of God in the everyday 
as apparently experienced by the talmudic rabbis. Kadushin 
calls this 'normal mysticism'. It is the mysticism of an Ernest 
Jones and possibly an Evelyn Underhill. A latter-day Jewish 
mystic, Rabbi Arele Roth of Jerusalem put it as follows: 'There 
is a form of faith which belongs to experience, in which man 
senses the sweetness of God's remembrance. God sometimes 
gives this into the hearts of those who seek Him but even 
ordinary people experience on the Sabbath and the Festivals 
some of this special kind of joy and divine vitality.' 

We are only too familiar with the attempt to explain 
Judaism in purely naturalistic terms. In this philosophy of 
Judaism everything is for man, for the enrichment and 
ennoblement of his personality, for his functioning as a better 
member of society, for the survival of the Jewish people. There 



is no doubt that such a philosophy has its appeal but there are 
still to be found many sensitive souls for whom, in a very real 
sense, religion is for God and worship one of man's most 
powerful needs. There is perhaps too much fragmentization in 
Jewish life today but at the risk of adding to it one might say 
that Anglo-Jewry is well equipped by its environment to stress 
the role of mysticism in modem Jewish religion. The English 
people in the past had a reputation for mystical appreciation, so 
much so that when Otto delivered a series of lectures years ago 
at King's College, London, he began by observing that to speak 
on mysticism in England was like carrying coals to Newcastle. 
And it was an English writer who wrote: 

'Earth's crammed with heaven, 
And every common bush afire with God; 
But only he who sees takes off his shoes, 
The rest sit round it and pluck blackberries, 
And daub their natural faces unaware 
More and more from the first similitude.' 
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MYSTICISM 
JUDAISM, AUTUMN 1967 

This article by Rabbi Dr Louis Jacobs was written 
around the time that popular interest in mysticism 
was beginning to revive. The article surveys the 
literature on mysticism available at that time and 
extends well beyond the few, standard works by 
Jewish writers which were available in the 1960s. It is 
a good example of both the breadth and depth of 
Rabbi Jacobs's scholarship. 

Rabbi Jacobs's obvious affection for mysticism as a 
religious discipline stands both in marked contrast to, 
and in perfect harmony with, his espousal of the 
scientific method and the approach which he 
describes elsewhere as 'liberal supernaturalism. 

One of the most striking differences in religious thought 
between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is the marked 
contemporary interest in mystical religion. The Jews' College 
Library in London, for example, assembled chiefly during the 
last century and one of the best collections of Jewish books in 
the world, is strong in almost every other branch of Jewish 
learning and Wissenschaft but so weak in mystical literature 
that, until recently, it did not include such major kabbalistic 
works as the writings of the Ari and Cordovero' s Pardes 
Rimonim. 

A number of factors have been at work in promoting the 
fresh interest in the subject. On the general religious scene these 
are: the decline of authoritarian religion, demanding a more 
individualistic and experiential approach; the opening up of 
new vistas through the publication in translation of the classics 
of Oriental thought; the recognition by Otto and others of the 
non-rational element in religious experience; and the 
irrepressible psychological need for what has been called the 
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exploration of 'inner space' in the age of the cosmonaut and of 
the insignificance of man and his whole planet in the kind of 
cosmos revealed by modern astronomy. On the Jewish scene 
there are such factors as the massive researches of Gershom 
Scholem - the Zunz of the world of the kabbalah - and his 
school; the hasidic writings of Huber; the pro-mystical, pro
hasidic reaction to Graetz (which, incidentally, all too 
frequently goes to the opposite extreme of excessive and 
indiscriminatory adulation); the writings of Agnon; and the 
tragic dimensions of life as well as its romantic strain in Jewish 
teaching, to which both the Holocaust and the emergence of the 
State of Israel have made their contribution. 

Some indication of the extent of present-day interest in 
mysticism is provided by the publication in the same year of 
two full-length studies of the subject in the popular Pelican 
series of paperbacks: Mysticism -A Study and an Anthology by 
F. C. Happold (London, 1963); and Mysticism in World Religion 
by Sidney Spencer (London, 1963). Spencer's book has also 
appeared in hard covers in the United States (Barnes) and in 
Great Britain (George Alien & Unwin). 

Spencer, a Unitarian, writes: 

'It is my conviction that mysticism is of the utmost 
importance to religion and so to the future of mankind. At a 
time when religion is met, as never before on a similar scale, 
with the challenge of materialist philosophy, and when the 
growth of scientific knowledge of the forces of Nature and the 
power which this brings with it are a constant temptation to 
men to neglect the things of the spirit, it is all the more 
necessary that the inner life should be quickened and renewed. 
But if the life of religion is to be renewed, there must be a 
renewal of vision and understanding; and nothing can be of so 
much value from this standpoint as the study of the experience 
and teaching of the mystics.' 

Spencer casts his net wide, surveying, with full 
quotations from the classical sources, Hindu, Buddhist, Taoist, 



Confucian, Greek, Jewish, Christian and Islamic mysticism, and 
even mysticism in primitive religion. His chapter on Jewish 
mysticism leans far too heavily on Scholem's epoch-making 
Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism, to the extent of following 
slavishly all of Scholem's subdivisions. He has a useful chapter 
in which he contrasts the various systems, but it is puzzling to 
find him here stating that Jewish mystics avoided the use of 
erotic symbolism in view of the marked preference for this type 
of symbolism, particularly in the Zoharic period, to which 
Spencer himself alludes in the earlier part of the book. 

In this connection it might be noted that E. Zweiful, in his 
defence of Hasidism, Shalom AI Yisrael (Zhitomer, 1868-9), 
quotes many instances of erotic symbolism in the earlier 
kabbalah in order to demonstrate how unfair it is to lay the 
charge of obscenity against Hasidism on these grounds. In fact, 
it can be shown that hasidic literature uses this type of 
symbolism much more infrequently than the earlier kabbalah, 
possibly because of its leaders' fears arising out of the Frankist 
excesses or because they found relief from the father-son 
conflicts which were so prominent a feature of early hasidic 
history in the father-son, teacher-pupil illustrations, which 

Hasidism generally prefers for the discussion of the relationship 
between God and man. 

The investigation of this theme in David Bakan' s 
Sigmund Freud and the Jewish Mystical Tradition (Schocken 
Paperbacks, New York, 1965, with a new preface by the author), 
particularly Chapter 33, 'Sexuality', pp. 271 ff., is totally 
inadequate. Bakan makes no reference to the full-scale 
treatment of the theme by Jiri Langer, Die Erotik der Kabbala 
(Prague, 1923). I have tried unsuccessfully to obtain a copy of 
this book (rumour has it that it has recently been reprinted) and 
am unable to comment on its value. Scholem (Major Trends, p. 
228) says of it: 'An attempt to interpret the "Eroticism of the 
Kabbalah" in psychoanalytical terms has actually been made, 
but the author has not advanced beyond the common catch
phrases which not a few adherents of the school unfortunately 
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seem to regard as a sufficient answer to problems of this 
nature.' (In passing it might be remarked that Langer' s Nine 
Gates (translated from the Czech, James Clarke, London, 1961) 
is by far the most delightful account in any European language 
of what Hasidism means from within. Langer' s brother 
contributes a Foreword in which he describes with equal charm 
how the author, a Prague youth from a fairly assimilated 
family, became a convert to Belz. The translator's name is 
appropriately Stephen Jolly!) 

To return to our paperbacks, Happold's book is in two 
parts, a study of the meaning and significance of mysticism and 
an anthology of mystical texts. The latter are mainly from 
Christian authors, and Happold has altogether an avowed 
Christian approach. Writing of the absence of any examples of 
Jewish mysticism from the anthology, he admits: 'Of the rich 
vein of Jewish mysticism I felt I knew too little.' In a footnote he 
remarks that there are 'some interesting examples' in Victor 
Gollancz' s Year of Grace. 

During the early days of the religion-versus-science 
controversy in the last century, some religious apologists 
sought to resolve the conflict by claiming that science still left 
unexplained many areas of knowledge regarding the physical 
universe, which it was the function of religion to explain. If, for 
instance, geology was to be preferred to Genesis for the account 
of the age of the earth, Genesis should and must still be invoked 
to explain the emergence of animal life. But as science 
advanced, religion was obliged to retreat to progressively more 
limited areas with the haunting fear that soon these, too, would 
be covered adequately by the hated rival, and what would then 
become of religion? 

Because of this few theologians nowadays are prepared 
to invoke the 'God of the gaps' in defence of their religious 
position. In the realm of the material universe there is no 
alternative but to permit science to reign supreme. Scientific 
method is the only valid method available for discovering the 
nature of the physical world. But, as Happold remarks, it would 



be thoroughly unscientific to deny that there are other methods 
for the perception of an order of reality that is not physical or to 
deny that there is any such order. The testimony of the great 
mystics is that the phenomenal world of matter and individual 
consciousness is only a partial reality. There is a Divine Ground 
in which all partial realities have their being, and it is possible 
for man to have knowledge of this Ground by direct intuition. 
Furthermore, man possesses an organ or faculty which is 
capable of discerning spiritual truth and by means of which he 
can eventually become in some way united with this Ground. 

The conventional view is that the last statement of the 
previous paragraph would have to be qualified so far as Jewish 
mysticism is concerned. The human soul can be 'nearer' to God 
but never one with Him. See, however, my article: 'The 
Doctrine of the "Divine Spark" in Man in Jewish Sources' (Leon 
Roth Memorial Volume, Studies in Rationalism, ]udaism and 
Universalism, edited by Raphael Loewe, Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, London, 1966) that some Jewish mystics spoke in accents 
similar to the more usual mystical tendencies outside Israel. 
Since I am guilty of the solecism of referring to work of my own 
in this survey, one might as well go the whole hog and refer 
also to Seeker of Unity (Vallentine Mitchell, London, 1966; Basic 
Books, New York, 1967), a study of the Chabad thinker R. 

Aaron of Starosselje (1766-1828), who is particularly concerned 
with this theme of the unification of the world and the 
individual soul with God. 

An interesting small book, covering both Jewish and 
Christian mysticism, is David Baumgardt's Great Western 
Mystics - Their Lasting Significance (Columbia University 
Press, New York, 1961). The book was originally presented as 
three lectures given at Columbia University and is more or less 
popular in presentation, but learned notes have been added 
which display extremely wide reading in this field. The Jewish 
teachings, however, seem to have been derived entirely from 
secondary sources: Scholem, Ernest Muller, the English 
translation of the Zohar, and so forth. 
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Baumgardt is particularly good on the nature of 
mysticism: 'While upholding the full authority of science, 
mysticism rightly demands that man ponder over an entirely 
non-literal meaning of the mystery of life, an interpretation of 
the mysterious moral meaning of our lives, as free from cheap 
sentimentalism as is all great poetry.' Without such mystical 
reflections our lives would be unbearably barren. We would be 
suffocated by meaningless factualism. Indeed, man cannot 
banish mystical awareness without delivering himself to the 
ugliest and most degrading of all illusions- 'the delusion of 
being able to live intellectually by tangible facts and rationalism 
alone.' He is, however, unduly severe on what he dubs' a 
haughty and quite untenable dictum of modem positivism' -
'Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent'. There 
was something of the mystic in Wittgenstein, and the mystics 
themselves have generally seen much value in the way of 
silence and have admitted that theirs was but a halting attempt 
to render into human speech that which by its nature is 
ineffable. 

One of the most elegant writers on the history of 
mysticism in the West is the great medievalist, Professor David 
Knowles of Cambridge. Professor Knowles contributes a new 
introduction to Dom Cuthbert Butler's famous study of 
Augustine, Gregory and Bernard on contemplation and the 
contemplative life (Western Mysticism, 3rd edition with 
'Afterthoughts', Constable, London, 1967). Knowles rejects 
Butler's sharp distinction between the mysticism of 'light' of the 
three thinkers he considers (the 'Western Mysticism' of the title) 
and the later mysticism of 'darkness' of Eckhart, Ruysbroeck 
and St. John of the Cross. The 'darkness' mystics, claims Butler, 
were influenced by the ideas of pseudo-Dionysius, the Christian 
neo-Platonist of the sixth century, who stressed the 
transcendence of God, so that the via negativa is pushed to its 
extreme limits. This thesis is unacceptable, argues Knowles, 
since both pseudo-Dionysius and Augustine were profoundly 
influenced by Plotinus, so that a neat distinction is untenable. 



(In the classical kabbalah the two types are blended frequently. 
Thus the Sefirot are called orot (lights) and yet Ein Sof is 
complete negation of any attribute. Among the later kabbalists 
the term orEin Sof (the light of Ein Sof) is often mentioned.) 

A recently published short book by Professor Knowles 
himself is What Is Mysticism? (Burnes and Oates, London, 
1957). The title is misleading and should have been What Is 
Catholic Mysticism?The author, a Catholic priest, is clearly 
bent on describing the attitude of his own Church to mystical 
religion. Chapter XIII is entitled 'Can the Full Mystical 
Experienced Be Found Outside the Christian Church?' Knowles 
tells us that in Christian tradition there are references to a 
higher form of grace in which the human powers of the soul are 
raised to a supernatural level (pp. 23-24). Basing itself on Isaiah 
11: 2-3, the Christian tradition has canonized the sevenfold 
division of this high grace: wisdom, understanding and 
knowledge; counsel, piety, fortitude and the fear of the Lord. It 
is noteworthy that the passage in Isaiah is, in both the Jewish 
and Christian traditions, messianic. Christianity, believing that 
the Messiah has come, naturally holds it possible for some men 
to obtain these 'gifts' in the here and now. The great Jewish 
thinkers of the Middle Ages taught that the full gifts of the 
spirit were reserved for the messianic age, even though, as 
Heschel has shown, men like Maimonides believed that the 
lower stages of prophecy could be attained even in their day, 
though this, too, owed much to the widely held belief in the 
twelfth century that the footsteps of the Messiah could be heard 
approaching. The festival prayer before the opening of the Ark 
in which the verse from Isaiah is quoted and the 'gifts' prayed 
for is almost certainly of Sabbatean origin. 

Knowles (pp. 57 ff.) observes further that in the Christian 
tradition the contemplative life was the goal and crown of the 
active life. 'Perhaps', he writes, 'the only real point of 
importance is to oppose firmly any suggestion that an entirely 
"active", non-mystical life of virtue may surpass in excellence 
the fullest mystical union.' The Jewish mystics were bothered 
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by the emphasis in Judaism on the active life, expressed in 
obedience to the halakhah, as superior to the life of 
contemplation. R. Aaron of Starosselje tries to solve the 
contradiction by seeing contemplative techniques as a means to 
an end, the end being practical observance. For R. Aaron the 
'active' life is insufficient in itself, because without the vitality 
provided by contemplation the soul is dead. But once the soul 
has been quietened through contemplation its aim should be to 
use the fruits in action. The living soul must be nourished by 
the bread of Torah and mitzvot. Hence the paradox that the 
'world of action', the lowest of the worlds, is, as God's final aim, 
the most perfect fulfilment of His will. 

In a book like Knowles's there are constant reminders of 
the striking resemblances between Jewish and Christian 
mysticism. His excellent chapter on the 'dark night of the soul', 
for example, is reminiscent of the state described by the Jewish 
mystics as katnut demohin. But it is astonishing that in 
Knowles' s chapter on mysticism outside the Catholic Church, 
Buddhist and Muslim mysticism are treated with great respect, 
while there is not a breath of a hint that there is such a thing as 
Jewish mysticism. 

It has often been remarked that actual mystical 
testimonies are exceedingly rare among Jewish mystics, who 
seem to have had strong reservations about trying to give 
literary expression to their more intimate experiences. The 
kabbalah is much more a matter of theosophical speculation 
than accounts of mystical states. It was quite possible for a 
student to master this subject, as he would any other, without 
becoming personally involved. There are, it is h·ue, opposite 
tendencies, particularly in hasidic thought. By far the best 
treatment of the hasidic philosophy is to be found in the 
splendid article by Professor I. Tishbi and Dr. J. Dan, 'Hasidut', 
in the new Hebrew Encyclopedia, vol. 17, pp. 770-882 
(published in a special offprint, Jerusalem, 1966). Here it is 
noted that there are varying attitudes towards kabbalistic 
studies among the hasidic masters. Some of the early zaddikim 



demanded of their disciples a close familiarity with the Zohar 
and the other kabbalistic texts, while others looked upon these 
as no more than aids to the mystical life, whose raptures could 
be attained also in other ways. Thus, for example, R. Meshullam 
of Zbabarazh quotes the following in the name of R. Menahem 
Mendel of Primishlan: 

'A secret (nistar- the name for the mystical teaching) is 
something one is unable to impart to others; the taste of food, 
for example, which cannot be conveyed to one who has never 
tasted this particular food. So it is with regard to the love and 
fear of God. It is impossible to explain to another the meaning 
of the heart's love for God, and this is what is meant by the 
secret things (nistar). But how can the kabbalah be called the 
secret things? Whoever wishes to study kabbalah has only to 
open the books. If he is unable to understand the books he is an 
ignoramus, and for such a person the Talmud and the Codes 
are also secret things. But the concept of the secret things in the 
whole of the Zohar and the writings of the Ari is built entirely 
on attachment to the Creator.' (Yosiler Divrei Emet, Munkacs, 
1905, I, 22; cf. J. G. Weiss, 'The Kavvanoth of Prayer in Early 
Hasidism', in journal of Jewish Studies, vol. IX, 3 and 4,1958, n. 
74, pp. 186-187). 

This pinpoints the particular problem with which the 
Jewish theologian, interested in the mystical approach to 
religion, is faced. In all probability his interest is in the 
experiential side of mysticism, in the possibility it holds out of 
keener spiritual insight and depth, in the personalistic and 
individualistic aspects of the subject. But as a result of their 
extreme reticence on this side of the subject, the kabbalists fail 
him, leaving him with the theosophical doctrines, interesting in 
themselves to be sure and important for any serious 
investigation into the history of Jewish thought, but hardly 
acceptable or even helpful as they stand. Few today would be 
prepared to accept the kabbalah, with its notions of a female 
element in the Godhead and the like, as revealed truth. 
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A number of courses are open to the modern Jewish 
theologian. An attempt can be made to demythologize the 
kabbalistic concepts - much can be made of the basic kabbalistic 
insight that at the heart of God's self-revelation is the mystery 
of how deus absconditus becomes deus revelatus. There is, too, 
the question of mood. Kabbalistic thought, for all its occasional 
crudities, is permeated with the glow of powerful religious 
feeling in which every act of man assumes cosmic significance. 
Again, hasidic literature can provide us with a good deal of 
more direct mystical testimony. But when all has been said and 
done the problem remains of how to gain the valuable insights 
there undoubtedly are in the kabbalah while rejecting many of 
its basic assumptions. How does one, in the words of the 
Rabbis, preserve the wine while breaking the jar? A Jewish 
Rufus Jones or Evelyn Underhill would not come amiss on 
today's religious scene. 

The subject of mysticism cannot be discussed nowadays 
without considering the possibility that states similar to, or 
even identical with, that of the great mystics can be attained by 
such artificial means as the taking of drugs such as LSD. Aldous 
Huxley believed that the mystical states he described in The 
Perennial Philosophy (Chatto and Wind us, 1946) could also be 
attained through mescalin (Tl1e Doors of Perception and 
Heaven and Hell, Penguin Books, London, 1959). The more 
recent researches of Abraham Maslow have pursued the same 
line, and Marghanita Laski has written an acute survey of the 
whole question of natural mysticism (Ecstasy, The Cresset 
Press, London, 1961}. 

I think it was Arthur Koestler who said that the mystic 
and the drug-taker both reach the same peak, but one climbs 
there laboriously by foot while the other uses the cable-car. If 
this were really so the Puritan might retort that short-cuts to 
sainthood were not for him, while those out for kicks of the 
more intense kind might argue that, provided one reaches the 
peak, the way of ascent matters little. But is it, in fact, the same 
peak that is reached? In a learned book (Mysticism, Sacred and 



Profane, Oxford, The Clarendon Press, 1957) Professor R. C. 
Zaehner argues that the very quality of the experience of the 
mystic who sees God is different from the nature-mystic's 
experience. Zaehner's thesis is that it is incorrect to consider, as 
some scholars have done, all mystical experiences as being of 
the same order. It would follow, says Zaehner, from those who 
do accept the identification that not only can 'mystical' 
experience be obtained artificially by taking of drugs but it is 
also naturally present in the manic, since if one goes by the 
superficial descriptions the hallucination of the lunatic is 'one 
and the same' as the vision of God by the mystical saint. Some 
would no doubt be prepared to say precisely this, but if one 
does believe in God and the possibility of rare souls having a 
vision of Him even in this life it is hard to accept the facile 
identification of the two states. 

In this connection the acute analysis of mystical states by 
Dov Baer of Lubavitch, the second leader of Chabad Hasidism, 
is directly relevant (Kuntres Hahitpa'alut, Warsaw, 1868, under 
the title, Likkutei Biurim, with a commentary by Hillel of 
Poritch; see my translation, Vallentine Mitchell, London, 1963). 
After first distinguishing between authentic and sham ecstasy 
(in the latter case a person is sufficiently disengaged to be able 
to watch himself enjoying his raptures), Dov Baer makes a 
further distinction between 'divine ecstasy' (hitpa'alut 
ha'elohut) and 'ecstasy of the fleshly life' (hitpa'alut hayei 
basar). Divine ecstasy is an authentic experience of God in 
which the divine spark in man leaps in rapture to meet its 
Source. It is purely spiritual, the meeting of like and like, 
whereas the other sort, even when authentic, is semi-physical, 
owing much - though, of course, Dov Baer does not put it quite 
in these terms - to the metabolism of the body. 

Dov Baer is not quoted here to clinch the argument. After 
all, one can disagree with Dov Baer' s analysis, even though by 
all accounts he was a genuine theistic mystic who knew what 
he was talking about. But from Dov Baer' s remarks on the 
subject one can see that, while the hasidim were certainly not 
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averse to using artificial stimulants (the dance, music, and even 
alcohol) to assist in the attainment of ecstasy, they believed that 
ultimately the really authentic kind was the fruit of deep 
contemplation and severe moral effort and that there are no 
short-cuts. Their views on the subject are supported by the kind 
of testimony from the Christian and Muslim mystics quoted by 
Zaehner and others. 





HASIDISM 

JUDAISM, SUMMER 1969 

The Hasidic movement is vibrant and highly visible 
today. That wasn't always the case, particularly in 
post war communities such as that in the UK. This 
article was written when Hasidic communities, whose 
numbers were only now beginning to recover from 
the Shoah, began to have an impact once again on 
mainstream Jewish life. This article reviews some of 
the literature by Hasidic masters, and about 
Hasidism. 

The hasidic movement continues to attract attention. The 
spate of writings on it is unabated. The Kehot Publication 
Society of New York is currently engaged in publishing an 
English translation, in separate parts, of the Tanya of R. Schneor 
Zalman of Liadi, the Alter Rebbe. The best of these is Part 
Four- Igeret Hakodesh- containing the letters written by the 
great master over a period of years. The translation by Jacob 
Immanuel Schochet (1968) is accompanied by an introduction, 
printed separately (1968), by the same author. Despite an 
uncritical attitude towards the material, erratic transliteration of 
the Hebrew, and the by now usual infelicities of 'G-d' and 'L

rd' for the Deity, the two works are competently done and can 
serve as useful introductions to this type of hasidic literature 
with its involved kabbalistic terminology. With Rabbi 
Schochet' s aid even passages such as the following become 
rather more intelligible: 'Now the kelim of the ten Sefirot of 
Beriah, Yetzirah and Assiyah, and also the oroth (nefesh, ruach) 
are the first stage and the beginning of created substantiality 
(yesh). They are created from the category of the neshamah of 
the ten Sefirot of Beriah, Yetzirah and Assiyah, which is 
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Divinity. And these are the thirty kelim of malchuth of 
Atziluth' 

The letters themselves are an important source of 
information about the Ha bad movement in Hasidism and 
provide insights into R. Schneor Zalman's noble character. For 
instance, he urges his followers to care for their needy brethren 
even though they themselves are far from affluent (pp. 153-7): 

'[The rule] "your life takes precedence" applies only in 
the case of" one who has a pitcher of water" etc., that is, when 
the same thing is equally essential to both to drink in order to 
restore their soul from thirst. But when the poor needs bread for 
the mouths of babes, and wood and clothes against the cold, 
and the like, then all these take precedence to any pompous 
garments and family feasts, meat and fish, and all the delicacies 
of man and the members of his household. The rule "your life 
takes precedence" does not apply in such a case, because all 
these are not essential to life, as are [the needs] of the poor.' 

On his release from St. Petersburg the rabbi pleads with 
the Hasidim not to gloat over the discomfiture of their 
opponents (pp. 17-21). They are to practise restraint and not to 
speak disparagingly of the Mitnagdim. If they behave in this 
way it is possible that the Mitnagdim will in turn become more 
friendly, because men's hearts in relation to one another are as 
the reflection of the face in a pool of water: a frown produces a 
frown in the reflection, but a smile a smile (based on Prov. 27: 
19). 

The first 'life' of R. Schneor Zalman in English is that of 
Nissan Mindel: Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi (Kehot 
Publication Society, 1969; why the same publishing house 
should put its name in quotes-'Kehot' -in the Schochet 
volumes and without quotes in this is more mysterious than 
some of the kabbalistic doctrines discussed in the books). 
Although the book has the scientific apparatus of notes, index, 
facsimiles of letters, and even an occasional quote from modern 



students of Hasidism, such as Dubnow and Scholem, it is 
basically no more than saintly biography at its worst. The hero's 
actions are not only invariably right but frequently have cosmic 
significance. His soul, unlike the vast majority of souls which 
are reincarnations, was, we are told, a new (this word is 
italicized) and unblemished soul which had never yet been on 
earth. R. Schneor Zalman is too towering a figure to deserve 
this kind of pious adulation. 

A more convincing work of hasidic biography is The 
Faith of a Hasidby Max A. Lipschitz Gonathan David, New 
York, 1967). This is chiefly an account of the lives of the Rym 
and the Sefat Emet, the Gerermasters, together with some 
information about the Gererdynasty in general. The author 
incorrectly states (p. 12), as many writers on Hasidism have 
done before him, that, while there were many ba'alei shem, 
there was only one Ba'al Shem Tov, 'for he was of good and 
godly repute', as if the meaning is 'good master of the name'. 
The fact is, as Scholem has demonstrated, that Ba' al Shem Tov 
was the name given to all the ba'alei shem, and it means 'master 
of the good name', i.e. one who has the power to use the divine 
name for the purposes of white magic. The book contains some 
interesting illustrations, though not to everyone's taste, by Jane 
Steinspyder and Regi Yanich. 

A book on Hasidism of an entirely different kind is 
Legends of the Hasidim, by Jerome R. Mintz (University of 
Chicago Press, 1968). The subtitle is An Introduction to Hasidic 
Culture and Oral Tradition in the New World. The author, 
associate professor in the Folklore Institute, Indiana University, 
has a novel approach, based on that established by Franz Boas, 
in which man is studied through his myths and tales. The major 
part of the book consists of tales told to Mintz by the Hasidim 
in and around New York in Yiddish or English and which were 
recorded verbatim on the spot. In the other section the beliefs of 
the Hasidim as they are reflected in the tales are systematized 
and studied. The work is enlivened by a number of charming 
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photographs taken by the author. A central theme is the 
difficulties in preserving the hasidic way of life in the United 
States and the manner in which the different groups try to cope 
with the situation. In this connection it might have been 
mentioned in the section on New Square that each of the streets 
in this hasidic urban village is named after one of the presidents 
of the United States. 

Mintz observes that many of the American-bom Hasidim 
have a distinctly New World cast to their thinking. One of these 
told him: 'First of all, I don't like to be looked upon by my 
neighbour what I'm doing. It's an automatic thing that you are 
one big family, and everybody does the same. And I'm an 
individualist. I mean I can't just go along exactly with the 
group. I like to be independent. I want to do this, I want to do 
that. I don't want to do this. I want to daven when I want to 
daven. I want to send my children to which yeshiveh I like. I 
mean I want to be independent even though maybe if I have a 
choice I would send them to that yeshiveh.' 

It was to be expected that the Scholem Festschrift (Studies 
in Mysticism and Religion Presented to Gershom G. Scholem, 
Jerusalem, 1967) would include studies of Hasidism. In fact, 
however, there are only two articles on the subject. In the 
English section, R. Schatz writes on 'Contemplative Prayer in 
Hasidism'. The title is slightly misleading, since the essay is 
limited to a consideration of the doctrines of the Magid of 
Meseritch, and nothing is said, for instance, of contemplative 
prayer in Ha bad, where it occupies a very prominent place. In 
the Hebrew section, J. G. Weiss ('R. Nahman of Bratzlav on the 
Controversy Concerning Himself') gives an acute psychological 
interpretation of a strange dream of R. Nahman, in which the 
saint saw himself rejected by all his followers and even by the 
members of his own family for some nameless sin he had 
committed. Weiss develops a theory, on which he has 
previously written, that R. Nahman's was a turbulent soul for 
whom, as for his near contemporary Kierkegaard, faith was no 



matter of serene acceptance but of intense struggle with doubt 
and uncertainty. His nightmare gave expression to his own 
deep misgivings. Weiss pursues further the same theme in his 
article on the first edition of Likutei Maharan (Kiryat Sefer, vol. 
41, Jerusalem, 1966, pp. 557-63). Evidence is adduced to show 
that R. Nahman exercised a degree of censorship of his material 
so as to exclude some of his bolder flights of fancy before 
publication. 

How far Martin Buber' s understanding of Hasidism is 
correct has been an issue ever since Scholem took up the 
cudgels against Buber in his Commentary article, 'Martin 
Buber's Hasidism: A Critique' (vol. 32,1961, pp. 305-16). The 
basic question debated is whether Buber's interpretation of 
Hasidism as the discovery of God in the 'concrete' (whatever 
the value of the idea for 20th-century religious thought) is really 
what the hasidic masters were saying. In The Philosophy of 
Martin Buber (ed. by Paul Arthur Schilpp and Maurice 
Friedman, The Library of Living Philosophers, vol. XII, La Salle, 
Illinois, 1967), Rivkah Schatz-Uffenheimer ('Man's Relation to 
God and World in Buber's Rendering of the Hasidic Teaching', 
pp. 403-34-presumably this writer is the R. Schatz of the 
Scholem book) offers a further critique of Buber' s views, to 
which Buber replied (pp. 731-41) just before his death. Buber 
admits that he has been selective in his use of the hasidic 
material but denies that he has been arbitrary or subjective. He 
claims that he has not made use of a filter but became himself a 
filter. Buber also endeavours to show that Hasidism does not 
teach the annihilation of the concrete, but one feels that his 
critics are nearer to the proper understanding of Hasidism in its 
historical development. 

Undoubtedly the most provocative article that has 
appeared on Hasidism for many a long year is that by Yaffa 
Eliach in the latest issue of the Proceedings of tl1e American 
Academy for Jewish Research (volume 36,1968, pp. 57-83). The 
title explains itself: 'The Russian Dissenting Sects and Their 
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Influence on Israel Baal Shem Tov'. The essay has already 
become a bone of contention. Some scholars cannot speak too 
highly in its praise, while others either dismiss it 
contemptuously or repudiate it with vehemence. There is so 
much confusion between fact and legend regarding the life of 
the Besht that E. Deinard long ago advanced the preposterous 
theory that he never existed! What happened to the Besht 
before he 'revealed' himself? What are the sources of his 
teaching? Who was the mysterious R. Adam who was alleged 
to be the teacher of the Besht? (The name Adam was not used 
by Jews.) Scholem (Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism, 3rd edn. 
1955, pp. 330-57) detects a strong Shabatian influence. Yaffa 
Eliach advances the following astonishing suggestions: Russian 
dissenting sects such as the Ki11ysty are known to have lived in 
the part of the world in which Hasidism was born, and these 
are the source of the Besht' s teachings. The secret writings the 
Besht possessed were none other than the writings of these 
sectarians. R. Adam is to be identified with the unconventional 
writer and thinker Adam Zernikov, who was born in 
Koenigsberg in 1652 and eventually settled in Russia, where he 
met R. Eliezer, the father of the Besht, to whom he entrusted 
some of his writings! 

For this thesis to be really convincing it is necessary to 
show strong resemblances between the ideas propagated by the 
Russian dissenters and those found in early Hasidism, but this 
the author does not do at all (though in a footnote she promises 
to do so in a forthcoming work, to the appearance of which we 
look forward eagerly). However, she does point to a number of 
remarkable parallels between the practices of the sects and 
those of Hasidism. In the charges against the new movement 
mentioned in the communications at Ostraha and Vilna, it was 
said that the Hasidim dress in white and that they yell 
improper foreign sounds during the Amidah. The Khlysty sect 
used to don long white shirts for their religious services as did 
the Duklwbours. The Khlysty used to stamp, skip, leap and 
shriek during their prayers and speak with tongues under the 



influence of the spirit. The hasidic dance forms resemble very 
closely the descriptions we have of the mystic dance of the 
Khlysty, the 'Radenie'. The Khlysty believed that their leaders 
were 'Christs' who could see the future, predicting what the 
weather would be, whether crops would fail or whether there 
would be a bumper harvest, what the take of fish in the rivers 
would be, and when there would be persecution by the 
government. Members of the sect would confess their sins to 
them, and they could detect sinners. There were dynasties of 
these 'Christs'. All this strongly resembles the institution of 
zaddikism in Hasidism, an institution which is nowhere found 
in traditional Judaism and was treated as un-Jewish by the 
rabbis who opposed Hasidism in the eighteenth century. The 
Khlystymen and their 'Christs' lived apart from their wives 
and believed that it was possible for a virgin to conceive and 
give birth. Yaffa Eliach quotes in this connection the notorious 
passage in the Shivhei Habesht 'The Besht answered in 
surprise: "I need a wife?! For fourteen years I remained apart 
[from my wife] while in bed, and Hershele, my son, was born 
by the word."' 

Finally Yaffa Eliach refers to the famous pipe (lulke) the 
Besht used to smoke and suspects that it contained something 
more potent than tobacco. When smoking his lulke the Besht is 
said to have experienced joy and to have seen visions. On the 
Sabbath, when he could not smoke his pipe, he is said to have 
been seen with his eyes bulging, his face aflame, and his whole 
body shaking violently. Hasidim and their admirers will 
consider this to be the most unkindly cut of all, although the 
author is at pains to protest that her views do not really affect 
the acknowledgement of the greatness of the Besht. 'It must be 
noted that the greatness of the Besht should not be confused 
with the sources of his movement. He gave to Judaism- at a 
time when it so desperately needed it-a method of 
revitalization. Regardless of his sources and origins, he made a 
significant and valuable contribution to Judaism.' 
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After reading the Eliach paper, I discovered that there is 
an article on the Khlystyin Hasting's Encyclopedia of Religion 
and Ethics ('Men of God', vol. 8, pp. 544-46). Here it is stated 
that they looked upon sexual intercourse as wicked and called 
children 'little sins'. Can this be the source of a marked hasidic 
aversion to sex? This can certainly be noticed, for example, in 
the writings of R. Elimelech of Lizensk. Kamelhaar, in his work 
on Hasidism, notes in the introduction that even as late as his 
day Hasidim whose wives had just given birth were ashamed 
to come to the beit hamidrash and used to compare the mitzvah 
to be fruitful and multiply to the unpleasant duty of cleaning 
out the king's latrines (sic). 

Yaffa Eliach does not mention it, but the early hasidic 
sources refer to Ahijah of Shiloh as another teacher of the Besht. 
Horodetsky, in the introduction to his edition of the Shivhei 
Habesht(Tel Aviv, 1960, p. 13), suggests that this was invented 
in reply to the Mitnagdim, who declared that the Besht was no 
scholar because he had no teacher. But why particularly Ahijah 

of Shiloh? Louis Ginzberg Uewish Encyclopedia, vol. 2, p. 386) 
suggests that the Besht himself invented Ahijah as his teacher, 
since Ahijah was the prophet who, at God's bidding, undertook 
to bring about the breach between Judah and Israel, and this 
was because the Besht was fully aware of the opposition 
between himself and Rabbinical Judaism. But it is surely 
unlikely that the Besht would have laid the infant movement 
open to the taunt that it was doing the work of Jeroboam. Now, 
in the above-mentioned article in ERE, reference is made to the 
Khlysty's belief in the seven 'Christs' named by the legend 
which describes the origins of the Men of God. In the rabbinic 
legend Ahijah is one of the seven long-lived saints whose 
successive lives extend over the whole history of mankind, and 
Ahijah is the last but one of these, the last being Elijah, who is 
the herald of the Messiah (see the sources quoted in JE, vol. 1, p. 
286). Is there a connection here, or is this too far-fetched? 



It is perhaps odd that Yaffa Eliach makes no mention of 
the hasidic practice of snatching shirayim from the plate of the 
Rebbe. A Russian scholar of my acquaintance informs me that a 
similar institution is found among the adherents of certain 
Russian mystical sects. This requires further investigation, as, 
indeed, does the whole Eliach thesis. 

So much for Hasidism as a fascinating subject for study. 
Is it something more? Has it anything to say to those who are 
not Hasidim, particularly those of a liberal cast of mind? In a 
paper originally presented to the Central Conference of 
American Rabbis and now reprinted in a collection of essays, 
Emil Fackenheim gives an affirmative answer ('Two Types of 
Reform: Reflections Occasioned by Hasidism', in Quest for Past 
and Future, Indiana University Press, 1968, pp. 169-87). 
Fackenheim sees Hasidism as a reform movement with the 
power to speak to modem man and as an antidote to religious 
naturalism. For him Hasidism is a passionate attempt to reopen, 
in the here and now, communication between God and Israel. 

'When viewed in this light, it confronts the liberal Jew of 
today with a direct challenge. For while much in Hasidism may 
be time-bound, alien to us and even odd in itself, its essential 
aim makes as strong a claim today as it did when Judaism was 
born. This aim is the search for the God of the here and now
the God of Israel.' 

Fackenheim relies too much on Buber's idea of Hasidism 
as meeting God in the 'here and now'. He is on Buber' s side 
against Scholem. He describes the hasidic metaphysic as 'not 
pantheism of the Eastern kind, which dissolves the here and 
now in Infinity'. This is dubious, to say the least. Hasidic 
pantheism (better, panentheism) does have the strongest 
resemblances to Eastern mysticism (though it is true, of course, 
that it is monotheistic, not monistic). It is hard to reconcile the 
Buber-Fackenheim view with the constant reiteration in hasidic 
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thought of the idea of bitul hayesh, which does mean the 
annihilation of the concrete and cannot mean anything else. 

For all that, Fackenheim' s ideas on 'storming the 
Heavens' in Hasidism and its relevance for the modem Jew 
repay careful study. He finds it impossible for such a Jew to 
have the sense of religious immediacy the Hasid has. On the 
other hand, though God is remote, the human here and now 
continues to make its religious demand. 'Those who walk on 
the ridge, open to the future, will find strength in the hasidic 
example. But they will not attempt to imitate it. For they will 
walk as the Hasidism (sic) walked- not in a world of others but 
in their own.' 



TOBACCO AND THE HASIDIM 

POLIN 11 (1998): 25-30. 

Symbolic and mystical acts are of great significance in 
Hasidism. Early hasidic literature contains many 
references to smoking. The question then is, was 
there any special significance to the smoking habits 
of the early Hasidim? In this article Rabbi Dr Louis 
]acobs reviews the sources and offers his conclusions. 

References in literature to the use of tobacco by hasidic 
Jews are numeroust. Although there is little direct evidence to 
indicate how widespread it was, the references suggest it was 
fairly extensive. Let us examine some of these. In his 
autobiography Solomon Maimon (d. 1800) describes a youthful 
visit to the court of Dov Ber of Mezhirech, the founder of the 
hasidic movement. Maimon remarks: 

'Some simple men of this sect, who saunter about idly the 
entire day, pipe in mouth, when asked what they were thinking 
about, replied, "We are thinking about God".'2 

t On the halakhic problems connected with smoking, see I. Z. Kahana, 
'Hatabak besifrut hahalakhah~ in his Mehkarim besifrut hahalakhah 
Oerusalem, 1973). The earliest discussion of these questions is found in 
the works of the Turkish rabbi Hayim Benveniste (1603-73), and 
Mordecai Halevy (d. 1684), who was dayan and a halakhic authority in 
Cairo for more than forty years. They discuss the issue as part of their 
treatment of the Turkish narghile, or hookah, in which the smoke 
passes through water, hence the expression (later used for smoking a 
pipe and taking snuff) 'drinking titon' (the Turkish (and Polish) name 
for tobacco). 
2See Gershon David Hundert (ed.), Essential Papers on Hasidism: 
Origins to the Present (New York, 1991), which contains an Eng. trans. 
of Maimon's account, pp. 11-24. The reference to the pipe-smoker is on 
p.17. 
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There is no reason to doubt the accuracy of Maimon's 
report, which is substantiated by other early sources. For 
example, Shivhei Habesht,3 the legendary biography of the 
Baal Shem Tov, refers to the famous Julke4 which the founder 
of the hasidic movement used to smoke. While recent 
scholarshipS tends to treat this work with less scepticism than 
did earlier scholars, even if all references to the Baal Shem Tov 
smoking tobacco6 are fabrications, it is true that hasidim were 
known to smoke, for their early opponents, the mitnagedim, 
repeatedly castigated them for wasting time on smoking, which 
the hasidim believed prepared them for prayer. 

One characteristic example in an anti-hasidic polemic is 
the statement in Zemir aritzim veharvot terurim (published in 
Alexnitz near Brody in 1772). This work criticizes the hasidim 
for delaying their prayers in the morning so that they can 'place 
incense in their nostrils'7. In a letter written from Vilna in 1772, 

3 • On this discussion, see the less than adequate Eng. trans. of the 
Shivhei Habeshtin In Praise of the Baal Shem, trans. Dan Ben-Amos 
and Jerome R. Mintz (Bloomington, Ind., 1970). 
4 • Ibid. where the Persian word is transliterated incorrectly as Jolkeh. 
On p. xxvi, puzzled by the reference to 'one Julke in the story related 
on p. 105 (no. 80), Mintz interprets Julke to mean 'a hand-rolled 
cigarette'. The Julkeis really a pipe with a long stem-a churchwarden's 
pipe-and 'one Julke simply stands for a single pipeful or a single turn 
at the pipe. See ibid., index, s.v.Jolkeh for a list of all references to the 
pipe of the Besht and others. 
5 Murray J. Rosman, 'Miedzyboz and Rabbi Israel Baal Shem Tov', in 
Hundert (ed.), Essential Papers on Hasidism. 
6 Y affa Eliach, 'The Russian Dissenting Sects and their Influence on 
Israel Baal Shem, Founder of Hasidism', Proceedings of the American 
Academy for Jewish Research, 36 (1968), 57-88, suggests that the Baal 
Shem Tov's Julke was a kind of tube filled with a far less innocent 
substance than tobacco (pp. 80-1). There is no foundation for implying 
that the Baal Shem Tov took drugs. 
7 Mordecai Wilensky, Hasidim umitnagedim Oerusalem, 1970), i. 54. In 
the first letter quoted in J oseph Perl's Megaleh temirin (Vienna, 1819), 



the mitnagedim say of hasidim: 'They wait many hours before 
reciting their prayers ... and they spend all their days in the 
smoke which proceeds from their mouth.'8 In all these early 
sources smoking as an aid to prayer does not have any special 
hasidic significance: it is only a means to contemplation. This is 
probably also true for the hasidic tradition,9 which holds: 
'When the Baal Shem Tov wished to proceed to the upper 
worlds he would inhale tobacco and at each puff he would 
proceed from world to world.'lO 

There do not seem to be any references to tobacco in the 
classical hasidic works of doctrine, the hasidic Torah. Their 
absence from these sources may be because aids to 
contemplation (such as tobacco) were considered irrelevant to 
the ideal itself, although contemplation was clearly important in 
hasidic thought. Rabbi Phinehas of Koretz (Korzec) (1725-91), 

an associate of the Baal Shem Tov, reportedly observed: 

'With regard to imbibing tobacco, anything the body 
requires for it to be healthy is the same for all men. Therefore, 
since not everyone imbibes tobacco, it follows that it is not a 
permanent feature in creation, but only has healing powers for 

3a, an imaginary hasid tells how he handed the zaddik his lulke but 
did not have the merit to light it for him. 
s Wilensky, Hasidim umitnagedim, i. 36-9. Cf. Wilensky's index, s.v. 
ishun bemikteret, and his note on hasidim and smoking on p. 39 n. 20. 
9. Simeon Ze'ev of Meyenchov, 'Doresh Tov~ in Sefarim hakedoshim 
mikol talmidei habesht hakadosh, i (Brooklyn, 1980), no. 17, p. 111. 
to On the ascent of the Baal Shem Tov's soul, see the letter at the end of 
Jacob Joseph of Polonoye, Ben porat yosef (Korzec, 1871). There is a 
translation of this in Louis Jacobs, Jewish Mystical Testimonies (New 
York, 1977), 148-55. There is, however, no mention that the ascent was 
achieved through smoking a pipe. On the ascent of soul, see Moshe 
Idel, Hasidism: Between Ecstasy and Magic (Albany, NY, 1995), 104-5. 
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some. It has no healing power, and can do harm, to the majority 
of men, since it dries up the [bodily] fluid.'ll 

Similarly, another reliable source records that Jacob lsaac 
Horowitz, the Seer of Lublin (1745-1825), used to take snuff 
during his prayers as an aid to concentration.12 It was not until 
the middle of the nineteenth century that various mystical and 
specifically hasidic ideas were imputed to smoking tobacco. 
While the mitnagedim state that hasidim 'place incense in their 
nostrils', the reference to this is no more than an extrapolation 
on the verse 'They shall put incense before Thee' (Deut. 33: 10). 
It is not itself conclusive evidence that early hasidim associated 
smoking with offering incense in the Temple.t3 In Sperling's 
Ta'amei haminhagim (a very late work),14 however, we find 
that the disciples of the Baal Shem Tov believe that 'the weed 
known as tobacco is considered by the zaddikim to be like 
incense'. Moreover, following from the mystical idea of 'raising 
the sparks' that had fallen to the realms of the demonic 
powers15 smoking was thought to be necessary to elevate the 
very subtle sparks that reside in tobacco. Unlike the sparks in 

11 M. Spiegel (ed.J, Tosefta lemidrash pinhas (Lvov, 1896), no. 167, p. 
16a. 
12 Samuel of Shinov (Sieniawa) (ed.), Ramatayim tsofim Oerusalem, 
1970), 51a n.13. 
13 That Jews have not used incense in the synagogue is probably 
intended to distinguish worship in the synagogue from worship in the 
Temple. Nevertheless, the later hasidic identification of smoking with 
incense suggests that some hasidim did see smoking as similar to the 
incense of the Temple. I knew a hasidic rabbi who would regularly 
smoke a Turkish cigarette before reciting the afternoon prayer, in 
which in hasidic practice the biblical and talmudic passages about 
incense are recited. 
14 Abraham Isaac Sperling (ed.), Ta'amei haminhagim umekorei 
hadinim Oerusalem, n.d.), 102. a. Aaron Wertheim, Halakhot 
vehalikhot behasidutOerusalem, 1960), 224-5. Wertheim, like Sperling, 
can produce only very few references to smoking among hasidim. 
ts On the Lurianic doctrine of the sacred sparks, see I. Tishby, Torat 
hara vehakelipah bekabalat ha'ari Oerusalem, 1965). 



food, which can be elevated when someone who is in a spirit of 
holiness eats the food16 tobacco sparks cannot rise that way. 
Those subtle sparks can only be rescued for the holy by 
smoking or taking snuff. 

A passage from the Talmud (Keritot6a) states that a 
minute quantity of 'smoke-raiser' (a herb that causes smoke 
from the incense to rise) was added to the incense in the 
Temple. This passage is interpreted to mean that smoking 
tobacco raises the very small holy sparks which cannot be 
raised any other way. Sperling also refers to the healing 
properties of tobacco, which he calls segulah, a quasi-magical 
method.J7 If a woman finds it difficult to give birth, she should 
be given a pinch of snuff and this will help ease the birth. 
Nevertheless, Sperling was unable to discover a single reference 
to tobacco in classical hasidic works. 

Rabbi Abraham Judah Schwartz (1827-83), a prominent 
non-hasidic Hungarian rabbi, was eventually won over to 
hasidism. In the biography written by Dov Beer Spitzer 
(Schwartz's grandson), IS we read: 

'My grandfather, of blessed memory, used to smoke 
tobacco (including cigars) to the extent that, occasionally, when 
he was engrossed in his studies and also when he taught his 
pupils in the beit midrash, it was as if he stood in the midst of a 
cloud so that it was impossible to come near to him. His son 
Naphtali Hakohen, of blessed memory, repeated in his name 

16 Louis Jacobs, 'Eating as an Act of Worship in Hasidic Thought', in 
Siegfried Stein and Raphael Loewe (eds.), Studies in Jewish Religious 
and Intellectual History Presented to Alexander Altmann (Tuscaloosa, 
Ala., 1979). 
17 Sperling (ed.), Ta'amei haminhagim, 581. 

18 Eliezer Ehrenreich (ed.), Toledot kol aryeh (2nd edn. Brooklyn, 1976), 
no. 36, pp. 27-8 
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that the zaddikim intend great tikunim19 and have the 
following in mind.20 The pipe is made of clay, which is a 

mineral. The wood stem represents the plant. The bone 
mouthpiece comes from an animal. The smoker is a speaking 
creature [medaber, a human being, and fourth among the 
categories of mineral, plant, animal, and human] and he 
elevates all the stages beneath him (mineral, plant, and animal) 
to the stage of the speaking creature. For the zaddikim never 
carry out any empty act, Heaven forbid, but have their hearts 
concentrated on Heaven.' 

It is also reported that Rabbi Henikh of Olesko (1800-84), 
son-in-law of Rabbi Shalom Roke'ah of Belz (1779-1855), would 
take his snuff-box in his hand and inhale the snuff on Friday 
nights when he recited 'Kegavna~ the kabbalistic prayer.21 He 
would sing certain tones as he inhaled, and if any people were 
present who were ill or possessed by a dybbuk, a wandering 
soul which enters the body of a human being as a refuge from 
the demons which pursue it, they would begin to dance and 
move while the rabbi inhaled the snuff22 . Those close to him 
realized that it was an especially propitious time. Further, Rabbi 
Eliezer Zevi of Komarno (d. 1898) was reported to have said 
that the letters of the word tabak have the same numerical value 
(112) as those of the word yabok, which stands for yihud, 
berakhah, kedushah ('unification', 'blessing', and 'holiness') and 
also ya'anenu beyom korenu ('He will answer us on the day we 
call').23 Thus, he believed that tobacco helped the zaddik to 
achieve union, bestow blessings on his followers, and raise 

19. As in kabbalistic thought generally, the doctrine of tikun, that 
human activities have a cosmic effect and can 'put right' the flaws on 
high, looms large in hasidism 
20 This is probably the meaning of the expression po'el bedimyono. 
21 Zvi Moskovitch, Otzar hasipurim, xiv Oerusalem, 1955), no. 6, pp. 
70-1. 

22. See Gershon Winkler, Dybbuk (New York, 1981), on the dybbuk 
and exorcism 
23 Moskovitch, Otzar hasipurim 



himself to greater heights of holiness, as well as predispose God 
to answer his prayers. 

Although the hasidic master Rabbi Solomon Shapira 
(1832-93) is reported to have smoked only at the close of Simhat 
Torah, on Purim, and on Shushan Purim,24 on those occasions 
he would smoke heavily. In his later years he was also reported 
to have smoked at the festive meal to celebrate the completion 
of a talmudic tractate and during Hanukah. At the celebratory 
meal following a circumcision he was also known to have 
smoked. Besides the reports of smoking on religious holy days, 
when Shapira was under severe stress he would smoke cigars 
in moderation to calm him and keep him from having a 
nervous breakdown. On the other hand, he was known to have 
smoked heavily when he travelled: on those occasions he never 
took a book with him to read and would seldom speak. As he 
smoked he appeared to be lost in contemplation. 

A hasid who knew that Shapira had smoked heavily in 
his youth once asked him why he gave up the habit when he 
grew older. The hasid added that since Rabbi Hayim 
Halberstam of Sanz (1793-1876) used to smoke very heavily, he 
wondered why Shapira did not follow his example.25 Shapira 
replied that Halberstam was reputed to have been 'one of the 
serafim' (Isaiah 6: 6); he was a seraf(fiery angel) and none could 
match him. But the real reason for giving up smoking, Shapira 
said, was that it wasted time; it was better to achieve union 

24 • Ibid. p. 32, nos. 8 and 9 
25 On Hayim Halberstam as a heavy smoker, see Yosef David Weisbert, 
Rabenu hakadosh mizantzOerusalem, 1976), 197,211, and Yosef David 
Weisbert, Otzar hahayim Oerusalem, 1978), 20. In Isaac Landau's 
account in Zikaron tov (Piotrkow, 1882), 16-17, no. 17, Isaac of Neskhiv 
was another hasidic rebbe who smoked in his youth but gave it up 
later. This account contains a puzzling statement that when Isaac did 
smoke in his youth he was advised not to use Turkish tobacco by Levi 
Isaac of Berdichev, possibly because of the association with the Turkish 
pretender Shabbatai Zvi. 
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through study of the Torah and follow its precepts, engaging in 
practices essential for bodily strength rather than in luxuries 
like smoking, which one can live without. 

There is a tendency among hasidic masters and hasidim 
generally to minimize the importance of smoking. In Rallamei 
11a'av,26 a short work that first appeared in Lvov in 1868, the 
author, Jacob Klein (d. 1890), states that young men should not 
smoke cigars because such a practice is only vanityP Klein also 
refers to the suggestion 'in the holy books of the disciples of the 
Baal Shem Tov' that tobacco is like incense, even though that 
motif cannot be found in the classical hasidic works. He adds 
that although Rabbi Shalom Roke'ah of Belz used to smoke as a 
young man, he gave it up when he noticed that a colleague in 
the beit midrasll spent a great deal of time cleaning his pipe, 
while he (Shalom) could study an entire page of Talmud in the 
time his colleague took to clean his pipe. Klein also reports that 
the hasidic master Rabbi Moses ben Zvi Teitelbaum of Ujhely 
(1759-1841) never smoked. 

Rabbi Israel of Ruzhin (1797-1850) was known to have 
been a heavy smoker.2B When Rabbi Moses ben Israel Polier of 
Kobrin visited the rebbe of Ruzhin on the eve of the Sabbath, he 
found him with a pipe in his hand in a smoke-filled room. 
Noticing his guest's surprise, the rebbe of Ruzhin told the 
following story. A pious Jew lost his way just as the Sabbath 
was about to begin. Seeing a house in front of him, he went 
inside. To his alarm he saw there a notorious bandit sitting at a 
table upon which there rested a frightening blunderbuss. The 
man thought: if I try to run away, the bandit will shoot me in 
the back, but if I stay here he will probably kill me. The only 

26 ijerusalem, 1977), no. 11, pp. 8b-9a, under ga'avah. 
27 Although the book was first published anonymously, it later became 
known that the author was Klein, a Hungarian rabbi with hasidic 
leanings, though not himself a follower of any particular zaddik. The 
passage is also quoted by Moskovitch, Otzar hasipurim, no. 7, p. 31. 
28 Reuben ben Zvi David (ed.), Keneset yisra'el (Warsaw, 1905), 16. 



way out seemed to be to seize the gun and fire at the bandit. If I 
succeed in killing him, he thought, well and good. But, even if I 
miss, the room will be filled with smoke and I will be able to 
escape in the confusion. Then the rebbe of Ruzhin laid his pipe 
aside and said: now it is the Sabbath. Thus, for the rebbe of 
Ruzhin the pipe was a smoke-screen against the blandishments 
of the yetzer hara (the evil inclination). Smoking is a diversion, 
a risky indulgence through which the zaddik can gain the 
upper hand over his enemy, the yetzer hara. 

The early hasidim undoubtedly used tobacco as an aid to 
concentration; their smoking was only unusual in the amount of 
time they allotted for it. Although tobacco was brought to 
Europe from the New World, where it had been used as part of 
the American Indian religious ceremonies,29 the hasidim (and 
Western smokers in general) did not use it in this sense. Rather, 
the early hasidim smoked tobacco as an aid to concentration. It 
was only much later that the incense motif and the idea of 
raising holy sparks were introduced. Zaddikim such as Hayim 
Halberstam of Sanz and Rabbi Israel of Ruzhin were heavy 
smokers, while others such as Rabbi Shalom Roke'ah of Belz 
and Rabbi Moses ben Zvi Teitelbaum either gave up smoking or 
had never smoked at all. 

Today, despite the acknowledged health dangers of 
smoking, there is no evidence that the hasidim have given up 
the habit, and it is too early to say if they will (a speculation 
equally valid for those who are not hasidim). In any event, 
smoking tobacco was always peripheral for the hasidim; in the 
hasidic literature it had no special significance. 

29 See Mircea Eliade ( ed. ), Encyclopedia of Religion (New York, 1987), 
s.v. 'smoking', vol. xiii, pp. 365-70, and 'tobacco', vol. xiv, pp. 544-6. 
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PSALM 137 AND ARTSCROLL 
The ArtScroll series of publications covers a vast 
range of Jewish texts, from Bible to Prayer Books to 
Rabbinic Texts. The publications are extremely 
popular because of their clear layout and extensive 
commentaries. But the authorial team do share a 
particular religious approach and there is often a 
feeling that their commentaries seek to exclude from 
consideration any view other than that of the authors. 
Scholars, rabbis and theologians have also taken issue 
with some of the commentaries, particularly when 
they perceive an attempt to present ideas, or points of 
view, as established facts. 

In this article which Rabbi Dr ]acobs had not yet 
published at the time of his passing, he reflects on 
some of the historical and theological difficulties 
raised by the ArtScroll commentary to Psal 137. 

Nahman Krochmal, pioneer of the historical school, uses, 
in the Introduction to his Moreh Nevukhey Ha-Zeman, the 
Midrashic interpretation of Psalm 137 to illustrate the basic 
difference between this ancient method of understanding the 
Biblical text and the modem understanding on historical lines. 
The Rabbis of the Midrash saw nothing strange in postulating 
that the whole of the book of Psalms, including this Psalm, was 
composed by King David; the saintly king, gifted with 
prophetic vision, foreseeing the destruction of the Temple and 
the request to the Levites, which they proudly refused, to sing 
the Lord's song, even though, in the days of David, the Temple 
had not yet been built. Nowadays, with a more developed 
historical sense, it seems far more plausible and inspiring to see 
the Psalm as the work of a contemporary of the tragic events 
when they actually happened. 

Krochmal' s view is now the norm among Biblical 
scholars and is shared by the majority of Orthodox Jews with 
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any sense of history. Yet in the well-known ArtScroll series, the 
following is said: "The Talmud (Gittin 57b) states: The Holy 
One, Blessed is He, endowed David with prophetic vision, and 
he foresaw the destruction of the First Temple: By the rivers of 
Babylon- there we sat and also wept, when we remembered 
Zion (v.l).He also foresaw the destruction of the Second 
Temple: Remember HASHEM, for the offspring of Edom, the 
day of Jerusalem- for those who say, 'Destroy! Destroy! to its 
very foundation' (v.7)". 

This kind of comment is false not only to the history of 
the Bible but also to the history of Rabbinic literature. By the 
time of this comment in the Talmud, the Biblical Edom, a 
country neighbouring on the land of Israel, had become 
identified with Rome, which allowed the Rabbis to see David as 
foreseeing not alone the destruction of the First Temple but also 
that of the Second, brought about by the Romans. No doubt the 
Rabbis believed both that David composed Psalm 137 and that 
the Romans were the true descendants of the ancient Edomites. 
But in all this the Rabbis were not operating as historians but as 
sages anxious to afford comfort to their people at a time when it 
seemed to many that Rome had finally vanquished Judea. 
Oddly enough, the ArtScroll comment to verse seven quotes lbn 
Ezra who argues that the Romans were not descendants of 
Edom at all and that the reference is to the ancient Edomites 
who urged on the Babylonians when they destroyed the First 
Temple. 

On verse 1: 'By the rivers of Babylon', the ArtScroll refers 
to the Midrash Pesikta Rabbati (28) where R. Johanan says that 
the Jewish people, accustomed to the pure water of their 
homeland, were now forced to drink the insanitary waters of 
the Euphrates from which many of them died. Here again, the 
ArtScroll fails to see the historical background toR. Johanan's 
saying. To anyone with an historical sense it is obvious that R. 
Johanan, a Palestinian, was reading homiletically into the 
Biblical text the superiority, even in matters of health, of the 
Holy Land over Babylonia, the land of the rival Babylonian 



Rabbis. There are numerous instances of the Rabbis applying 
the Biblical texts to conditions of their own day. R. Johanan's 
comment tells the historian nothing about what the Psalmist 
meant by 'the rivers of Babylonian' but everything about R. 

Johanan's views, in the third century CE, regarding the 
desirability for Jews not to leave the Holy Land to reside in the 
apparently more salubrious Babylonia. It is not so, declares R. 

Johanan, the Holy Land is superior not only with regard to the 
study of the Torah but also with regard to its health-giving 
properties. R. Johanan' s comment has its place in a study of 
third century Jewry. It has no place at all in a Commentary to 
the Bible. 

Is the ArtScroll a Commentary to the Bible? The ArtScroll 
to Psalms refers to that on Bereshit 1 in which the aim of the 
whole series is stated as follows: 'The commentary attempts to 
explain each verse with its varied meanings and nuances as 
they were understood by the Sages and commentators from the 
days of the Talmud and Midrash down to contemporary times. 
At all times the primary goal was to remove surface difficulties 
and thereby enable the reader to study a verse with the feeling 
that he understands it clearly.' No non-kosher commentators 
i.e., commentators with an historical approach are ever quoted 
in the whole series. This is the major fault of the ArtScroll that it 
confuses homiletical niceties with the plain meaning (peshat). 
This becomes quite clear from the following remarks in the 
same Preface: 'The commentary is an anthology in the sense 
that it draws upon scores of sources, but it is also original in its 
blend of material and its frequent presentation of the author's 
bracketed comments. 'There are seventy facets to Torah' and 
myriad wisdom in its every verse. The commentary offers a 
wide range of such diverse insights for all of them are like the 
many sparks flashing from the impact of hammer against rock -
the lightning flashes that are produced when great minds are 
honed against the words of the Torah (see Shabbos 88b)". There 
is not the slightest suggestion that these 'great minds' might 
have misunderstood the Biblical text. Even when they 
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contradict one another they are simply different sparks 
produced when the hammer makes its impact against the rock 
and there is 'myriad wisdom' in each verse. 

Without doubt there are beautiful and powerful insights 
into religious life in the ArtScroll to Psalms. To give but one 
example: Rabbi Yerucham Levovitz, the famous Musar teacher 
of the Mir Yeshivah, is quoted (Vol.l, p.361) as saying that the 
Psalmist's plea not to descend into Sheol, identified as 
Gehinnom, means that he wished to be spared a Hell on earth, 
since the flames of frustration, anguish, and melancholy which 
smoulder within the heart of the depressed man are the 
equivalent of the fires of Gehinnom. To be sure religious men 
have read the Psalms in this manner to inspire them to lead the 
good life. That is the great strength of this tremendous book. 
But, throughout, the ArtScroll implies that such ideas were 
really intended by David when he wrote the Psalms by means 
of the holy spirit. Such an approach abolishes history and, on 
the theological level, comes very close to predeterminism. If 
only the fervour and devotional spirit of ArtScroll could be 
wedded to the objectivity and historical sense of a Krochmal! To 
date this has not happened in Jewish Biblical exegesis. 
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Introduction 

Scope of the bibliography 
This bibliography is limited to published scholarly works. Within this scope it aims to be 

complete. Writings of a more popular nature like those for synagogue newsletters, 

newspapers (Jewish and general) and magazines have generally been excluded. 

The most important piece of popular writing thus left out was a regular column in the 

London based weekly Jewish Chronicle that was published from 1964-1985. The 

(anonymous) column was headed "Ask the Rabbi" and presented answers to questions on 

all matters Jewish that readers of that newspaper had raised in letters. Far more than a 

thousand of them have been written.' 

Most of the book reviews Louis Jacobs has written are short and not necessarily of a 

scholarly nature. I nevertheless considered them an important part of his writings. Firstly, 

because they can provide a good insight into his presence in the printed world. Secondly, 

because they show the subjects he concerned himself with at any given time. I have, 

therefore, decided to exclude only those reviews that were mere notes on the contents of a 

work.2 

Citation style, arrangement, cross-referencing, transliteration 
The citation style follows the recommendations of the MLA style guide.3 Only in a few 

minor matters I have taken the liberty of adapting the style to achieve a (in my view) 

clearer and more easily readable entry. 

The bibliography is divided into five sections. Within each of those the arrangement is 

first in chronological and then in alphabetical order. In the journal section the second 

1 The best and most popular of these columns have appeared in book fonn in 1999 under the very title Ask 
the Rabbi. The estimate is by Louis Jacobs', made in the preface of this work. The number is well feasible 
since usually more than one question had been addressed each week. 
2 This applies mainly to the following reviews: Jewish Law Annual, reviews no. 459, 587 (vol. 4); 778,807, 
825 (vol. 5); 1238, 1241 (vol. 7); 1337-1340, 1344-1359, 1395-1402 (vol. 9); 1691 (vol. 12). 
3 Achert, WailerS. & Joseph Gibaldi. The MU style manual. New York: Modern Language Association of 
America, 1985. 
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level of order is journal name and the third article title. 

I have provided cross-references for all relevant entries throughout. The only exception to 

this are the reviews. When a review of a book has appeared in more than one journal, a 

reference is made at the earlier dated entry but no second entry has been created. 

The transliteration of Hebrew titles follows the usage of the given periodicals. It is 

therefore not uniform. 

Abbreviations 

BSOAS: Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. 

HeyJ: Heythrop Journal: a Quarterly Review of Philosophy and Theology, Oxford. 

HUCA: Hebrew Union College Annual, Cincinnati, OH. 

JJS: Journal of Jewish Studies, Oxford. 

JJSO: Jewish Journal of Sociology, London. 

Manna [Cambridge]: Manna. Universtity Jewish Society, Cambridge. 

Manna [London]: Manna. Manor House Centre for Judaism, London. 

SIDIC: Service International de Documentation Judeo-Chretienne, Rome. 

Abbreviations in the text follow The MLA style manual by Waiter S. Achert & Joseph 

Gibaldi (New York: Modern Language Association of America, 1985), The Chicago 

manual of style (Chicago; London: University of Chicago Press, 2003) and The Oxford 

English Dictionary (Oxford: University Press, 1996). 

List of full titles of journals 

A.J.A. Quarterly. Anglo-Jewish Association, London. 

Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. 
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Concilium: Revista Internacional de Teologfa, Estella (Nevarra), Spain. 

Chayenu: Organ of Jewish Religious Labour, London. 

Commentary. American Jewish Committee, New York. 

Conservative Judaism. Rabbinical Assembly of America; Jewish Theological Seminary, 
New York. 

European Judaism, Oxford. 

Family of man, London. 

Gesher: Journal of Jewish Affairs (Hebrew). Institute of the World Jewish Congress, 
Jerusalem. 

Hebrew Union College Annual. Cincinnati, OH. 

Heythrop Journal: a Quarterly Review of Philosophy and Theology, Oxford. 

Jewish Journal of Sociology, London. 

The Jewish Monthly. Anglo-Jewish Association, London. 

Jewish Quarterly. London. 

Jewish Review: Organ of the Religious Jewry. Mizrachi Federation of Great Britain & 
Ireland, London. 

Jewish Spectator, New York. 

Journal of Jewish Studies, Oxford. 

Journal of Semitic Studies, Manchester. 

Journal of Sex Education: a Popular Journal for the Sex Enlightenment of Adults, 
London. 

Judaism. American Jewish Congress, New York. 

Judaism Today. Assembly ofMasorti Synagogues, London. 

Manna. Universtity Jewish Society, Cambridge. 

Manna. Manor House Centre for Judaism, London. 

Modern Judaism: a Journal of Jewish Ideas and Experience, Baltimore, MD. 

The Month: a Review of Christian Thought and World Affairs, London. 

The Melton Journal: Issues and Themes in Jewish Education. Jewish Theological 
Seminary, New York. 
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Polio: Studies in Polish Jewry, London; Portland, OR. 

Psychiatric Services: a Journal of the American Psychiatric Association, Arlington, V A. 

Religious Studies: an International Journal for the Study of Religion, Cambridge. 

Service International de Documentation Judeo-Chretienne, Rome. 

Sh'ma: a Journal of Jewish Responsibility, Port Washington, NY. 

The Tel Aviv Review. 

Twentieth Century, London. 

Ultimate Reality and Meaning: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Philosophy of 
Understanding, Scanton, PA. 

World Jewry: the Review of the World Jewish Congress, London. 
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A. BOOKS 

1955-1959 

Jewish prayer. London: Jewish Chronicle Publications, 1955. 

A guide to Yam Kippur. London: Jewish Chronicle Publications, 1957. [Repr. 1960, 1966, 
1969]. 

Danish transl. En vejledning til Jam Kippur. Copenhagen: Det Mosaiske 
Troessamfund, 1979. 

We have reason to believe: some aspects of Jewish theology examined in the light of 
modern thought. London: Vallentine, Mitchell, 1957. 

2"d ed. 1962; 3'd rev. ed. 1965; 4'h rev. ed. 1995; 51h expanded ed. 2004 with new 
retrospect by L. J acobs. 

Ch. "Jewish law: a synthesis" of first ed. repr. as "A synthesis of the traditional and 
critical views." Conservative Judaism and Jewish law. Ed. Seymour Siege!. New 
York: Rabbinical Assembly, 1977: 111-122. 

A guide to Rash ha-Shanah. London: Jewish Chronicle Publications, 1959. [Repr. 1962, 
1969]. 

Danish transl. En vejledning til Rash Hashanah. [Copenhagen]: SJUF, 1973. 

Republ. Copenhagen: Det Mosaiske Troessamfund, 1982. 

1960-1964 

Jewish values. London: Vallentine, Mitchell, 1960. 

Hartford, CT: Hartmore House, 1960. 

Excerpts from eh. 2 publ. as "The study of the Torah." World Jewry 5.2 (Feb. 
1962): 5-6. 

2"d ed. Hartford, CT: Hartmore House, 1969. [Repr. 1975]. 

Republ. as The book of Jewish values. London: Vallentine, Mitchell; Chappaqua, 
NY: Rossel Books, 1983. [Repr. 1984 (Vallentine, Mitchell)]. 

The Jewish festivals: New Year, the Day of Atonement, Tabernacles, Passover, Pentecost, 
Hanukkah, Purim. Worcester, MA: Achille J. St. Onge, 1961. [Miniature book]. 
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1965-1969 

Seeker of unity: the life and works of Aaron of Starosselje. London: Vallentine, Mitchell, 
1966. [Repr. 2006]. 

New York: Basic Books, 1967. 

Faith. London: Vallentine, Mitchell, 1968. 

New York: Basic Books, 1968. 
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House, 1969. 

1970-1974 

Jewish thought today. Chain of tradition series, 3. New York: Behrman House, 1970. 

Green, Ben Ezra & Louis Jacobs. A teacher's book for Jewish thought today. By 
Louis Jacobs. Chain of tradition series, 3. New York: Behrman House, 1970. 

Hasidic prayer. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1972. 

New York: Jewish Publication Society of America; Schocken, 1973. [2 printings; 
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A Jewish theology. London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1973. 

New York: Behrman House, 1973. [Repr. 1974, 1996]. 

Ch. "The chosen people" republ. in Man's religious quest: a reader. Ed. Whitfield 
Foy. London: Croom Helm, 1978:409-413. 

En vej/edning til Rosh Hashanah. [Copenhagen]: SJUF, 1973. 

Republ. Copenhagen: Det Mosaiske Troessamfund, 1982. 
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